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Spanish Heritage and Ethnic Protest
in New Mexico: The Anti-Fraternity Bill
of 1933
PHILLIP B, GONZALES

In 1944, Kyle Crichton highlighted in fiction the dilemma of aspiring
urban Hispanos in New Mexico, The Proud People, set in 1941, centers
on the Esquivel side of the Esquivel-Lejanza family, The Esquivels are
proudest of the fact that their ancestry traces all the way back to Juan
de Onate's founding of New Mexico, A major theme in the novel's social
realism is New Mexico's distinctive "Spanish-American" sensibility, The
Esquivels, however, experience rough adjustment in a rapidly changing
present. Crichton depicted the tensions of ethnic attachment, aims of
middle class integration, and the obstacles presented by racial prejudice,
One dramatic episode in The Proud People begins when Lolita
transfers from a college in the east to the University of New Mexico in
her home town of Albuquerque, Lolita has been attending classes contentedly for a month when one day she distraughtly rushes into her room,
Minutes later Lozo brings the crushing news to her startled mother and
aunt: his sister has been denied membership in a sorority, The rejection,
by Anglo students Lolita had grown up with, is dealt, Lozo laments,
Phillip B, Gonzales received his doctorate in sociology from the University of California,
Berkeley, in 1985, The research and writing of this article was supported by the Southwest
Hispanic Research Institute and the Chicano Studies Program at the University of New
Mexico,
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"Because she's a Mexican ... Because she's darker than they are;
because she isn't white and stupid like themselves. , . !"1
Lolita is devastated, Lozo embittered, and the older women incredulous over the incident, not just as understandable reactions to racial
insult, but as expressions of the special attitude of those who emphasized claims to "Spanish blood." Thus the response to what Lozo has
just revealed: "'But we're white; we're not Mexicans,' [the aunt] said in
a stunned voice." Lozo replies: "'I know, I know, Aunt Ceferina; but that's
what they think we are.... ' "2
Crichton's sorority vignette is contemporarily evocative. In 1944
sociologist Carolyn Zeleny reported on informants who emphasized to
her the "marked system of social separatism" existing at the University
of New Mexico and the "strict rules" among fraternities and sororities
"never to admit Spanish Americans." Zeleny concluded that discrimination at the university, which, she said, had become "social policy,"
was probably the reason why so many Hispanos went elsewhere to
college. 3 Negative ethnic relations at the university were so notorious
that Carey McWilliams spread the report of fraternity exclusion in 1948,
E. B. Fincher did so in 1950, and Erna Fergusson repeated the story in
1951 4 In 1969, noting Zeleny's concern, Nancie Gonzalez interviewed
fraternity students at the University of New Mexico on their ethnic attitudes and constructed a table showing notable Spanish-surnamed
membership in Greek rolls beginning in the 1960s. 5
One reason for so many references was an earlier determination
on the part of New Mexico Hispanics to speak out on a university situation
they considered unsatisfactory.6 This concern dated at least to the early
1920s. By the 1940s, the Hispanic opinion of the university had soured
throughout the state into a veritable tradition of resentment, in large pari:
because of the way fraternities and sororities were perceived.
The discussion of university and fraternity-sorority problems in New
Mexico's social literature makes one wonder why Spanish Americans
1. Kyle Crichton, The Proud People (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944), 225-

32,

2, Ibid, 22,8
3. , Carolyn Zeleny, "Relations Between the Spanish-Americans and Anglo-Americans
in New Mexico: A Study of Conflict and Accommodation in a Dual-Ethnic Relationship"
(doctoral dissertation, Yale University, 1944),306.
4. Carey McWilliams, North From Mexico: The Spanish-Speaking People of the United
States (Philadelphia: J, B, Lippincott Company, 1949), 79; E, B, Fincher, "Spanish-Americans as a Political Factor in New Mexico, 1912-1950" (doctoral dissertation, New York
University, 1950), 54; Erna Fergusson, New Mexico: A Pageant of Three Peoples (New
York: Alfred A, Knopf, 1951), 229-30,
5. Nancie L. Gonzalez, The Spanish-Americans of New Mexico: A Heritage of Pride
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1969), 111-13,
6, "The young people who get to college are most articulate about their handicaps
and how they are overcoming them," Fergusson, New Mexico, 229,
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did not exert themselves in the first half of the twentieth century to remedy
social discrimination and exclusion. Hispanos, after all, are known for
their efforts to insure public schooling for their children once educational
rights were specifically guaranteed them in the 1912 constitution? Nor
did they lack leadership to work toward a more inclusive participation
in the main educational institution of the state.
As a result of Lolita's sorority snub in The Proud People, one family
member is moved to urge direct action. In commiseration with Lolita,
the Esquivels complain about the recent bad treatment Hispanos have
been receiving at the university. Aunt Doloritas feels that Uncle Bustamante is too complacent about this. When he says, "What can we do
about itT she says, "We can fight them." Bustamante argues they could
not possibly force acceptance of themselves in a stranger's house, to
which his sister indignantly replies, "Then they should be stopped entirely!"8
If Doloritas feels that her people are within their rights to actually
confront Anglos over fraternity and sorority insolence, no such action
occurs in The Proud People. Both Lolita and Lozo, as well as the rest
of the family, swallow their Spanish pride as World War II and lovers take
them on to different worlds. The result is that the novel perpetuates the
idea, widespread in both writings and everyday thinking in the Southwest, that despite intense resentment over Anglo antipathy, there has
always been a relationship between presuming to be Spanish and refusing to carry out ethnic protest.
Among non-fiction observers, Carey McWilliams coined the phrase
Spanish Fantasy Heritage to include this generalization, using Arthur
Campa as authority for the charge that the Spanish American's dissociation from Mexicans attempted to "justify prejudices and defense
mechanisms."g Presumably, in this interpretation, Spanish-American
"fantasy" reacted to Anglo prejudice in two inter-related ways such as
to symbolically deflect for themselves but not directly engage, Anglo
biases. First, it could proclaim itself romantically. As the anthropologist
Gonzalez wrote in 1969: "In the past, many [successful Spanish Americans] have been made to feel the pain of discrimination and their defense has been to gild and glorify the past which is now lost to them
forever. Many of the symbols to which they cling perhaps never existed
in colonial New Mexico, but the belief in the past does serve the purpose
7. John R. Chavez, The Lost Land: The Chicano Image of the Southwest (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984),97; Tom Wiley, Forty Years in Politics and
Education: Some Memories, Recollections and Observations (Albuquerque: Calvin Horn
Publisher, 1973), 27-34; Robert Arthur Moyers, "A History of Education in New Mexico"
(doctoral dissertation, University of Missouri, 1941), 491.
8. Crichton, Proud People, 231,
9. McWilliams, North From Mexico, 45,
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of alleviating feelings of inferiority and furthering social and ethnic solidarity. "10
As an extension of glorifying the past, Spanish Americans also reacted to racism's taint of anyone labeled Mexican by calling themselves
"white" and denying any Indian mixture in their past. "This belief," one
assessment has it, "became useful ideology in New Mexico as a protection against prejudice, loss of property and civil rights .... "11
Ironically, those writers who regard Spanish heritage as valid agree
with those who do not, that Spanish Americans have never promoted
ethnicity by way of protest. Turning away from discrimination, according
to Fray Angelico Chavez, is a reflection of genuine Hispanicism. "Finding
himself ignored or shunted aside because of his racial background,"
Chavez writes, [the true castizo] "proudly withdraws from the offending
circle to seek better pastures in another, and not necessarily his own
people."12 To Marc Simmons, it has been the Hispanos' unshakable
American patriotism that has made them "perennially suspicious of causes
and programs based on racism. "13 According to both authors, if there
has been Spanish-surnamed protest in New Mexico, it was always the
work of Mexicans and Mexican Americans, not the more "pure" Spanish
Americans.
Whether citing "fantasy" or extolling the Spanish, the tendency has
been to attribute an immutable pride without protest to New Mexico's
Spanish heritage. There is evidence, however, that Crichton may have
regretted his decision not to have been explicit in The Proud People
about Spanish protest. For there was a time when Spanish adherents
did set out to "fight them" as Crichton's character advocated. 14 It is clear
that the wishful thinking of Doloritas, and at another point, Aunt Ceferina,
is based precisely on this knowledge. 15
.
10. Gonzalez, The Spanish-Americans of New Mexico, 81.
11. J. M. Blaut and Antonio Rios-Bustamante, "Commentary on Nostrand's 'Hispanos'
and Their 'Homeland,'" Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 74 (March
I
1984), 158.
12. Fray Angelico Chavez, My Penitente Land: 'Reflections on Spanish New Mexico
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1974),270.
13. Marc Simmons, People of the Sun (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press.
1979), 56-57
14: Kyle Crichton told Clinton P, Anderson that there were many points where he had
gone wrong in The Proud People. That Crichton may have regretted softening his stance
is suggested by the following remark: "Strangely enough. I think my radical background
led me astray and kept me from being as strong with my thesis as I might have been. I
didn't want it to be regarded as propaganda and was criticized for being too soft" Crichton
to Anderson, March 31, 1944; Kyle Crichton Correspondence, 1944, Archive number 269,
Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico,
15, Aunt ceferina's allusion is in her suggestion that the Spanish Americans organize
a committee to investigate the hometown of a man who is studying Hispanos in New
Mexico. Crichton, Proud People, 265.
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Confrontations over ethnic conditions at the University of New Mexico occurred in 1933. An attempt was made, in Dolorita's words, to "stop
them entirely" through a bill introduced in the New Mexico legislature
which, had it passed, would have altogether abolished fraternities and
sororities.
Relating the anti-fraternity circumstance will not settle the question
of whether New Mexican Hispanics have been "really" Spanish or "really"
Mexican, since ethnic identification is always subjective. Nor does it
dispel the observations that the Spanish heritage has involved Mexican
dissociation, romanticism, and patriotic fervor. In fact, it reinforces them.
The account does demonstrate, however, a New Mexico public calling
itself "Spanish" for whom the tendencies of dissociation, romanticism,
and patriotism did not substitute for action against perceived discrimination. It shows, on the contrary, these very manifestations actively legitimizing and producing genuine social protest against an emblem 'of
Anglo dominance.
Placing the University of New Mexico and Hispano relations in perspective, it was common as Zeleny says, for Spanish-speaking people
to send their sons, and an occasional daughter, to colleges outside New
Mexico in the early years of this century. One reason was perceived
prejudice, but another was that the State University-its early official
name-remained small, lacking the resources for regional accreditation.
In the 1920s, however, as the New Mexico Anglo middle class rapidly
grew, the university developed. At the same time, what was originally a
trickle of Hispano students turned into a steady stream. Not only was
the institution gaining in stature and attracting many who might have
gone elsewhere, but increasing numbers came into the university from
a maturing public school system. The proportion of Hispanic enrollment,
however, stayed well below parity compared to the Spanish-surnamed
majority in the state. By best estimates, it grew from about 3 percent in
the early twenties to between 10 and 11 percent in 1933 when total
university enrollment was 1,200. 16
All other student elements increased their numbers as well, fraternity
and sorority organizations more profitably than any others. While fraternities and sororities had always featured prominently on campus, they
took on a special vigor throughout the thirties as several national organizations were chartered. Between 1928 and 1935 the state's business sector, in spite of the Great Depression, underwrote the building
16. There are no official figures giving ethnic compositions in enrollment for the period.
This estimate derives from. information university officials. related in contemporary press
releases: e.g. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, January 16,1933, and partly from The University
of New Mexico Alumni Association Directory (Dallas: Southwest Offset, 1981),353-57.
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of fraternity and sorority houses, negotiating land swaps with the university for this purpose. 17
With such organizational and material support. fraternities and sororities flourished on campus. As the range of student activities expanded, the Greeks dominated student life by stressing customary
competitions for the best organizational representation in various extracurricular functions. 18 Within the classroom, the contest for highest gradepoint average became so intense that Spanish-American students eventually claimed that the fraternity students successfully curried favor from
professors. 19 This domination within the university structure formed the
crux of what Spanish Americans encountered on campus throughout
the first half of the twentieth century.
The extreme cliquishness of the Greek system took on racial overtones in the presence of Hispano cultural and physical distinctiveness. 2o
Even family standing in the professions or public service could not
safeguard the Spanish American from the fraternity-sorority prejudice. 21
It seemed not to have mattered, for example, that when Juan A. Sedillo
enrolled in 1920, his father, Antonio, was a university regent. 22 According
17. This overall picture appears in several sources covering the period. including
the UN.M. Weekly and New Mexico Lobo, University of New Mexico Regents Minutes, all
in Special Collections, Zimmerman Library, University of New Mexico; and Frank D. Reeve,
"History of the University of New Mexico" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1928).
18. The overwhelming fraternity-sorority majority in activities is evident in the biographies of the university yearbook, The Mirage, Special Collections, Zimmerman Library.
The student competitions were prominently reported, more often than not by Greek student
journalists, in the UN.M. Weekly, and New Mexico Lobo throughout the entire period.
19. Interview with Tibo Chavez, December 21, 1983, Los Lunas, New Mexico. See
the following student editorial: "One of the best customs and most important acts on the
[university] hill is the required grade standards of the different fraternities and sororities.
The fact that each organization makes their pledges come up to a certain average in their
grades and pass a required number of hours, seems to me to be direct co-operation with
the faculty. But a break has come.... The report is that some of the organizations have
strickened [sic] a certain spanish course from their list of requirements, because it can
not be counted the same as the other courses This is a lack of co-operation. The weakness
should be found and remedied." New Mexico Lobo, January 10,1928
20. Anglo disrespect was' also expressed by non-fraternity students as indicated by
a Boys' Dorm skit in which Spanish Americans were caricatured as exemplars of socialism:
"John Howard, as the Honorable Martinez, gave a one-hour speech on why he should be
elected as the attorney general of the State of New Mexico, and telling how well he had
performed the duties of the office he now held as dog catcher in Barelas." UN.M. Weekly,
May 25, 1923
21. As Carolyn Zeleny observed, the fraternities and sororities applied restrictions
"even in the case of high-class members of the group." Zeleny, "Relations Between the
Spanish-Americans and Anglo Americans in New Mexico," 306.
22. Antonio A. Sedillo, who served as a UNM regent for ten years, had been a delegate
to the Constitutional Convention of 1910 where he helped draft provisions of Spanish
American rights into New Mexico's political charter. In an accomplished careEn, Sedillo
helped organize and lead the largest mutual aid society in the Southwest, was an effective
district attorney, counsel for at least one case before the U.S Supreme Court, Speaker
of the New Mexico House of Representatives, and a personal aide to Governor Octaviano
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Mela Sedillo, from The Mirage,
1925. Courtesy of Special
Collections, Zimmerman Library,
University of New Mexico.

to family lore, just as Juan Sedillo began classes at the university, an
Anglo who had been a close friend from childhood, upon his initiation
into a fraternity, suddenly spurned friendship with Juan. 23
Five years later, Mela Sedillo, younger sister of Juan, appeared to
have made an inroad. Following her father's advice, Mela and several
young Anglo women chartered the Chi Omega Sorority in 1925. 24 Mela
Sedillo's part in forming the sorority became something of a legend in
Spanish American circles. The memory that "Mela Sedillo started a sorority at the university" inspired others for generations. 25
But if Mela Sedillo could do it, why not others? Occasionally Spanish
Americans, especially the more assimilated, were admitted into fraternities and sororities. But the problem, as experienced by Mela Sedillo
and others, was what one historian has called "social emulation." According to Frederick Lewis Allen, it was in the small, enclosed fraternity
system that association with the right individuals signaled to others that
an individual numbered "among the elect."26 That Mela Sedillo did not
remain in her sorority for long stemmed from the cultural barrier that

Larrazolo. Albuquerque Tribune, October 24, 1933; Albuquerque Journal, October 25,
1933; Ellndependiente, October 27, 1933; Jose Amaro Hernandez, Mutual Aide for Survival: The Case of the Mexican American (Malabar, Florida: Robert E. Krieger Publishing
Company, 1983), 35.
23. Interview with Mela Sedillo Koeber, July 8, 1982.
24. Ibid.; New Mexico Lobo, January 9, 1925
25. In interviewing senior Spanish Americans, it is evident that this memory lives on.
26. Frederick Lewis Allen, The Big Change. America Transforms Itself, 1900-1950
(New York Harper & Brothers, 1952), 39
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even the more ambitious Spanish Americans were likely to encounter.
Witnessing the seriousness with which fraternities and sororities considered other students "barbarian," Mela Sedillo came away convinced
that such organizations were inappropriate at educational 'institutions. 27
In 1924, soon after gaining a law degree from Georgetown University, Juan Sedillo compiled the laws that governed the University of New
Mexico. His volume, appearing while his father still served on the board
of regents, reflected the Spanish American's active concern with public
education. To Juan Sedillo, the book reinforced Article 8 of the state
constitution mandating the rights and privileges of educational admission and attendance for the "children of Spanish descent"The command
that these children "shall forever enjoy perfect equality with other children in all public schools and educational institutions of the state," together with the requirement that "the legislature shall provide penalties
for the violation of this section," would not be lost on Sedillo when, nine
years later as a state senator, he would be called on to lead a movement
to have the fraternities and sororities removed from the university.28
The 1933 anti-fraternity movement was further determined by (a)
the convergence of developments in the politics of institutional funding
during the Great Depression, and (b) relations among university students.
Active responses by minority groups to their social subordination
do not occur in isolation. The impulse to confront inequality can be
blocked only until changes in the social arena provide the right opportunity for protest. Into the 1930s, Spanish-speaking students remained
marginal in the UNM student body. A related condition was the paucity
of Hispanics on the faculty and administration. Without the placement
of key personnel, equivalent to Spanish-American participation in the
primary and secondary school systems,29 disgruntlement over the university remained disorganized and informal. But in 1931, New Mexico's
newly elected governor created a political atmosphere in which Spanish
Americans could openly vent their resentment against the university.
Elected governor in 1930, amidst the Great Depression, banker
Arthur Seligman set out to hold down New Mexico spending. In the
words of historian Paul Walter, Seligman's approach to policing the state
27. Interview with Koeber.
28 John A. A. Sedillo, "A Compilation of the Laws Governing the University of New
Mexico, To and Including the Session Laws of 1923," April 1, 1924, Special Collections,
Zimmerman Library.
29. As Zeleny noted: "Several Spanish-Americans interviewed said that they had not
noticed much race prejudice in elementary school grades, but became increasingly aware
of it as they went through high school, and felt its full force in the University." Zeleny,
"Relations Between the Spanish-Americans and Anglo-Americans in New Mexico," 306.
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budget was "fanatical in its zeal."30 In fairness, Seligman was in charge
when UNM, already the state's most financially demanding institution,
requested a substantial increase in its budget two years after the great
stock market crash. Unverified rumors also suggested professors and
administrators were channeling tax money for street improvements into
their neighborhoods. To make matters worse, the university president's
state-supported residence was built in 1930. All this symbolized to many
New Mexicans that the university was prospering while others suffered.
Fraternities and sororities picked this poor time to file claims for educational tax exemptions on their houses. 31 The new governor quickly
came to view the university as arrogant, selfish, and uncooperative.
Governor Seligman publicly labeled the state's higher education
institutions "sacred cows" that should be worshipped no longer. Seligman ordered reviews down to the smallest of university purchases. In
1932, he forced a 35 percent reduction in faculty and administrative
salaries. Seligman was re-elected in 1932, and UNM administrators went
to the 1933 legislature fearful that, to meet the governor's demand for
another 10 percent reduction, they would have to release some faculty
members. 32
Seligman's declaration of an open hunting season on the university
was not lost on Spanish Americans. Late in the fall semester of 1932, a
speech made by UNM President James Zimmerman in California advocating Latin American exchange programs at universities in the Southwest was publicized throughout New Mexico. Zimmerman reportedly
announced projects he was encouraging at his own institution, including
preservation of native arts and crafts, language training for teachers of
Spanish-speaking children, and student bilingual clubs. 33 A quick response to Zimmerman's remarks came from J. J. Clancy, a Spanishspeaking Anglo-American teacher living in Anton Chico who identified
closely with the Hispanos of the surrounding villages and who was
recognized by villagers as an effective defender of their traditions. 34 In
h

30. Paul A. F Walter, "Necrology: Arthur Seligman," New Mexico Historical Review,
13 (October 1933), 312.
31. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, November 23,24,1931, August 21, 1932, February 16,
1933, and March 29,1933; Albuquerque Tribune, February 16,1933; UNM BUlletin, 19351936, p. 29.
32. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, June 3,1932; Albuquerque Tribune, February 17,1933.
33. Albuquerque Tribune, December 12,1932; [Santa Fe] New Mexican, December
13, 1933
34. Antonio Mondragon to the author. According to Mondragon, J. J. Clancy organized a popular Spanish literary and debating society in Anton Chico, and was continually
at odds with the administration over teaching Spanish in the local school district. Clancy's
esteem in the Hispanic community is indicated by the title, "EI Profesor Juan J. Clancy,"
bestowed in the Hispano Santa Rosa News (Las Nuevas), April 27, May 4, 1934.
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the turgid style popular at the time, Clancy's letter to an Albuquerque
editor accused Zimmerman of hypocrisy:
The fundamental trouble with such a Pan-American project, based
as it is on reciprocity of fair treatment leading to congenial understanding of each other, is that we seek outside friendship ventures,
praising analogous race scions, the Spanish Americans, here, for
the purpose of attracting like with like, while at the very same time
we are racially haters of the very home products our dollar policy
with those Latin countries would undertake to use as Pan-American
bait. ... Give a dog a bad name at home and then try to extol him
abroad.
Clancy's letter was the opening shot in the campaign against Spanish American social subordination at the university. The letter challenged
Zimmerman to refute "the proposition" that "the native elements in New
Mexico, save for political and commercial exploitation purposes, have
never been treated racially with that 'mutual' consideration which the
learned president would academically utilize as a plausible basis for
Pan-American affinity and affiliation." From his knowledge of teaching
methods used in Hispanic communities, Clancy also charged the state's
educational system with failure. Referring to UNM's adjunct program
designed to equip teachers in rural areas, he declared: "Your San Jose
project is a living confession of your past incapacity or unwillingness to
cope with a bounden obligation-the sensible, scientific training of your
foster children, the Spanish Americans, in such educational terms as
you would jubilantly pose before a Latin American world."35
The terms "native elements," "home products," and "foster children"
carried a sense of the Spanish American's historical and regional predicament. The Hispanos were only "adopted" as a result of the Anglo
invasion of New Mexico. The Anglo university thus had a "bounden
obligation" to provide modern education for those who were in New
Mexico earlier. This native refrain was one that those of Spanish heritage
would rely on more as the focus on the university enlarged in the coming
months.
A week later Ernest Garda of Gallup, claiming to "know the soul of
the Latin majority," spoke on behalf of young Spanish Americans with
whom he had often discussed life in America. Adding to Clancy's reminders on the obligation to instruct, Garcia voiced the Spanish American's traditional grudge against the university: "the doors of the social
life of the university, to the average Spanish-American student, are not
very inviting." Testing his own allegation, Garda reflected: "It's true, to
35. Albuquerque Tribune, December 21, 1932.
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obtain a diploma one does not have to belong to a fraternity or be a
social standout." He was, however, led to the sentiment that Crichton
would echo twelve years later: "It's the feeling of being slighted that
hurts." Garcia developed his critique, categorizing the university insult
with the deeper problem of employment discrimination against Spanish
Americans in the Southwest. He then invoked a popular Spanish-American symbol to convey the victimization of his people: "Thus is our plight
[in] the country which our forefathers, the Conquistadores, fought for,
explored and settled."36
Lest he seem a separatist, the Gallup resident concluded by reminding his "Anglo-Saxon brother" of the latter's duty "to extend his hand
in help and not [withhold] it." He suggested further that "[W]orking side
by side for the mutual welfare of our state ... we will be without distinction, not as Anglo or a Latin, but an American citizen. "37 The inconsistent images of "side by side" and "without distinction" expressed one
insistence in the Spanish heritage on having it both ways: nourish an
identity of difference and assimilate the American way.38 The difference
in this context, however, was the emerging mood which would publicly
lay blame on the Anglo American for preventing assimilation.
Meanwhile at the university, the stage for greater collective response
was set by organized attempts to undo the fraternity-sorority rule. As on
other campuses across the country, fraternities and sororities at UNM
spawned an antithetical Independent Students Organization. Deliberately challenging the fraternity-sorority dominance, the Independents
dealt a blow to the Greeks in the campus election of 1932, narrowly
winning all offices including student body president. For two semesters
straight, moreover, the Independents won the "scholastic cup" for the
highest grade-point average among organized student groupS.39
Spanish-American students allied themselves with the Independents, using the Bilingual Club as their vehicle. One Hispano strength
lay in the status-significant athletic intramurals. Combined into one team,
the Independents and Bilinguals scored well against the fraternities in
the track and field meet. On its own, the Bilingual Club won the highly
coveted basketball championship, and came close to winning the 1933
baseball tournament. In campus politics, three Bilingual Club members
entered the frenetic, highly publicized student elections in the spring of

36. Ernest C. Garcia to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, December 29,1933.
37. Ibid.
38. Not inconsistently, this formula was invoked widely and successfully by Spanish
Americans of mixed parentage and those who intermarried with Anglos.
39. New Mexico Lobo, October 7, .1927, April 1, 1933; The Mirage (University of New
Mexico Yearbook, 1933), 221.
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1933. The fraternities and sororit'les, however, won all seats in the elections. 40
These were not, however, the only nor the primary Bilingual Club
activities. The organization's thirty-five to fifty members organized in the
interest of Hispano welfare, scheduled discussions with George I. Sanchez of the state department of education, concerning the alarming rate
of public school attrition among Hispano youth. 41 It was from this vantage
point that more confrontational measures regarding the fraternity problem appeared possible. Fifty years later, former Bilingual Club member
and Lieutenant Governor Tibo J. Chavez recalled what had to be done:
"We made them aware that we were not going to sit there and let them
do that [domination] to us. We were the scions of distinguished families
in New Mexico and there was no way they were going to push us around
like that. "42
This was vintage Spanish-Americanism: the "distinguished family,"
derived from New Mexico's historic colonial class. Spanish American
"scions" upheld what they interpreted as the ricos' original sense of
community leadership and responsibility. In a work published many
years later, Chavez showed his personal identification with a "high officer" ancestor who had, in his words, "pioneered" with Don Diego de
Vargas in the reconquest of New Mexico and in the history of the Rio
Abajo area. 43
To vindicate their tradition-bound honor, the students turned to New
Mexico's eleventh legislative session and found there an understandably
sympathetic ear in Santa Fe Senator Juan A. Sedillo. Had he not known
from first-hand experience exactly what Spanish students meant by
fraternity prejudice, Sedillo might have listened to this report of Anglo
wrong-doing by virtue of his leadership role in the Progressive wing of
the Republican party. Spanish Americans like Sedillo played central roles
in Senator Bronson Cutting's bolting Progressive organization. New Mexico Progressives stressed Hispano rights, and the roll of Spanish-American Progressives was a long one-including Mauricio Miera, Miguel A.
Otero, Jesusita Perrault, Antonio Sedillo, Orlando Ulivarri, and Juan Salazar. 44
Simultaneously, the state Progressive organization had a special
40. The Mirage [1933], p. 221; New Mexico Lobo, January 6, March 31, 1933; Albuquerque Journal, March 17,30.31,1933.
41. New Mexico Lobo, April 13.28, 1933; La Bandera Americana, April 27,1933
42. Interview with Tibo J. Chavez, Los Lunas, New Mexico, July 26, 1982.
43. Gilberto Espinosa and Tibo J. Chavez, EI Rio Abajo, ed. Carter M. Waid (n.p.,
nd.),23
44. While New Mexico history recognizes the ethnic advocacy of Governor Octaviano
Larrazolo and US. Senator Dennis Chavez, the unwritten chapter between these two
figures will show Progressive Republicans and the related EI Club Politico Independiente
carrying forth the banner of Spanish American rights.
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alliance with Democratic Governor Seligman. Senator Cutting's support
assured Seligman a strong gubernatorial victory in 1930. Cutting crossed
party lines again in 1932, helping to lead a national Progressive movement for Franklin D. Roosevelt. As a result, both Seligman and Sedillo
benefitted from a statewide fusion campaign of Progressive Republicans
and Democrats. 45
On January 26, 1933, Sedillo introduced Senate Bill- Number 71,
"To Prevent the Formation and Prohibit the Existence of Secret Fraternities and Sororities in State Educational Institutions, Universities, Colleges and Schools.... " Besides making it unlawful for students to join
fraternities and sororities or to help in their formation, the act proposed
power of enforcement to the board of regents and trustees, as well as
suspension or termination for students involved in such activity.46
Sedillo cited a California precedent for his proposal and pointed to
some Ivy League schools that he said had abolished fraternities and
sororities. He argued that such a move could only improve social relations at a smaller university such as UNM. Appealing to the Anglo votes
in the legislature, Sedillo downplayed the racial justification for the bill
by speaking of the discrimination allegedly engendered by the fraternities and sororities against "the poor ... be they Anglo or Latin."47
Committees from both the Bilingual Club and the fraternities lobbied
the legislators the following day. The Spanish Americans delivered a
petition bearing seventy-five signatures, some of them Anglo, in support
of SB 71. While the petition's statement claimed injury done to both nonfraternity Anglos and Spanish Americans, the press reported the exclusively Hispanic-related public statements by student leaders. The students apparently felt that history had invested them with the authority
to raise the prejUdice issue, as they emphasized that one of them was
"said to be the grandson of Donaciano Vigil, first territorial governor of
New Mexico in 1847. "48 This was the Spanish heritage in political terms,
alluding to the native Hispanos' venerable legacy of leadership and proof
of ability under American rule, not to mention their long-held right to
share in ruling the state.
Countering the bill was the Inter-fraternity Council's argument that
its system saved the state thousands of dollars in student housing. Anglo
45. Jack E. Holmes, Politics in New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1967), 160-74.
.
46. New Mexico. Eleventh Legislature, 1933. Senate, Senate Bill number 71, Folder
for Bills 44-77. New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
47. Albuquerque Tribune, January 26, 1933. New Mexico newspaper readers could
also note the anti-fraternity opinion common in the U.S. during this period. The Texas
legislature, for example, tried unsuccessfully to "abolish" or "regulate" the fraternities at
the Austin campus of the state university. That case involved rowdiness, including the
hazing-related death of a fraternity initiate. New Mexico Lobo, October 5, 1928.
48. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, January 27, 1933.
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legislators who were also UNM alumni hosted the fraternity group. They
cautioned that doing away with the Greek organizations would only
encourage the creation of truly restrictive and secret clubs on campus.
President Zimmerman, meanwhile, "deprecated" the fraternity and sorority discussion and defended the university's record on Hispanic matters 49
The chair of the senate's education committee declared scant chance
for passage of SB 71. But the anti-fraternity sentiment was not to be
deterred, and support for the bill expanded. Letters arrived in the senate
from some twenty Spanish Americans attending college in Washington,
D.C. and St. Louis. Since the list included the brother of Senator Sedillo
some political orchestration was obvious. On the other hand, suggestive
of a deeper Spanish-American feeling was the signature of the son of
then U.S. Congressman Dennis Chavez, who was aligned with the antiProgressive, anti-fusionist regulars within the Democratic Party.50
Spanish Americans in New Mexico attempted to interpret the meaning of this attack on the university. They invoked the native's viewpoint
within the Spanish heritage. With racism the enemy, the Independent
Club of Bernalillo County, a Progressive organ, sounded a rather radical
charge of imperialism against "those usurpers who come into our beloved land of our inheritance with their prejudiced minds pretending to
be superior in class to our ancestors. "51
Another line of thought stemmed from one of the most conservative
versions of the Spanish heritage, namely, the myth that all New Mexicans
accepted the American annexation happily. "If anyone has the right of
way concerning the State University of New Mexico," one individual
contributed, "it is certainly the children, the grandchildren and the greatgrandchildren of the families of New Mexico who extended a welcoming
hand and gave hostage to the invasion of our own country, New MexiCO."52

These assertions reflected a flexible and creative Spanish heritage,
first telling the Anglo that in effect "We know that your nation stole the
land from our forebears and that you continue to deprive us today;" and
second, that "We welcomed you with open arms. Why should you do
this to us now?"
The anti-fraternity bill came before the senate's education committee in mid-February. The committee heard testimony from four sets of
witnesses. Senator Sedillo and the Spanish students continued to charge
49 [Santa Fe] New Mexican, January 27,31, 1933
50. Albuquerque Tribune, January 27, February 2, 1933; [Santa Fe] New Mexican,
February 2, 3, 1933
51. Albuquerque Journal, January 29, 1933.
52. Virginia Mainz [sic] to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, January 29, 1933
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that the Greek organizations contributed to an "undemocratic system of
caste." Several Anglos who supported the bill argued on the grounds
of social etiquette and "boorish" fraternity-sorority manners. The fraternity
students, meanwhile, had already submitted a four-hundred-name petition of their own. In their testimony to the committee they claimed that
"any barriers, racial or otherwise, the creation of which had been credited to fraternities and sororities, existed only in the minds of those
students who were not members of such organizations." Finally, David
Chavez, district attorney and former mayor of Santa Fe as well as brother
of Congressman Chavez, also argued against SB 71. At the same time,
however, he spoke to the problem of segregation at the university and
urged fraternities and sororities to begin admitting Spanish students. 53
Facing not only an Anglo-controlled legislature, but a sizeable bloc
from the so-called Little Texas counties, the protestors began to realize
the odds against them. Toward the end of February, Spanish-American
representatives in the house drafted a resolution suggesting that the
university administration do something about social conditions on its
campus. The resolution made no mention of fraternities and sororities,
stating its intent to insure that the legislature give some positive response
to the original student appeal. In the letter-to-the-editor columns, a UNM
student admitted the ineffectiveness of "legislative force" in the resolution
of social problems, stressing that the "ulterior motive" of the bill was
iristead to "bubble the warped conditions of the state institution and'
bring them to the attention of the taxpayers .... "54
The education committee made its recommendation March 6. SB
71 's obituary in the Albuquerque Journal was appropriately ironic: "This
much discussed bill died an inconspicuous death after all the fireworks,
letters, petitions and hearings it has been accorded. An unfavorable
report of t~e Senate education committee was adopted Monday and
without a word of debate, or even a roll call. "55
As a final word, Spanish-American representatives in the house
gained passage of another resolution urging that university authorities
impress on the fraternities and sororities "the wisdom" of selecting their
membership on the merits of scholastic standing, "athletic prowess,"
and. "financial rating," as well as other qualities that, in its own words,
':are in no way monopolized by the Anglo-American students, but which
are equally as evident in all students." Predictably, the Spanish heritage
faGtion took an anti-racial stance: "[W]hile we recognize that race or
53. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, February 17, 1933.
54. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, Albuquerque Journal, February 23, 1933; Fred Barela
to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, January 30, 1933.
55. Albuquerque Journal, March 7, 1933; see also New Mexico Senate Journal,
Eleventh New Mexico Legislature, 471.
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class prejudice cannot be eradicated through legislation, we do know
that it's high time the most intellectual body in our state should begin
to disseminate the idea that there is no racial difference, and therefore
should be no racial prejudice." On the other hand, having to acknowledge the existence of a Hispanic people, it also adopted an ethnic
perspective, saying that New Mexico was "founded and continued in
progress through the best efforts of several nationalities."The university,
it proclaimed, was "established to root out bigotry, intolerance, and
narrow mindedness," and its duty now was to teach "that a melting pot
of the different elements in the race produced a better and stronger
people." Reflecting a will toward inclusion inAmerican society, the Spanish heritage faction concluded with an appeal that education should
help bring about a "greater feeling that every people has its place in
this universe."56
By American standards the anti-fraternity protest was not militant.
But just a month and a half after the fraternity agitation was settled by
the New Mexico legislature, Spanish Americans mobilized against the
University of New Mexico once more, this time with greater indignation
and a more effective and higher intensity, when an Anglo professor
charged with fomenting racial conflict was forced to resignS? In this
incident as well, the Spanish heritage was prominently expressed. In
one statement, a university student fell back on classic dissociation,
assailing Anglo classmates because not only had they called him "greaser,"
but "Mexican" as well. On the other hand, the Spanish heritage faction
was not above associating with indigenous people in its own way, in the
assumption by another spokesperson that there was political significance in the notion that "Indians and conquistadores were the first
Americans" in the state. 58
Both utterances were made during the kind of event that was called
a "mass meeting" at the time and what today qualifies as a protest
demonstration. This gathering in Albuquerque was reportedly attended
by "several hundred" Spanish Americans. More than providing a means
to alleviate feelings of inferiority or to swallow a fantasy pride, the Spanish
heritage provided the terms with which to swipe at Anglo superiors. The
56. House Resolution introduced by Ramon Chavez, Frank 1. Encinias, Benito Valdez,
Palemon Martinez, O. Ulivarri, Susana Chavez; New Mexico. Eleventh Legislature, 1933,
House of Representatives, House Resolution Number 17. New Mexico State Records
Center and Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
57. This second event resulted from a complex of many inter-ethnic tensions. For
documentation, see Phillip B. Gonzales, "'A Perfect Furor of Indignation': The Racial Attitude
Confrontation of 1933" (doctoral dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1985). Brief
references to the case are in Nancle L. Gonzalez, Spanish Americans of New MeXico,
177-78, 204; and Carolyn Zeleny, "Relations Between Spanish-Americans and AngloAmericans in New Mexico," 339-40.
58. Albuquerque Journal, April 28, 1933.
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speaker who had complained about being called "Mexican" also charged
that he had "not witnessed one act of equity at the university between
the [races]." And the one who had allied Indians and conquistadores in
her novel way sounded a forceful warning: "The Anglos have been
coming in among us year after year until they have got us down now.
This is the time to act and with the aid of those of us who are educated
we should be able to protect ourselves. "59
The confrontations with the University of New Mexico show that the
Spanish heritage served to "protect" its believers by extending itself into
the political domain. Widely ingrained, the heritage intermeshed with the
Hispano's strategic political role. Politics, by the same token, affected
the development and spread of Spanish identity. It follows that in a
relatively isolated New Mexico, there should have been a close relation
between the two.
Rather than a by-product of Hispanic success, as the writings of
Crichton, Gonzalez and others make it appear, the Spanish heritage
promoted social attainment directly. It may have taken several years
more before Spanish students began infiltrating the Greek fraternities
and sororities noticeably but, beginning in 1934, they were increasingly
active in student government, the publications board, Akiho Club, the
engineering society, and beauty contests. The Bilingual Club continued
for several more years. Even more successful was Las Oamitas, organized for Spanish-American women in 1934 (the Bilingual Club having
been all male). Las Oamitas served to integrate Spanish women into
student life, becoming a part of the Phrateres national organization. Until
1943, Phrateres at UNM listed itself with two subchapters, "Laughlin for
the Anglo girls, and Las Oamitas for the Spanish girls." A major project
of Phrateres involved volunteer work with Spanish-American youth in the
Barelas Community Center60
For racial protest to arise, it is essential that the protestors have a
developed sense of minority legacy. In his letter criticizing President
Zimmerman, Clancy reminded his readers that the fact that Spanish
Americans were not respected by Anglos was nothing new and his
statements were simply repeating for the "millionth time" in New Mexico
the same sad facts. Spanish-American identification was integral in a
spirit of political ethnicity, not unlike the spirit of the Chicano movement
after the 1960s. Opponents of the fraternities acknowledged their own
articulate leaders, as when Senator Sedillo was praised "for having the
courage of coming to the front in behalf of his race. "61
59. Ibid.
60. New Mexico Lobo, October 6, 1933; The Mirage, 1935-1947.
61. Alice M. Mares to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, January 28, 1933; T.
H. S. Chavez to The Public Forum, Albuquerque Tribune, January 29, 1933.
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Las Oamitas Club, 1935. Courtesy of Special Collections, Zimmerman Library,
University of New Mexico.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the Chicano movement combined prior
ownership of the Southwest by Mexico with the principle that security
and equality are rights guaranteed natives in their homeland. Spanish
Americans adopted the same principle earlier in the twentieth century
in relation to New Mexico. 62 An admittedly glorified colonial past played
the political role of symbolizing, somewhat primitively, the native's claim
to New Mexico's bounty. The result was a particular strain within the
Spanish heritage that had its bed-rock identification with the regional
homeland, as opposed to Spain, and which primarily concentrated its
energies on the Anglo's dominating presence. Spanish-American pride
contained the realization-sometimes openly, often latently-of having
been conquered in one's own land.
The protest tendency in the Spanish heritage was not brought out
by earlier writers like Crichton, Zeleny, McWilliams, Fincher, and Fergusson. They did not recognize it as such since they had not benefited
from the heightened awareness of inter-ethnic conflict that came out of
the 19608. The protest aspect of the Spanish heritage appears to have
eroded in the context of World War II and the conservatism of the 1950s.
More recent writings tend to base their conclusions on impressions,
single observations or writings from the past, and not on the actual
social contexts of Spanish self-definition.

62. That Spanish Americans writing in the thirties were sometimes capable of recognizing this loss of homeland is cited by John Chavez, Lost Land, 97.
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In this connection, there is still much to investigate about the complex identity syndrome that was the Spanish heritage. What, for example,
was the exact timing of its spread throughout New Mexico? Did it play
a part in election campaigns? Have the lower and working classes
always shunned Spanish identification?
In this latter connection, one important charge against the heritage
is that it served to weaken the Spanish-speaking people as a whole by
dividing them according to class and citizenship. But was this always
so in actual practice? In 1935, for instance, the New Mexico Un employment Council handed Governor Clyde V. Tingley eleven economic
demands. The Anglo chairman said that of the council's two dozen labor
organizations, the largest was the "Spanish-American Workers League
spread allover the state with headquarters in Albuquerque." It was
probably La Liga Obrera, an Hispanic labor organization, that translated
its title into 'Spanish-American.' If so, then the Spanish category, if not
the heritage, was used in order to bring a divided working class together,
as in one of the demands which called for "abolishment of discrimination
against negroes, Spanish Americans, foreign born workers and small
farmers." And as an indication of a concern more generally identified
with the more bourgeois Hispanic class, there was another demand
calling for "abolishment of discrimination against rural schools, placing
the teaching of Spanish on the same level with English. "63
The 1930s was a time of intense racial repression in the United
States. In this context the Spanish-surnamed of New Mexico used the
Spanish heritage to circumvent the stigmatized Mexican label that had
blocked the public assertion of their ethnic identification. While it often
represented cultural romanticism or aversion to ethnic protest, the Spanish heritage could also serve-as it did in the anti~fraternity episodeas a political device, allowing its adherents to act in their collective
interest.

63. [Santa Fe] New Mexican, January 11, 1935.
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TKO in Las Vegas: Boosterism and the
Johnson-Flynn Fight
DAVID J. KAMMER

On the afternoon of July 4, 1912, heavyweight champion Jack Johnson
defeated Jim Flynn, a middleweight whom he had knocked out in eleven
rounds five years earlier, in a championship fight in Las Vegas, New
Mexico. The fight ended in a "police finish." Films of the fight corroborate
what most of the witnesses reported-that it was a mismatch, the worst
heavyweight title fight ever staged.
Shortly after Captain Fred Fornoff of the New Mexico Mounted Police
. entered the ring and stopped the fight and referee Ed Smith declared
Johnson the winner, the champion piled members of his party into his
touring car and sped away from the sparsely-filled temporary wooden
arena. Having sustained only a slight cut inside his upper lip, Johnson
was more intent on claiming the $5,000 he had won betting on himself
than resting after what had amounted to a light workout. Combined with
the $31,000 purse promoter Jack Curley paid him, Johnson realized a
$36,000 payday for defending his title that day. By the next morning,
Johnson, his wife, and his entourage were aboard a Pullman car returning to Chicago where, six days later, he opened his Cafe de Champion nightclub. Arrested that fall and charged with violation of the Mann
Act, Johnson fled the United States and never again defended his crown
in this country.
,
David J~ Kammer is a lecturer in the Department of English. University of New Mexico.
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Promotional photo for the Johnson-Flynn championship fight, 1912. Background
is the Montezuma Hotel complex, which served as Flynn's training camp. Courtesy of Citizens Committee for Historic Preservation, Rough Riders Museum, Las
Vegas, New Mexico.

Later the next day, Jim Flynn also left Las Vegas, driving north toward
Pueblo, Colorado. Although he had put on a terrible exhibition, jumping
like a 5'9" pogostick, butting at the 6'2" Johnson's jaw with his forehead,
his manager, Jack Curley, had given him a new car for his efforts.
Manager and promoter Jack Curley also left Las Vegas on July 5,
1912, taking his new bride to Chicago in search of other sport promotions. When interviewed about the fight by a reporter the next day in the
Kansas City train station, Curley claimed that the poor turnout at the
fight had prevented him from meeting his expenses. Then, complaining
of the summer heat, he noted that there was an even worse topic the
reporter might raise, "How about Las Vegas?"1
In the days following that Independence Day debacle, the citizens
of Las Vegas reciprocated, voicing similar feelings about Curley and the
fight he had promoted. After months of anticipation in which civic leaders,
the leading local newspaper, the Las Vegas Optic, and the majority of
the townspeople had envisioned the sporting world's attention turned
on their city, the fight had proven a flop. What Las Vegans had anticipated
as a contest in which the latest Great White Hope might prevail over the
black champion, and thereby bring glory and recognition to their city,
1. "Where Did Jack Get Flynn's Wages?," Las Vegas Optic, July 10, 1912
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had brought instead financial loss and recriminations. Soberly the Optic
conceded that the fight had been a failure but that it had supported
Curley because the contest was for the good of Las Vegas. After all,
local sportsmen had invested $100,000 to land the fight in the first place,
and newspapers, it reasoned, must "put up with more bluffing than any
other agency ... not because they lack courage" but because "they are
unwilling to use their power to destroy or ruin unless the interests of
society demand it."2
While admitting no guilt for its part in the matter, the Optic raised
a subject that is of greater interest than the fight itself. Urban boosterism
through professional sport has a history dating back to the businessmen
who supported the victorious 1869 Cincinnati Red Stockings as a means
of promoting that city.3 In recent decades, franchise expansions and
relocations in professional sports have been spurred on by boosters
and then accompanied with flurries of publicity for the new home city
in which projected revenues and the prestige of attaining major league
status sometimes seem more important than the new team itself. The
number of major league franchises located in a city reads as an urban
barometer measuring the status of that city against its rivals. The mushrooming of arenas and stadia in renovated downtowns and along suburban freeways is as important a symbol of a city's success in many
civic leaders' minds as a new industrial park boulevard lined with hitech industrial plants.
On a smaller scale, one finds the same booster forces at work in
Las Vegas in 1912. A combination of forces: the coming of the railroad
into the New Mexico Territory in 1878, and the scramble for commerce
and urban growth it induced; a rivalry with Albuquerque for economic
supremacy in the region; statehood and the legal and political turmoil
it brought; and an anti-prize-fighting movement, half motivated by reformist tendencies, half by racial fears, led to an unbridled boosterism
that, in a six-month period, began with dreams of urban grandeur and
then ended with ugly name-calling between the newspapers of two
cities.
Since the opening of the Santa Fe Trail, Las Vegas, along with Santa
Fe, had been the territory's most important commercial center. Located
2. "Newspapers," Las Vegas Optic, July 11,1912.
3. David Q. Voigt, America through Baseball (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1976), 29-41; .
S.teven A. Ries~, "The Baseball Magnate and Urban Politics in the Progressive Era, 18951920," Journa/of Sport History, 1 (May 1974), 41-62; Gregg Lee Carter, "Baseball in St.
Louis, 1867-1875: An Historical Case Study in Civic Pride," Missouri Historical Society
Bulletin, 34 (July 1975),253-63; B W Currie, "Prize-Fights as Mine-boomers," Harper's
Weekly, 52 (August 22, 1909), 25; and Janet Northam and Jack Berryman, "Sport and
Urban Boosterism in the Pacific Northwest: Seattle's Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, 1909,"
Journal of the West, 17 (July 1978), 53-60
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on the high plains at the edge of the eastern foothills of the southern
Rocky Mountains, the city lay sixty miles east of the capital and was
more accessible to eastern wagon traders and, then, to the westwardmoving railroad than Santa Fe. In 1879, the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa
Fe Railroad arrived in Las Vegas, bringing with it two decades of prosperity and growth. In the twenty-five years following the arrival of the
railroad, a telephone system, gas street lighting, and an electric trolleythe utilities common to any growing American city of that era-became
a part of Las Vegas. As the area gained a reputation for its dry, healthful
climate, the city became the center for numerous tubercular health resorts, including the famous Montezuma Hotel. When Theodore Roosevelt
visited the city in June 1899 to celebrate the first reunion of his Rough
Riders, the city's future seemed filled with promise.
Yet over the next decade, a series of setbacks undermined Las
Vegas' position in the territory. When other southwestern cities opened
sanatoriums and tuberculosis was found to be contagious the Montezuma lost business and closed in 1903. Dry farming, introduced to the
area in the early 1900s, faltered as the prairie soil proved unable to
sustain crops after a few years without irrigation. And to the south,
Albuquerque, with its aggressive Commercial Club, was beginnihgto
benefit from the Santa Fe Railroad's rerouting of its major east-west
freight shipping along a shorter line with a lower grade that bypassed
Las Vegas. In the 1910 census, Albuquerque for the first time had a
greater population than Las Vegas.
While many of the forces diminishing Las Vegas' importance in the
territory were beyond the control of the city, there were also local conflicts. Most important was the division of the city into two municipalities.
The older one, with its focal point a plaza, was largely Hispanic and
reflected the traditions and lifestyles of the early Spanish settlers emphasizing farming, sheepherding, and trading with surrounding Hispanic
areas as its main activity. The newer one, with its focal point Railroad
Avenue, was largely Anglo and was built around shipping and commercial interests.
Las Vegas' declining fortunes suffered further setbacks at the outset
of statehood in March 1912. Partly because of the national split in the
Republican Party between Roosevelt and Taft supporters, partly because
of the inability of the state's Republican Party to unify itself, the Republican majority failed to elect the first state governor. Las Vegas, a Republican stronghold, lost much political leverage as a Democratic Party
functionary, William MacDonald, became governor and represented the
interests of his backers in the state's southern tier and in Albuquerque.
In many ways, it was because of New Mexico's newly acquired
statehood that it suddenly attracted the attention of fight promoters like
Jack Curley. In 1912 prize fighting was illegal in most of the United
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Johnson-Flynn promotional postcard, 1912. Courtesy of Citizens Committee for
Historic Preservation, Rough Riders Museum, Las Vegas, New Mexico.
States. Long denounced by religious and reform groups as barbaric,
its image had suffered even more when Jack Johnson had gained the
heavyweight crown in 1908. Each time another white boxer succumbed
to Johnson's power and skills, the sentiment against prize fighting intensified. Partly out of fear of Johnson's successes and his out-of-thering arrogant behavior-seen as encouraging other blacks to challenge
their roles in American society-and partly out of the Darwinian implications of a black man beating up a white man, lawmakers sought to
curb prize fighting. Nevertheless, a degree of ambivalence persisted,
for despite laws prohibiting prize fighting, club boxing, seen as the
"manly art of self-defense," remained a popular male spectator sport.
In New Mexico, for example, attending smokers featuring boxing exhibitions remained a popular male pastime among both Las Vegas and
Albuquerque sportsmen.
Since the few states that permitted prize fighting were Western
states, seemingly wide open and less civilized as if a reminder of the
recently closed frontier, the great fights of the period took place in the
few towns of that then empty region. 4 When New Mexico received statehood, the federal laws previously governing the territory were abrogated.
4. Several small Western communities briefly attracted national attention by hosting
heavyweight title fights during the first decades of the century. Reno, Nevada, was the
site of the 1910 match between Jack Johnson and Jim Jeffries, the first "great white hope,"
and the oil boomtown of Shelby, Montana, was the site of the 1923 match between Jack
Dempsey and Tom Gibbons.
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Prize fighting was suddenly no longer illegal, and New Mexico became
a leading candidate for any possible Johnson title defense.
Despite the sequence of setbacks Las Vegas had suffered, the
booster spirit remained strong, particularly among the city's sportsmen
and in the Optic. Daniel Boorstin, indiscussing the role of the newspaper
in the American West, labels its independent, non-ideological avid boosterism "communityism: a preoccupation with growth and prosperity."s
Although Boorstin is looking at the newspapers of a more easterly frontier, his analysis equally pertains to the Las Vegas Optic, the city's paper
of record since 1879. Frequently inserting a quarter-page advertisement
to proclaim itself "proud to be a Las Vegas booster," the Optic of the
early 1900s furnishes a catalogue of the town's self-image and goals.
News items often became statements of optimism in which nascent
irrigation projects or hotel blueprints became harbingers of prosperity
and growth in the near future. Whenever a national corporation or fraternal order showed the slightest interest in buying or reopening the
Montezuma Hotel, the Optic was quick to proclaim that the city was on
the rebound. Although in 1912 it had no formally designated sports page,
the Optic regularly carried reports of local sporting events, particularly
emphasizing the city's crack baseball club, the Maroons.
Given this readiness to endorse any undertaking that would promote
the city, the Optic was quick to campaign for the fight as soon as
obtaining it appeared to be possible. Signing Jim Flynn and touting him
as the white fighter who could beat Johnson, Jack Curley had offered
Johnson $20,000 in November 1911to fight Flynn in Wendover, Nevada.
Unable to conclude that deal, Curley then began to tour the West in
February 1912, looking for a suitable site. He sought a community with
good training facilities, with access to main rail lines and the live gate
the trains would bring, and with a willingness to lure him with a sizeable
guarantee. Boosters in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Las Vegas all invited
the promoter to New Mexico, where, they assured him, prize fighting
was not illegal under the new state laws.
It was the members of the Las Vegas Athletic Club, a group of young
sportsmen, who campaigned the hardest, offering him a $100,000 guarantee to stage the fight in Las Vegas. When one looks at the club leaders,
the aggressive spirit that has long been a part of American sports promotion and urban boosterism is most evident. The leader of the campaign was Charles O'Malley, a one-time minor league baseball player
and then free-lance scout for the St. Louis Browns. A telephone company
worker and later chief of the Las Vegas Fire Department, O'Malley would
devote the rest of his life to civic affairs, promoting Las Vegas as a leader
5. Daniel Boorstin, The Americans: The National Experience (New York: Random
House, 1965), 134
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of its annual Rough Rider Reunion. Prominent members were 1. A. Plowman, manager of the Castenada Hotel, Las Vegas' Fred Harvey railroad
hotel, and owner and manager of the Maroons baseball team, and R.
J. Taupert, a young jeweler and recently-elected mayor of East Las
Vegas. Describing the many schemes these sportsmen undertook to
boost Las Vegas' fortunes-building a racetrack and an auto course and
promoting a fair to rival the state fair held in Albuquerque-one writer
noted, "the ambition of local sportsmen knew no bounds."6
Although plans for the fight were not definitely set until April 18,
1912, the late winter promotional efforts of the O'Malley group, including
wiring Curley $300 to visit Las Vegas, were key factors in convincing
him to choose the city. Despite Governor MacDonald's later indecision
in handling the fight controversy, O'Malley did convince Curley to come
to Las Vegas, meet the visiting governor, and inspect various hotels for
their training camp possibilities. So strong was this combination of money
and hospitality that Curley declined efforts by Albuquerque sportsmen
to consider that city. Later, the Albuquerque Morning Journal would
concede that "Las Vegas landed the fight by going after it."?
Throughout this February to April courtship, Curley and Las Vegas
were on the best of terms. Every encouragement the promoter gave the
city was treated as a promise. When he visited the Montezuma Hotel in
early April, the Optic quickly reported that the visit was a sign that
"wealthy Chicago capitalists" were interested in reopening the hotel. 8
The optimism was contagious and many of the townspeople believed,
as did the newspaper, that the fight would bring fame and a business
boom to the city. By early May when Wells Fargo had been designated
as the official ticket agency and had begun its promotion, most of the
city's shop windows were filled with fight posters. Souvenir postcards
were printed to publicize the event beyond the city. One popular card
carried two insets of the fighters' heads but emphasized the birdseye
panorama of Las Vegas, featuring its. residential and commercial districts.
When discussion opened about where the temporary arena might
be located, the Optic quickly advocated a site near the AT&SF railroad
tracks. That way, reasoned the newspaper, the arena itself would be a
source of "considerable additional advertising," reminding passengers
traveling through the city of how important Las Vegas was. 9 Despite this
argument, local backers finally selected a site at Friedman and Sixth
6. Lynn Perrigo, Gateway to Glorieta (Boulder, Colorado: Pruett Publishing Company,
1982),46
7. "Las Vegas Landed Fight By Going After It," Albuquerque Morning Journal, April
23,1912
8. "Las Vegas Looks Good to Jack Curley," Las Vegas Optic, February 9, 1912.
9. "Big Arena Will Seat 17,950 People," Las Vegas Optic, May 15, 1912.
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Avenues, just to the northeast of Saint Anthony's Sanatorium. A local
arqhitect, E. W. Hart, designed the wooden structure with 17,950 seats,
no more than 4,000 of which were filled on July 4. The contract to build
the arena, however, went to a Kansas City builder because, remarkably,
ten of the twelve contractors in Las Vegas refused to bid for the job. 10
The threat of a boycott issued by a small but vocal religious minority in
the town caused their reluctance.
As early as February, when talk of the possibility of Las Vegas
hosting the fight began, local Methodists, led by a former minister now
head of the state Christian Endeavor, opposed the fight. Labeling the
fight a "disgrace to the entire state," and a "reflection upon the intelligence, the business acumen and the morality of our citizens," the group
began to circulate petitions through other church groups throughout the
state, demanding that the governor and the state legislature ban the
fight. l1 .This drive stirred a statewide debate, and ultimately produced a
more virulent form of boosterism by fight supporters.
When it became apparent that Governor MacDonald had no legal
basis on which to ban the fight and that he was unwilling to take a strong
political stand on the issue, the petitioners took their campaign to the
first state legislature. In April a bill was introduced to ban prize fighting
in the state. Although by the end of May, MacDonald supported that bill,
it was tabled in the Senate Judiciary Committee with all but two votes
following party lines. The bill's sponsor, a Democrat, claimed that San
Miguel County-led Republicans had "chloroformed it." In response to
the effort to ban prizefighting, San Miguel Republican legislator George
W. Tripp introduced a House bill to regulate the controversial activity.
Including the provision that five percent of all gate receipts would go to
the state's "good road fund," an effort that enjoyed bi-partisan support,
the bill drew support even from the Albuquerque Morning Journal. 12 As
the first legislature moved towards its June 9 adjournment, still grappling
with the state's appropriations bill, no action was taken on either of the
prize fighting measures. Thus, the status of the fight remained that it
was legal.
Despite the original religious nature of the opposition, evidence
suggests that political and urban rivalries became the sustaining forces
of the opposition. In its assessment of the fight, the Journal felt compelled
to "make a brief explanation of its attitude relative to the fight, that some
of the people of Las Vegas may have a better understanding." Claiming
10. "Religion Prevents Bid on Arena at Las Vegas," Albuquerque Morning Journal,
May 1,1912.
11. "Methodists Object to Johnson-Flynn Bout," Las Vegas Optic, February 12, 1912.
12. "Boxing Bill Has Splendid Chance of Passage," Albuquerque Morning Journal,
April 12, 1912; and "Governor Calls on Legislature to Enact Anti-Fight Legislation," Albuquerque Morning Journal, May 30, 1912.
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that it opposed the fight from the outset, the Journal argued that it feared
a black-white fight might lead to another series of race riots similar to
those that followed the Johnson-Jeffries fight in Reno in 1910. Furthermore, while it feared "tin-horn gamblers, sure-thing bettors, sneak thieves
and prostitutes" who followed fights might not leave the state, it maintained that "worst of all, it was a bad advertisement for New Mexico and
it will require a long time to live it down." Calling Jack Johnson the
"nearest approach to a gentleman of all the prominent figures connected
with the fight," the Journal decried the "slush sent out by the promoter's
press bureau in Las Vegas. Moreover, the newspaper· anticipated that
as a result of the fight controversy between the two cities, San Miguel
legislators would "throw the hooks" to Bernalillo County in the next legislature. 13 Thus, while prize fighting was a moral issue and certainly a
part of the Las Vegas fight controversy, the main issue was the rivalry
between the two cities and how they perceived each other's actions.
From February when the fight first encountered local opposition
through the legislative debates and editorial criticism from the Journal,
to the post-fight recognition that Las Vegas had taken a beating both in
its citizens' investments and in its public image, the Optic remained an
uncritical booster of the fight. Just two days after the Methodist meeting,
an editorial dismissed the opposition as a "small minority against everything for the good of Las Vegas that has ever been proposed." Proclaiming "this paper favors anything that looks like a good thing for Las
Vegas," the Optic argued that "to advertise a community in the most
advantageous way, as any booster will assert, it is necessary to induce
people to pay it a visit. "14 Whether the visiting group was a Sunday
school convention attracting "people of good means" or a fight, also
attracting people "with plenty of money" was of no importance. Among
the visitors would be newspapermen from all parts of the country "who
would send out front page stories with a Las Vegas dateline and motion
picture cameramen taking city scenes to be displayed after the boxing
bout in moving picture theaters in every town and city in the United
States." Moreover, noted the editorial, the visitors would find relief from
the oppressive summer heat elsewhere and see opportunities Las Vegas
offered with the rich farming district and resort-like climate. Then, concluding with a look to the future, the editorial ventured, "If a boom 'in
real estate and a boost for dry farming in San Miguel County does not
ensue, this paper is a poor guesser. "15
Shifting from narrower economic projections to the issue of urban
13. "The Johnson-Flynn Fight," Albuquerque Morning Journal, July 5, 1912.
14. "Let's Have 11," Las Vegas Optic, February 13, 1912.
15. Ibid.
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prestige, the Optic, several weeks later, included in its editorial column
a commentary from what it labeled a "big St. Louis daily:"
Las Vegas will be the cynosure of the world's eye on July 4. If Flynn
should justify the hope and redeem the glory of the white race, Las
Vegas will be regarded as having performed a patriotic service
indeed which the entire Caucasian peoples cannot fail to appreciate
and reward. Sooner or later some American state and town would
have to do it, and why should not Las Vegas, New Mexico accept
the chance to become the most popular city in the civilized world?16
While this editorial reveals the most racist attitude to surface in a state
newspaper during the entire fight episode, more importantly it illustrates
the extemes which an uncritical booster press could reach in promoting
a community. In this profuse optimism one sees what one early newspaper editor calls the representation of "things that had not yet gone
through the formality of taking place. "17 In its enthusiasm to see Las
Vegas benefit from the fight, the Optic readily confused vision with reality,
hope with fact.
By late April, the fight was the main local topic. With Flynn's arrival
two weeks later and the reopening of the casino at the Montezuma Hotel
as his training quarters, the Optic began to give daily coverage to the
fight. The city added extra policemen with the order that "hoboes and
persons of shady characters whose appearance does not meet with the
approval of the police" be run out of town. 18 Eventually, even promoter
Curley was deputized with the belief that he could readily recognize
touts and gamblers. Until Johnson's arrival three weeks later, Flynn was
the toast of Las Vegas, leading the grand march at an armory dance,
pitching the ceremonial ball before a Maroons baseball game, appearing at the opera house in a benefit for the town team, and sitting as the
guest of honor at a stag dinner hosted by Herman Ilfeld. As it followed
Flynn's every move, the Optic always included reports of ticket sales,
noting how sportsmen from all over the country were demanding blocks
of tickets.
Johnson's arrival sparked further interest. Commended for his
"sportsmanlike and gentlemanly manner," he visited but rejected a proposed training site on a ranch six miles from the city and chose instead
to rent a large territorial-style house in the old part of the city.19 Erecting
bleachers and a training ring on the property, Johnson's party charged
spectators ten cents to watch his brief afternoon workouts. Described
16.
17.
18
19.

"Albuquerque to Boost Tripp Bill," Las Vegas Optic, April 22,1912.
Boorstin, National Experience, 127.
"Mr. James Flynn May Get Here Wednesday," Las Vegas Optic, April 29, 1912.
"Johnson Hopes That 'The Best Man May Win,'" Las Vegas Optic, May 27,1912.
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Jack Johnson and his trainers in front of bleachers erected for the fight. Courtesy
of Citizens Committee for Historic Preservation, Rough Riders Museum, Las
Vegas, New Mexico.

as conveying a "sneering indifference ... an arrogance and kinglike
bearing of a champion," Johnson seemed more interested in exploring
the vicinity with his touring car than training. 20 Even his predilection for
fast cars on primitive roads produced fodder for local boosters who
found his praise for the "magnificent highway between Las Vegas and
Santa Fe" an endorsement for the city's Good Roads Committee and
new automobile tourist industry.21
Coincidentally, it was Las Vegas' older tourist industry, the health
resorts for tuberculars, that led to the most curious aspect of this story
of town boosterism through sports. Although, as previously noted, Albuquerque, with its lower elevation and more accessibly-located sanatoriums. and other cities farther west had drawn off much of Las Vegas'
health resort business, a few facilities remained. Perhaps the best known
was St. Anthony's Sanatorium, run by the Sisters of Charity. Known as
a "mecca for invalids." it had grown, with an annex added in 1911. to
cover an entire city block.
A month before the fight. Lester Smith, a young Chicago sportswriter. died at the sanatorium. a victim of tuberculosis. Smith was the
20, "Johnson's Sparring Partners Weakening with the Strain," Las Vegas Optic, June
28,1912,
21, "Johnson Boxing Partners Resent Criticism," Albuquerque Morning Journal, June
8, 1912
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son of Ed Smith, a well-known Chicago boxing writer and referee who
was the third man in the ring in four heavyweight title fights between
1909 and 1914. Whether his son's death brought Smith to Las Vegas is
unclear, but within a week of his arrival, Jack Curley had designated
Smith "head correspondent" for the fight, and on June 10, 1912, the
Optic carried the first of Smith's daily bylined articles on the upcoming
fight. Those articles, rather than objective discussions of the fighters'
capabilities, were usually undisguised efforts to promote the fight and
the city. Flynn's image as a legitimate contender blossomed as Smith
discussed how his trainer, the popular ex-middleweight champion, Tommy
Ryan, was planning a strategy to beat Johnson. Likewise, Johnson
emerged as the friend of the people, his walks through Las Vegas "like
the p'rogress made bya presidential candidate."22 Even the citizens of
Las Vegas appeared as enthusiastically unanimous in their support of
the fight as Smith described a crowd of one thousand of them visiting
Flynn's camp as a "representative one ... the same bunch that is seen
at the theater, moving picture shows and, at other times, at church. "23
When the announcement came on June 20 that Las Vegas' main downtown hotel, the Plaza, would reopen under new management from Chicago, the Optic waxed euphoric and four days later carried an editorial
page cartoon showing trains from all parts of the compass converging
on Las Vegas.
Smith also attempted to strike a more conciliatory tone with the
fight's opponents. This was in contrast to the newspaper's earlier approach in May when, prior to Smith's arrival, the Optic had lashed out
at opposition groups. In an editorial ostensibly aimed at out-of-state antifighting petitions but nevertheless bearing a message for in-state church
groups as well, the Optic had declared, "We can run our own state,"
and condemned "eastern commonwealths, with their fossolized [sic]
card clubs and sewing circles" who "put in their time resoluting on New
Mexico and New Mexican affairs at every opportunity. "24 Attempting to
rally those undecided on the issue within the state, the editorial appealed
to their sense of the new state's uphill struggle for statehood, excoriating
the outsiders as "self-righteous old croakers who put in their time yelling
that we weren't fit for statehood because we have always failed to share
their individual views." Here one sees another side of boosterism, a selfrighteous advocacy of the town through its condemnation of outsiders.
22. "Both Men Will Be in the Best Possible Physical Condition," Las Vegas Optic, June
10,1912
23. "'If I Do Not Win I Will Not Squeal' Is Flynn's Statement," Las Vegas Optic, July
1,1912.
24. "We Can Run Our State!," Las Vegas Optic, May 15, 1912.
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Reproduction of a ticket to the Johnson-Flynn championship fight. Courtesy
Citizens Committee on Historic Preservation, Rough Riders Museum, Las Vegas,
New Mexico.

The perceived threat becomes the catalyst for a heightened sense of
community.
For Smith, however, this antagonistic form of boosterism was counterproductive to the selling of tickets, especially when filling the arena
would depend on outsiders paying the ten and twenty-five dollars being
charged. Accordingly, Smith altered the paper's tone, focusing instead
on the real problem, the uncertain fight policy of the governor. Rather
than condemning MacDonald for his failure to make a decision on the
issue, Smith gently coaxed him, commending him for "exhibiting a more
than friendly spirit ... although officially recognizing it in no way. "25
Recognizing that MacDonald's supporters were not Las Vegans but
rather the anti-fight church groups and downstate Democrats interested
in embarrassing Las Vegas, Smith worked at avoiding the worst possible
outcome-no fight at all.
. However, on June 16, just three weeks before the fight, Smith's
strategy of conciliation came undone when the fighters met with Curley
to select the referee. After narrowing the list of candidates to four acceptable to all parties, they chose Ed Smith. No choice could have
exacerbated more the ugly feeling already existing between Las Vegas
and Albuquerque. The choice, more than simply an endorsement of the
promoter's chief correspondent to be the third man in the ring, was also
a snub to Albuquerque. From February, when both cities sought the
fight, to this June decision, the fight promotion had caused increasingly
bitter remarks between the two cities' newspapers. When the Albuquerque Herald had condemned Las Vegas for staging the fight, the
Optic rebutted that the Herald should "reform the Duke City" which held
its own Elks Club boxing matches and was discussing legalizing a red
light district which would be "a civic disgrace."26 When Flynn, himself a
25. "Johnson Will Bet Two to One He Will Win," Las Vegas Optic, June 12, 1912.
26. ~'Advice from the Herald," Las Vegas Optic, February 21, 1912.
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railroad fireman, had gone to Albuquerque to exhibit his skills before
local firemen, the Journal had noted that Flynn would now "be shown
what the best city in the state looks like. "27 Later, when Albuquerque
sportsmen had invited Johnson first to train in that city and then simply
to visit it, the Optic noted that Johnson finally decided to forego the visit,
emphasizing that he felt he would be refused first class accommodations
there. 28 This journalistic sparring reveals Western boosterism at its best.
Not only would each of these cities seek to promote itself in positive
ways; it would also seek to enhance its image by denigrating its rival.
With the referee selection, this rivalry spilled over, Reluctant to promote the fight, the Journal had, nevertheless, endorsed its leading
sportsman, Mark Levy, director of the city's New Mexico Athletic Club,
as fight referee. An editorial claimed that New Mexico was "entitled to
a home man for referee."29 Just before the referee decision the paper
had appealed to the promoter's business sense, claiming that the selection of Levy "would swell the gate receipts from Albuquerque and its
vicinity to something like $15,000 and draw another $8,000 or $10,000
from Santa Fe."30 Levy, in fact, even courted the promoters, visiting Las
Vegas to make his availability known. Yet, he was passed over for a man
already in the employ of Curley.
This decision led to even greater acrimony between Las Vegas and
Albuquerque boosters and, perhaps, the paving of the way for an unprecedented finish in an American heavyweight title fight. Immediately
after the selection, the Journal became unabashedly critical of the fight,
first publicizing rumors that the fight would be cancelled and then running a series of articles on Tommy Ryan. He had quit the Flynn camp,
criticizing Flynn for not being in shape and predicting a mismatch that
would be "the coarsest piece of work put over on the public in years. "31
Moreover, the Journal emphasized the indictment a Chicago grand jury
had returned charging Johnson and his wife with smuggling jewelry, as
if to connect Las Vegas with one of the champion's alleged misdeeds. 32
Smith, in turn, tried to counter this unfavorable publicity, claiming that
Albuquerque had "been insanely jealous all along of the attention that
27. "Flynn and Curley Will Arrive in City Tonight," Albuquerque Morning Journal, May
22,1912,
28. "Newman to Box in the Duke City," Las Vegas Optic, June 12, 1912
29. "Curley to Permit Fighters to Name Their Referee," Albuquerque Morning Journal,
May 14,1912
30. "Mark Levy Being Considered by Johnson," Albuquerque Morning Journal, June
12,1912.
31. "Tommy Ryan Pays His Respects to Curley," Albuquerque Morning Journal, June
22, 1912; "Tommy Ryan Says Flynn Will Not Last Long," Albuquerque Morning Journal,
June 25, 1912.
32, "Johnson and Wife Indicted by Grand Jury for Smuggling," Albuquerque Morning
Journal, June 22, 1912.
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Johnson and wife at his training camp in Las Vegas. Courtesy Citizens Committee
on Historic Preservation, Rough Riders Museum, Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Las Vegas is having attracted to itself by the glove contest."33 Even when
Governor MacDonald finally declared that he would not intervene to stop
the fight and the Journal broke the story first, Smith belittled the newspaper's scoop, dismissing it as "showing that the governor's favorite
.
newspaper had been properly taken care of. "34
Thus, as the Independence Day bout approached, it was the punches
being traded by the rival cities that marked the real heavyweight clash
in New Mexico. What had begun as an effort to promote Las Vegas'
fortunes through staging a heavyweight prize fight meant to draw the
sporting world's attention had escalated into an imbroglio, pitting the
new state's two largest cities in a name-calling contest.
Although the governor had decided not to intervene, he also attached a warning to his decision. He would order the Mounted State
Police to observe the event, making sure that all laws were obeyed so
that the state would be saved from any "disgrace that all good citizens
should deplore."35 Hints of what this disgrace might be surfaced in the
days preceding the fight. First, Ryan announced that he would not be
33. "Curley Growing Tired of Knocks, May Move Battle to Ciudad Juarez," Las Vegas
Optic, June 19,1912.
34. "Governor Will Not Intervene to Stop Johnson-Flynn Match," Las Vegas Optic,
June 25, 1912.
35. Ibid.
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surprised if Flynn lost the fight on a foul. And then, a day later, Smith
called the fighters together to arrange a ruling on how he should judge
the fight were it to end in a "police finish." Wrote referee Smith in his
role as Curley's head correspondent, "There is always a chance that in
case the battle becomes one-sided that some city or county official might
jump into the ring and demand that the contest be wound Up."36
As it turned out, Smith was remarkably prescient. On that unusually
hot July 4, Las Vegas was open and ready for business. Lawns became
makeshift restaurants and private homes offered lodging and meals. A
reported 500 Albuquerque fight fans overlooked their newspapers' warnings and made the three-hour train trip to Las Vegas. Few came from
afar, and at the first-round bell the arena appeared virtually empty. What
the fans saw was a fiasco. Outclassed from the start, Flynn was unable
to get inside Johnson's long arms. In the sixth round when he did manage
to penetrate, Flynn began his pogo stick antics. Despite Smith's repeated admonitions, he continued this practice until the ninth round
when Captain Fred Fornoff, formerly an Albuquerque sheriff but now chief
of the State Mounted Police, entered the ring and declared the fight
over. Rather than listing the fight as a decision or a technical knockout,
the record books carry the unique entry, "police finish."
Within twenty-four hours the main figures in this farce had departed.
Las Vegas was left to bear its ignominy alone. Those out-of-state newspapers that did comment on the fight deplored it, blaming its occurrence
on a "hunger for gate money and the money of the weak-minded who
have the betti ng habit. "37 The Albuquerque Morning Journal labelled the
fight "a fiasco," detailing the fans' contempt for both the fight and Las
Vegas. The Albuquerque delegation, who had worn red badges to denote their hometown, felt "the only thing Las Vegas got out of the whole
affair was the privilege of holding the sack."38 For the Journal, the outcome of the fight was a vindication of its prophecy that should the fight
fail "it would be necessary to hold a gigantic funeral and bury the town,
as the city would gradually pass away."39 In its final editorial concerning
the fight the Journal chided the Optic, calling it the "floptic," and urged
it not to seek scapegoats but to lead Las Vegas in becoming "clothed
in sanity again."39 In placing the blame for the affair on the unscrupulous
promotional tactics of Curley, the Journal also warned Las Vegans to
scrutinize their own leaders who had brought Curley to the city in the
36. "Referee to Hold Conference with the Two Big Fighters," Las Vegas Optic, July
2,1912.
37. "The Las Vegas Incident," New York Times, July 5, 1912; "Bitter Against Flynn,"
Baltimore American, July 6, 1912.
38. "Fans Unanimous in Condemning Vegas Fiasco," Albuquerque Morning Journal,
JUly 5, 1912.
39. "A Last Word to Las Vegas," Albuquerque Morning Journal, July 7,1912.
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first place. Sarcastically calling them "honorable men," the Journal mocked
how they had enlisted the support of the citizens:
Yes, we are the men who make the town, we are its bankers, its
financial strength. Money is what counts, no matter how dirty it is.
Why, we represent nine-tenths of the taxes paid by the city. You can
trust us; we will see you through with the nasty affair. We will tell
you it is all right. 40
One suspects. however, that these "honorable men," those boosters, may not have been listening. In the days following the fight, the
Optic's editorial tone, although in one instance reflective, remained bitter
towards outsiders as it did seek scapegoats on whom to blame the
disappointing event. Despite the obvious mismatch, it commended Smith's
handling of the bout, arguing "he hated to deprive the fans of an afternoon's amusement after their long journey to Las Vegas."41 The real
villains were the governor who had delayed his decision long enough
to create sufficient public doubt as to the fight's taking place at all,
Captain Fornoff who had acted "to gratify the low jealousy of the rival
town," and the Journal who, claimed the Optic. had expected "to get
paid for the affair" and had resorted to "its usual tactics of knocking"
when no money was forthcoming. 42 Finally, the Optic criticized the promoter, Curley. It was he who had offered promises of wealth and publicity,
and now he was gone.
Nowhere, however, did the Optic scrutinize those sportsmen who
had originally spawned the fight. The O'Malleys, Tauperts, Plowmans,
Springers, and IIfetds remained the town's leading figures, advertising
their businesses exten~ively in the Optic, starring in local social events,
boosting other city programs. Remarkably, O'Malley even notified the
Optic that he had sent Johnson a telegram proposing that he return to
Las Vegas to defend his title against another prominent heavyweight, AI
Palzer.
While it cannot be argued that the economic disaster of the JohnsonFlynn fight hastened Las Vegas' decline as a leading city in New Mexico,
it can be stated that the fiasco was one in a series of miscalculations
that diminished its prestige. Newly granted statehood created a legal
vacuum which city boosters tried to exploit. Although the majority of the
citizens backed them for the economic boost they believed the fight
would bring and although the local newspaper publicized their efforts
40. Ibid.
41. "Interference of Police Saves Flynn Humiliation of Knockout by Johnson." Las
Vegas Optic, July 5, 1912.
42. "As Others See It," Las Vegas Optic, July 12,1912; "A Poor Authority," Las Vegas
Optic, July 6, 1912.
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uncritically, using the event to advertise the city, the realities of the
professional fight world-Johnson's inordinate skills as a fighter and
Curley's skills as a slick promoter-proved to be more than these local
boosters could understand. The boosterism that began as a well-intentioned effort to place Las Vegas in the sporting spotlight turned sour
and revealed a negative side of selling a city, name-calling and recriminations, particularly with Las Vegas' leading rival, Albuquerque. This
episode furnishes a localized example of how reckless and unaccountable boosterism can sometimes become. In recent decades as Las
Vegas has settled into relative obscurity, it has become known as "the
town that refused to gamble," an allusion to its more famous namesake
in Nevada. Ironically, in its earlier efforts to promote itself, it actually
gambled recklessly, committing itself to a sporting event that could never
payoff.

Charles Blumner: Pioneer, Civil Servant,
and Merchant
THOMAS JAEHN

The opening of the Mexican period marked a transition era in New
Mexico history. For the first time, the former citizens of monarchist Spain
experimented with new freedoms afforded by a republican form of government and laissez-faire economics. The Santa Fe Trail, which opened
in 1821, funneled frontier merchants and new ideas into this far northern
frontier where both made a profound impact on the development of New
Mexico. A lively trade resulted. Among the early arrivals were the Germans, recently arrived from Europe and anxious to share in the American
dream which, for some, was to be found in northern Mexico. From letters
that passed between Carl Blumner and his family in Germany, we know
that he was one of those who·sought after that dream.
Carl Bernhard Daniel Blumner was born in Briesen near Friesack,
Germany, on March 17, 1805. Blumner was twenty-six years old in 1831
when he and his brother August left Germany "because unfortunately
there common sense and freedom of speech [were] chained."1 They
emigrated to the United States and settled in Warrentown, Missouri, a
frontier outpost where opportunities were great. Impatient to make his
Thomas Jaehn is a graduate student in the Department of History, University of New
Mexico.
1. August Blumner to his relatives in Germany, n.d. (August's letter is a fragment,
added to Charles's letter from April 3, 1838), folder 3, file 2, box 110, Hiltrud von Brandt
Collection, Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Charles Blumner, age 68. Courtesy of Museum of New Mexico.
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fortune, however, Carl Blumner soon sold his farm in Warrentown to his
brother and moved to Santa Fe, New Mexico. 2 He arrived in 1836 with
a small group of foreign merchants in time to witness the 1837 revolt in
Santa Fe, which he described as:
Bloody! the people, angered by oppression and bad government,
arose in masses and moved toward Santa Fe! The Governor went
to meet them; he lost the battle; he fled with all the other notabilities
from the city; he has been captured and killed in a horrible, bloody
way! The Governor, Don Alvino [sic] Perez has been killed and his
head separated from his body; Don Santiago Abrevio [sic], they cut
his tongue out of his mouth; ... and several others have been killed.
They carried the mutilated corpses to the church cemetery where
they had to pass my door. 3
In a later letter, Charles gave more details on the activities of the
foreign merchants during the uprising: "We, the foreigners here, have
been prepared at that day for a hot battle; because we were notified
by spies that the revolutionaries, after entering Santa Fe, will plunder all
foreigners' stores and houses. "4 Consequently, they organized and awaited
the attack, armed with about "500 to 600" guns. 5 In addition, they kept
their horses saddled for flight if necessary. The revolution passed, however, without seriously affecting Blumner and his compatriots.
This rare 1837 account of the revolution, as well as Blumner's other
early descriptions of social life in Santa Fe, are invaluable. They add to
the accounts by Josiah Gregg and other chroniclers. Of Santa Fe Blumner wrote: "When I arrived here I was surprised to see all the members
of the female sex smoking; but this also was a custom with the females
as well as males."6 Blumner was also surprised at the passion of both
rich and poor women for gambling at the faro tables. Charles included
the fandango and cock and bull fights among his list of Mexican vices.
In his first five years in Santa Fe Blumner held a variety of jobs.
Although he had several opportunities he quickly gravitated to the United
States Consul in Santa Fe. That he chose to work with Manuel Alvarez,
a man of political importance, indicates that Blumner was not only ambitious, but also careful in choosing business associates. It appears that
he chose security in the form of monthly (or more accurately, quarterly)

a

2. Deed records, Warrentown, Missouri, Book D, p. 261.
3. Charles Blumner to his mother, Johanna, and his sister, Hannchen. April 3, 1838.
folder 3, Brandt Collection.
4. Charles Blumner to Hannchen, March 18,1841, folder 3, Brandt Collection.
5. Obviously, Blumner did not intend to say that there were 500 to 600 foreigners.
Rather, he intended to make the point that the small group of foreigners in Santa Fe was
well armed, each individual having several single-shot guns.
6. Charles Blumner to Hannchen, March 18, 1841, folder 3, Brandt Collection.
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salary, in contrast to Jewish-German immigrants, such as the IIfelds,
Spiegelbergs, Staabs, Speyer, and others who went directly into risky
private business.
By 1841 Blumner was well established in Santa Fe, and his relationship with Alvarez extended beyond routine business matters. In 1841,
for instance, Blumner collected debts owed Alvarez, a fact that implies
that he also served as Alvarez' accountant or bookkeeper. 7 As responsibilities increased, he basically became a business manager for Alvarez. Blumner also witnessed documents drawn by Alvarez as United
States Consul. s
Apart fromhis work for Consul Alvarez, Blumner held other positions.
Writing to his sister Hannchen, Blumner reported that in his first five
years on the New Mexican frontier, he had worked as a gold miner, clerk,
business merchant, accountant, and for a while owned a wine shop; "I
had luck and bad fortune as well! I have seen good and bad times! I
have been rich and poor, poor and rich ... I have accumulated as well
as lost! Lost and again accumulated!"g
Blumner indicated that his economic situation depended on the
circumstances and conditions of the time and often it was not his choice
in which business he found himself. By the time he wrote the above
letter to his sister, he was again in the mercantile business as manager
of a local merchandise company. This position, like other similar positions
he held, was mainly due to the fact that he was popular in Santa Fe. In
addition, he spoke French, Spanish, and English, basic skills for success
and survival on the Mexican frontier.
Sometime between 1841 and 1846, Blumner accumulated sufficient
capital to launch his own business. He hoped to enjoy the lucrative
profits of the Santa Fe trade. George Rutledge Gibson, second lieutenant
with Colonel Stephen Kearny's 1846 expeditionary force mentioned
Blumner in an account filled with precise observations on a land considered strange and alien. In Gibson's journal Blumner is one of those
merchants "who made forced marches to Santa Fe ahead of Colonel
Kearny in order"to obtain guias [permits to sell merchandise in Mexico]
at war prices."1o
His business apparently continued to flourish, for in an 1852 letter
he mentions that he gave his brother "$1200 to $1300" in 1849 so that
August could continue his trip to the California goldfields. He also stated,
7. Business Papers 1841, nos. 469, 882, Manuel Alvarez Collection, State Record
and Archives Center, Santa Fe, New Mexico
8. Alvarez Collection, number 518.
9. Charles Blumner to Hannchen, March 18, 1841, folder 3, Brandt Collection.
10. George Rutledge Gibson, Journal of a Soldier under Kearny and Doniphan 18461847, ed. Ralph Bieber (Glendale, California Arthur H. Clark Company, 1935),41.
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however, that in the years since his arrival in Santa Fe he had lost about
seven thousand to eight thousand Tha/er. 11
Blumner's mercantile business prospered, and he also managed
to acquire a political office that provided an additional small but secure
income. His case was similar to other merchants who held public office,
apparently without any sense of conflict of interest. Blumner, like others
of that era, furthered his private business interests through his political
positions.
For example, when business was bad, he could count on income
from his public office. At various times he was treasurer, collector, United
States marshal, or county sheriff, and sometimes he held two positions
simultaneously. A typical example is his last known attempt to establish
a mercantile business:
About 1112 years ago I started a merchandise business here in Santa
Fe and kept it for 1 112 years. The times, prices, and all the other
mercantile opportunities have changed for the worse that I sold the
rest of my business ... Now I have no specific occupation, except
for my post as Treasurer of New Mexico; and I am willing to wait
until the circumstances are going to be better in order to join again
the merchants' business. 12
It seems that Blumner was unwilling to risk everything at once. Although
he wanted to make his fortune, he preferred to maintain a political position that provided financial security in times of economic decline.
Blumner's associates prior to 1846 certainly paid off in political
dividends when the United States Army of the West under Kearny arrived
in Santa Fe in August 1846. Among those appointed to high political
offices by Kearny was Charles, now Carlos, Blumner. Lieutenant J. W.
Abert reported that "... while we were at Tuerto the following notice was
received, which, as it gives a view of the civil officers appointed for the
territory, may be of interest: ... Carlos Blumner sera Tesorero.... "13
Apparently he fulfilled the obligations of this office reasonably well. Describing events of the period, historian John Caughey has concluded
that "political appointments were the rule, and yet the selected acquitted
themselves well. "14 This appointment is the first of several political positions held by Blumner.
11. Charles Blumner to Johanna, October 31, 1852, folder 3, Brandt Collection. A
Prussian Thaler was about $.80 in U.S. currency.
12. Charles Blumner to Johanna, August 1,1860, folder 3, Brandt Collection.
13. Report of Lieut. J. W. Abert, of his examination of New Mexico in the years 1846'47 (Albuquerque: Horn and Wallace, 1962), 52-53. See also "Kearny, Santa Fe, proclamation of appointments for the Government of New Mexico, Territory of the United States,
September 22, 1846," reel 98, frame 4, Territorial Archives of New Mexico (TANM).
14. John Walton Caughey, "Early Federal Relations with New Mexico" (master's thesis,
University of California, 1926), 55.
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He continued as treasurer to at least February 27, 1850, when he
signed a letter to the President of the United States as "Treasurer." In
that letter, he and other signatories complained about insufficient protection against Indians and begged for more "adequate Mounted forces."15
Blumner also complained about his salary. A report of the secretary of
war, dated May 5, 1852, was devoted to the matter of civil expenses
and debts. Among those items listed was the fact that Blumner's salary
had not been paid from September 22, 1846 to March 31, 1850. 16
Nevertheless, it seems that Blumner proved to be a reliable civil
servant. On December 28, 1850 Governor James Calhoun reported that
the census had been taken by Charles Blumner, whom he described
as "capable and honest, and if the census taken by him is incorrect, it
is because the Indians have concealed the truth. "17
The appointment as treasurer under American military rule was reaffirmed on July 16, 1851, when Blumner took the oath of office as
territorial treasurer. Manuel Alvarez and Ceran St. Vrain, who participated
in the Santa Fe trade as early as 1825 and was active in Taos politics,
posted a security bond of twenty thousand dollars. 18 This act evidenced
their confidence in the abilities of Blumner to properly fulfill his obligations of office, and also revealed their political connections with him.
Blumner held this office until 1853 when he was appointed to the prestigious post of United States marshal.
Larry Ball, in his study of United States marshals in Arizona and
New Mexico, assessed the appointment as follows: "Having gained the
respect of part of the Mexican population before the American conquest
of New Mexico, the merchant-colonist furnished the political and social
leadership of the territory until the 1870's. "19 Blumner served as United
States marshal from 1853 to 1857 and, according to the salary schedule
established by Congress, he earned two hundred dollars per year "and
fees. "20 On January 28, 1851, for example, the treasury records show
"fees for Charles Blumner for services in Circuit Court of Santa Fe, County,
August term $15. "21 Blumner also claimed expenses. On August 19,
1851 he collected sixty dollars for a trip "to Albuquerque, Rio Abajo, to
15. Annie H. Abel, ed, The Official Correspondence of James Calhoun (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1915),280-81.
16. Hubert H. Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico (Albuquerque: Horn and
Wallace, 1962), 445.
17. Abel, ed., Official Correspondence, 158.
18. Howard Roberts Lamar, The Far Southwest 1846-1912: A Territorial History (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1966),44-45; "Public Officials 1851-1911," reel 35, frame
4, TANM.
19. Larry D. Ball, The United States Marshals of New Mexico and Arizona Territories,
1846-1912 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1978), 14.
20. Bancroft, History, 629.
21. Records of the Treasurer, 1849-1909, reel 46, frame 46, TANM.
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bring 5000 Dollars for the legislative assembly, in silver. "22 The total fees
he was paid "on warrant" amounted to at least three hundred dollars
during his period as United States marshal.
When Blumner resigned his marshalcy in 1857, his colleagues honored him with a party and a silver pipe for his contributions to federal
law enforcement. 23 Blumner's political career and financial fortune progressed harmoniously. By January 17, 1858, Blumner had a net worth
adequate to allow him to post a ten-thousand-dollar bond for his friend
and business associate Alvarez, appointed Commissioner of Public
Buildings. 24
Also by 1858, he sold a house to newly arrived Territorial Judge
Kirby Benedict. According to the deed records of Santa Fe, "on December 6, 1858, the judge and his wife purchased a ten room house
and a large lot from Charles Blumner."25 Interestingly, he was once again
mentioned as treasurer of the territory, a position he held until 1863,
after the 1860 Legislative Council renewed his appointment for two more
years. For both appointments, merchants Levi Spiegelberg and John
Mecure posted bond of twenty thousand dollars. 26 He also was the first
United States collector of internal revenue during the period 1864':"1868. 27
This office was Blumner's last known public position. He had saved
enough, whether earned as civil servant or as merchant, to retire.
Blumner's career is important to the history of New Mexico for several reasons. His letters, including those by his brother August, are a
unique primary source on events during an important period in northern
New Mexico. Blumner described life in Santa Fe, discussed the mercantile business, and was an eyewitness to the 1837 revolt. His importance to New Mexico is also reflected in the fact that a town is named
after him (Blumner is located near Vallecitos, twenty miles east of Cebolla
in Rio Arriba County).28 For Blumner was a transitional figure who lived
in Santa Fe during both the Mexican and the American territorial periods.
Unlike most foreigners who came with the American troops, Blumner
was a forerunner of the German immigrant merchants who flocked to
New Mexico in the last half of the nineteenth century.
Blumner fits the pattern of many foreign immigrants to the United
States and New Mexico. Like them, he came to the United States to
22. Reel 46, frame 63, TANM.
23. Lansing B. Bloom, "Historical Society Minutes, 1859-1863," New Mexico Historical Review, 18 (October 1943), 394-428.
24. Records of the Treasurer, 1849-1909, reel 35, frame 9, TANM.
25. Aurora Hunt, Kirby Benedict: Frontier Federal JUdge (Glendale, California: Arthur
H. Clark Company, 1961), 73.
26. Records of the Treasurer, 1849-1909, reel 35, frames 26 and 30, TANM.
27. [Santa Fe] Daily New Mexican, June 6, 1876.
28. The town was short lived; it had a post office from 1905 until 1907. 1. M. Pearce,
ed., New Mexico Place Names (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1965), 19.
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Copy of FOhrungszeugnis (certificate of conduct) of the Royal Prussian 24th
Infantry Regiment attests Blumner responsibility, outstanding behavior, and ambition. Courtesy Hiltrud von Brandt, Ickig, Federal Republic of Germany.

make his fortune and, like others, moved on from Missouri to New Mexico. By joining the Santa Fe trade, he hoped to better his economic
situation. Like other frontier businessmen, Blumner came to realize that
"nicht alles ist Gold was glanzt" (not everything that glitters is gold) as
he suffered several setbacks and more than once dreamed of going
back to Germany. He did not become as wealthy as did the Spiegelbergs
and the Ilfeids (two prominent mercantile families) because he was too
involved in politics. Unlike other German merchants, Blumner coveted
an official position to which he could retreat from his mercantile business
when economic times were bad.
Blumner, like most of the German merchants in New Mexico, adapted
well to the region's unique culture. This is best reflected in the change
of his name. He began as Carl BIOmner, changed the spelling to Carl
Blumner, then Charles Blumner, and finally was known as Carlos Blumnero Due to his willingness and ability to adapt to an unfamiliar environ.ment, he developed a strong personal, financial, and political reputation.
For Blumner, New Mexico offered a better and freer life than he could
have expected in Germany. Although "life here [on the frontier] is inconsistent and due to changes" he seemed to be happy in his marriage
with Feliciana Quintana y Alarid of Santa Fe (married in 1848, they had
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a son, Carl Alexander, born in 1851), and the family was blessed with
good health. 29 Unlike other immigrants seeking their fortunes but never
finding them, Blumner was "satisfied not to have gained nor lost any
money,"30 although his son Carl Alexander, according to a letter to a
German relative in Berlin, complained of his poor economic situation. 31
Charles Blumner died on June 5, 1876 at the age of seventy-one and
was buried in the Masonic cemetery in Santa Fe (he had been a member
of the Masonic fraternity for fifteen years).32
He left behind an impressive legacy as territorial treasurer from
1846 to 1854 and again from 1857 to 1863. His good service provided
continuity, stability, and a sound financial footing for the territory during
a period of transition. Blumner is representative of the contribution to
New Mexico development made by the numerous German and JewishGerman immigrants and merchants who came to the frontier territory.
They made an enormous contribution to the "commercial revolution" that
helped shape New Mexico Territory.33

29, Carl Alexander Blumner to his cousin, Hugo Blumner, October 30, 1904, folder
4, Brandt Collection.
30. Charles Blumner to Johanna, August 1, 1860, folder 3, Brandt Collection,
31. Carl Alexander Blumner to Hugo Blumner, June 12, 1905, folder 4, Brandt Collection,
32, Carl Alexander Blumner to Hugo Blumner, October 30, 1904, folder 4, Brandt
Collection.
,
33, William J, Parish, "The German Jew and the Commercial Revolution in Territorial
New Mexico, 1850-1900," New Mexico Historical Review, 35 (January 1960), 1-29; and
ibid, (April 1960), 129-50.
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The Kid from Texas:
The Movie Heroism of Audie Murphy
JOHN H. LENIHAN

The title The Kid from Texas may have had little to do with the subject
of Universal-International's 1950 film about New Mexico's Billy the Kid,
but it was the perfect introduction for Universal's prospective young star
from Texas, Audie Murphy. Born in Hunt County, Texas in 1924, Audie
Murphy would be the only Western film star in the 1950s and 1960s
whose geographic origins (Texas and the Southwest) matched those of
the cinematic West. Yet unlike Tom Mix, Buck Jones, and several other
Western greats, Murphy's background was anything but that of the romantic cowboy. His youth recalled more the world of John Steinbeck's
Grapes of Wrath complete with poverty, sharecropping, and an unstable
family life. World War II provided the occasion for his sudden rise from.
poverty and obscurity just as the war brought affluence for the nation
as a whole. Murphy's wartime heroism made him the most decorated
soldier in America and in turn an attractive prospect for Hollywood.
Audie Murphy's untimely death in a plane crash in 1971 drew numerous eulogies and memorials for his military exploits, with only passing
references to a film career that spanned two decades. The one biography of Murphy is characteristically titled Audie Murphy: American Soldier. Author Harold Simpson writes admiringly of Murphy's dedication
and heroism as a model soldier and citizen but devotes only one of
John H. Lenihan is associate professor of history in Texas A&M University and the
author of Showdown: Confronting Modern America in the Western Film (1980).
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Audie Murphy as Billy the Kid in The Kid from Texas (Universal-International,
1950).

sixteen chapters to his film career. The focus and tone of this biography
is reflected in Texas Congressman Olin Teague's introduction: "Just as
the name of 5gt. Alvin York represents the heroes of World War I, Audie
Murphy is remembered by most all Americans as the hero of World War
11."1
To Americans in the 1950s and 1960s, however, Audie Murphy's
name was most often seen heading the credits of his latest films. While
memories of his wartime accomplishments undoubtedly lingered, Murphywas best known as the short, sincere, quiet-mannered but tough,
and somewhat baby-faced star of principally Western movies. Because
people's impressions of Audie Murphy were likely drawn in large part
from what they saw of him on the big theater screen, it is his screen
image and the ideas reflected in his films that will be explored here.
Moreover, the focus will be on Murphy's Westerns, which comprised
thirty-two of his forty-one films between 1949 and 1966. In those years,
audiences could expect to see at their local theaters two Murphy Westerns per year. The autobiographical To Hell and Back (1955) may have
1. Harold B. Simpson, Audie Murphy: American Soldier (Hillsboro, Texas: Hill Jr.
College Press, 1975), vii.
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been the blockbuster among Murphy's films and the one most fondly
remembered, but it was not altogether representative of his screen image or the films he typically made.
It is doubtful that Audie Murphy is remembered as vividly as Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea, Roy Rogers, or Gene Autry, to name a few
of the Western stars working in postwar America. Murphy is given relatively little space in film books-even those devoted to Westerns. He
was never a major film star for any duration nor was he the kind of prolific
bUdget-movie star like Autry, Rogers, or even Wild Bill Elliott and Johnny
Mack Brown who attracts the nostalgic adulation of horseopera enthusiasts. 2 Murphy broke into movies just as Hollywood was phasing out
the B-series western in response to the proliferation of television cowboys. At least through the 1950s, most of his Westerns were feature
attractions and those that were released as supportive or programmer
films were usually handsomely mounted in color and cinemascope.
Although Murphy occasionally portrayed historical characters such
as Billy the Kid, Jesse James, and John Clum, his Westerns were no
more or less historically accurate than other Hollywood renditions of the
late nineteenth-century West. But then historicity was seldom important
to filmmakers or, in all likelihood, to the audiences they sought to please.
What counted were credible stories and characters, laced with fast
paced, violent action. To achieve credibility with postwar audiences,
Hollywood could no longer fall back upon the traditional glorified image
of an inevitably progressive frontier wherein a clearly defined virtuous
hero efficiently dispatched evil villains. Americans in the late 1940s and
1950s had just been through a world war of unparalleled brutality and
now confronted problems, both foreign and domestic, that defied clear,
simple solutions. Filmmakers accordingly refashioned stories of the Old
West to accommodate this contemporary sensitivity to the flaws and
uncertainties of modern life. As will be seen, Murphy's character and
the conflicts he encounters in many of his Westerns reflected a less than
glowing portrait of America's frontier heritage.
Audie Murphy was himself inordinately self-deprecating about his
film career. Murphy once told reporters, "All I am required to do is ride
a horse, shoot straight, and look somber." On another occasion! he
complained, "The plot in them [Westerns] is always the same, only the
horse and girl change."3 In retrospect, however, Murphy's Westernsas well as his performances-were no worse and sometimes better than
2. Jon Tuska devotes all of two sentences toAudie Murphy in his lengthy (588 pages)
account of Western films and stars, The Filming of the West (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, 1976). Two books on B-Western stars that exclude Murphy are Alan G. Barbour,
The Thrill of It All (New York: Macmillan, 1971), and Buck Ramsey, Saddle Aces of the
Cinema (New York: A S. Barnes, 1980).
3. Simpson, Audie Murphy, 270, 266.
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most during the 1950s. Only in the mid-1960s did his films really suffer
from inadequate budgets together with sub-standard writing and direction. But Universal-International, the studio to which Murphy was contracted through the early sixties, usually provided solid stories and, aside
from undistinguished leading ladies, supported Murphy with first-rate
character actors such as Dan Duryea, Lee Van Cleef, Dennis Weaver,
Hugh O'Brian, Jay Silverheels, Lee Marvin, Brian Donlevy, Barry Sullivan,
Vic Morrow, Jack Elam, Gilbert Roland, Walter Brennan, Chill Wills, and
finally Walter Matthau and a handsome young candidate for stardom by
the name of Anthony (Tony) Curtis.
After his first starring role in 1949, Murphy accepted a co-starring
or supporting part in only two released films-Night Passage (1957) with
James Stewart and The Unforgiven (1960) with Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. A look at these two films persuades one that Murphy did
have acting ability, atalent that might have been further developed had
he opted more often for a character role or enjoyed the benefit of a
director like John Huston for whom he worked in The Unforgiven and
The Red Badge of Courage (1951). Murphy himself acknowledged that
Huston was the only film director who could get him to act. 4
Considering Audie Murphy's much publicized war heroism, together
with the fact that he was primarily a Western movie star whose popularity
crested during the presumably conservative decade of the 1950s, one
would guess that his film image and the films themselves were wholesome and positive representations of America's heritage. Such a guess
would be logical but, based on the evidence of his films, misleading.
After bit parts in two inconsequential movies, America's favorite
soldier accepted the starring role of a juvenile delinquent in the socialproblem melodrama Bad Boy (1949). The humble, boyish sharecropper
from Texas whom Americans had taken to heart for his patriotic heroism
in World War II was introduced in this film as a brash, young tough who
sticks up a crap game and then spends the next eighty minutes of
screen time being rehabilitated by the Variety Clubs International Boys
Ranch in Copperas Cove, Texas. Next came the first of Murphy's many
Westerns, The Kid from Texas (1950), in which he played Billy the Kid
as a troubled, vengeful, impulsive delinquent. James Farber, in a book
called Texans with Guns, expressed his disgust that a fine soldier like
Murphy should be cast as "a mean, no account, low-life punk" like Billy
the Kid. 5 Likewise, Hollywood columnist Hedda Hopper "objected to
4. Ibid., 267. Murphy assumed a brief cameo role in A Time for Dying, a film that he
produced in 1969 but was not released nationwide. The film received its New York premiere
at the Joseph Papp Public Theater in June 1982. See Vincent Canby's review in the New
York Times, June 2, 1982, p. C-19.
5. Quoted in Don Graham, Cowboys and Cadillacs: How Hollywood Looks at Texas
(Austin: Texas Monthly Press, 1983), 123.
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casting our young hero in the role of a notorious outlaw. "6 The fan letters
poured in, however, and Universal again cast Murphy as a Western
delinquent in Sierra (1950), Kansas Raiders (1950), and The Cimarron
Kid (1952).7
To be sure, these films did not fully blame the Murphy character for
his life of crime but placed the fault more with the violent times and/or
corrupt elements in society. In conventional fashion Murphy either cleared
himself with the law by the end of the film as in Sierra and The Cimarron
Kid or died for his lawlessness in the case of The Kid from Texas. Still,
Murphy in these films was hardly the model of patriotic heroism as one
might have expected given the actor's public image. Kansas Raiders
in particular flies in the face of what one normally expects of a Western
film protagonist, let alone one played by a real-life hero. Here Murphy
plays a moody, vengeful Jesse James who rides with Quantrill's raiders
to wreak vengeance on the Yankees who burned out his family. Young
James comes to realize the selfish viciousness of this gang of criminals,
but he is neither killed at the film's conclusion nor is he reformed from
a life of crime. When a young compatriot bids Jesse farewell at the end
of the film and suggests gleefully that they can put to 'profitable use
their banditry experience learned from Quantrill's raiders Jesse replies:
"That's fine, Kip." An off-screen narrator sadly comments on the warped
lives of these men as they ride off to an uncertain, but implicitly lawless
future.
Later, in the wake of Vietnam and Watergate, Westerns commonly
reflected contempt and disillusionment with the legal order. Clint Eastwood became an attractive Western hero precisely because of his cynicism and violent disregard for propriety. But Kansas Raiders and Audie
Murphy were products of an earlier time when it was deemed irresponsible, if not qangerous in light of McCarthyism, for Hollywood to depict
deviant behavior that goes unpunished or uncorrected. However much
criminal behavior was the result of environmental factors (war, broken
home, peer influence), most films held out the promise of retribution or
rehabilitation. Such was the case with Bad Boy or The Kid from Texas,
but not Kansas Raiders-an exception to the rule that is all the more
conspicuous because of the heroic reputation of its star player.
If Murphy's frontier-delinquents were hardly models of patriotic valor,
his role of the "young soldier" in The Red Badge of Courage was no
less at odds with his publicized bravado in World War II. John Huston's
adaptation of the classic Stephen Crane novel has Murphy deserting
6. Hedda Hopper, "Soldier Hero Becomes a Star," Chicago Sunday Tribune, December 17,1950, p. 14.
7. Fan Mail, Audie Murphy, box 492, folder 13701, University of Southern California,
Special Collections
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ranks in the face of a Confederate assault and stupefied at the sheer
horror and human tragedy of war. Producers of the film were dismayed
at the adverse reaction of preview audiences, which, according to one
account, included teenagers at a Pasadena theater who booed the
scene of Murphy running from the battlefield. John Huston later speculated that a public engulfed in the Korean War could not accept such
a bleak depiction of combat. Worried MGM executives substantially
edited the film and inserted a narrated prologue to assure audiences
that the studio was simply reproducing a classic novel. Even this did
not spell box-office success, and The Red Badge of Courage wound
up on the bottom half of a double bill that featured the latest MGM aquamusical starring Esther Williams B
It took nine films before Audie Murphy became unequivocably a
good guy who defended America against assorted villains. The first was
Column South (1953) in which Murphy played a handsome young cavalry lieutenant. Interestingly, the plot includes Murphy uncovering treason within the high ranks of the military-a premise that was fashionable
in films of the McCarthy period. From then on Murphy's roles assumed
respectability-sheriff in Destry, cavalry officer in The Guns of Fort Petticoat, Indian agent in Walk the Proud Land, and of course proud soldier
in To Hell and Back. By 1959, Murphy even made the ranks of his home
state's Texas Rangers in Seven Ways from Sundown.
Yet scattered among his many films of the mid and late 1950s were
Westerns where Murphy was once again a rather bad sort. In Night
Passage (1957) he reverted to his earlier delinquent role (to include
wearing the same black leather jacket he donned as Billy the Kid) as
James Stewart's outlaw brother, the Utica Kid. Unlike Murphy's Billy the
Kid where it was clear that life had dealt him a raw deal, the Utica Kid
is cool and confident. Asked by his girl why he steals, Murphy tersely
replies, "Because I like to steal. Maybe I like to see what people will do
when I take it from them." Murphy also rejects brother Stewart's attempts
to convert him: "Same old story of good and evil," Murphy sneers. Underlying his tough cynicism, however, is Murphy's bitter resentment of
always being measured against his dominant older brother. "You don't
know what it's like to be a kid brother," Murphy tells his girl friend.
"Everything you do is wrong, everything you try. Till one day I tried a
gun [he draws his pistol]-fit my hand real good. Then I wasn't a kid
anymore." In short, Murphy has turned to crime to establish his own
identity and self-worth. At the end of the film, Murphy does help his
8. Gerald Pratley, The Cinema of John Houston (New York: A S. Barnes, 1977), 81;
Axel Madsen, John Huston (Garden City. New York: Doubleday, 1978), 110 For an eyewitness account of the making of The Red Badge of Courage, see Lillian Ross, Picture
(London Victor Gollanez, 1953).
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brother fight off nasty Dan Duryea's gang and is killed in the process.
But he gives his life not to save Stewart but a young boy (Brandon de
Wilde) whose custody had become a moral tug of war between Murphy
and Stewart. It is only when the boy runs from Murphy to join the besieged Stewart that Murphy feels compelled to fight alongside his brother.
To the end, Murphy is contemptuous of his brother's moralism: "Go
ahead, make a sucker out of the kid. Tell him all about good and evil."
While Stewart is nominally the hero of Night Passage, there is just enough
of a self-righteous streak in Stewart's character to make Murphy's rebelliousness partially understandable-and undoubtedly attractive to
young audiences.
In The Unforgiven (1960), Murphy again played a younger brother
to the film's protagonist-this time Burt Lancaster. Considerably more
rugged-looking with a thick moustache, Murphy spends much of the
film venting his hatred of Indians-the Kiowas had killed his father. When
he finds that his adopted sister (Audrey Hepburn) is of Kiowa blood,
Murphy lashes out, "I'm not staying here with a red-hide nigger." Underlying feelings of family loyalty finally draw Murphy back to the fold,
but until then he comes across as a rather hysterical bigot.
There is no last-minute change of heart in No Name on the Bullet
(1959) in which Murphy plays a hired killer. This is an unusual film in
several respects, not the least of which is the casting of a star player
as the major character who in turn is a cold-blooded assassin-for-hire.
Toward the end of this cleverly written mystery-Western that asks not
"who done it" but "who's gonna get it," Murphy is seen tearing off the
heroine's dress to provoke her father (Murphy's prey) into drawing first.
The one element in the film that makes Murphy's villainy in any way
palatable is that the townspeople he encounters are for the most part
cringing hypocrites. One tends to share Murphy's delight at seeing them
tremble for fear that he may have been hired to shoot one of them for
some past injustice to his employer.
With Night Passage, The Unforgiven, and No Name on the Bullet,
in addition to his earlier delinquent films, Audie Murphy's movie image
was at odds with that of the gentle farm boy turned patriotic war hero.
Even in films where he was the good guy-which was most of the timehis image of youthful innocence and integrity usually served to counterpoint the deficiencies of civilized society. Whether in modern-day
stories like World In My Corner (1956) and The Quiet American (1958)
or in Westerns, there emerged a less than flattering vision of human
society-by comparison, for example, with the notion of brave Americans
making the ultimate sacrifice to defend the free world in To Hell and
Back. 9
9. In World in My Corner, Murphy takes up professional boxing to escape the slums
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Murphy never repeated the fanatic bigot of The Unforgiven, but his
other Westerns involving Indians were no less sparing in attacking racial
hatred. While Murphy, as a cavalry lieutenant, spends much of his time
in The Guns of Fort Petticoat (1957) defending women against Indians,
it is clear at the outset that the Indians are understandably provoked by
John Chivington's massacre at Sand Creek. Murphy tells off Colonel
Chivington for this senseless slaughter of Indians and is charged for
desertion when he rides out to warn settlers of an impending Indian
reprisal.
In Walk the Proud Land, Murphy as the gentle, mild-mannered Indian agent John Clum teaches the Apaches at the San Carlos reservation
how to cope with an obviously cruel white world. When he hears one of the
local townspeople boasting of the six Indian scalps he has collected,
Murphy says in disgust-"And they call the Indians savages." At a meeting with town officials and a hawkish general, Murphy criticizes the fact that
"the Army over the past ten years at a cost of three million dollars a year
has been trying to exterminate the Apaches and hasn't been able to do it."
The general replies testily: "We'll do it if we aren't hamstrung by those that
have no experience in the Indian problem." Murphy: "Even if you could wipe
them out, it doesn't strike me as human."The general points out that military force is the only treatment these savages understand. Murphy: "It's
the only treatment, as you call it, they've ever had."
As was the case of Gary Cooper in High Noon (1952), Murphy's
quiet integrity in many of his Westerns clashed with the greed, opportunism, and false pride of so-called respectable folk. One comes away
from these films disliking the townspeople more than the outlaws. In
several of these films Murphy is the innocent victim of society's cruelty.
As a young fur trapper in The Wild and the Innocent (1959) who comes
out of the woods to find what city life is all about in noisy Casper,
Wyoming, Murphy is in the course of one day insulted, cheated, mocked,
and bullied. He sees the town's respectable ladies cruelly snubbing a
saloon madame while at the same time the civic leaders tolerate corruption associated with the saloon management. Murphy cannot understand why the sheriff (Gilbert Roland) allows people to carry guns in
town since there's nothing to shoot at except other people-"and that's
sinfuL" Having been picked on and roughed up by some young toughs,
Murphy concludes sadly that "civilized" people can't settle anything
peacefully when there is any chance for violence. Finally, through a
but discovers that success means sacrificing personal dignity to gangland corruption and
upper class manipulation. As the title character of Graham Greene's The Quiet American,
Murphy'S faith in human goodness proves fatal in the real world of intrigue and duplicity
in postwar Indochina.
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Audie Murphy comes between Joanne Dru and James Beck in The Wild and

the Innocent (Universal-International, 1959).

curious turn of events, Murphy finds himself in a showdown with the
sheriff, the one character who had tried to warn Murphy about getting
hurt in the cruel world we live in. Murphy is visibly shaken when he fatally
shoots Roland. "It's not your fault," says the dying sheriff: "Killing is a
fault of the time we live in." But it is a fault that has forever compromised
Murphy's rustic innocence. He remarks that he will have to live with this
killing for a long time. The sprinkle of folksy humor throughout the film
(most of it related to Murphy's frustration with a tag-along mountain waif
played by Sandra Dee) in no way undermines the poignance of Murphy's
encounter with the harsh realities of city life. When at the end of the film
Murphy returns to the pristine wilderness, what he leaves behind is
clearly the emergent urban civilization that will (dominate modern America. Not only does The Wild and the Innocent recall James Fenimore
Cooper's literary reservations about the encroachment of civilization on
the frontier individualist or presage Sam Peckinpah's decidedly more
jaundiced cinematic vision of the same phenomenon, but the theme of
betrayed innocence is remarkably similar to the 1958 film version of
Graham Greene's The Quiet American-one of Audie Murphy's few departures from the Western genre. Instead of nineteenth-century Casper,
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Wyoming, post World War II Indochina (Vietnam) is the setting for violence and deceit that belies Murphy's naive idealism and, in this case,
results in his death.
Another Universal-International Western that generates viewer distaste for a frontier community, Hell Bent for Leather (1960) recalls the
Ox-Bow Incident (1943) and Alfred Hitchcock's The Wrong Man (1957)
as Murphy finds himself the victim of mistaken identity and falsely accused of a local murder. Angry citizens are all too easily gulled by a
crooked marshal into assuming Murphy's guilt without trying to verify
Murphy's contention that he was nowhere near the scene of the crime
when it occurred. When, in the face of clear evidence that the marshal
has framed Murphy, the townspeople still insist that Murphy may be
guilty, he literally screams at them, "What's the matter with you?" This
brings reluctant apologies.
In Posse from Hell (1961) and Bullet for a Badman (1964), the
citizens who are supposed to be helping Murphy on a manhunt are as
ugly in their own right as the bad men being chased. In the latter film,
Murphy has to contend with the possee members wanting to murder
the captive bad men and keep the stolen loot for themselves. Irritated
by pious references to a rape victim as that "ruined thing," Murphy tells
the citizens in Posse from Hell to go home: "None of you are worth a
damn."
Murphy's other films in the 1960s were tired rehashes of old plots
and themes, Free from contractual obligations to Universal-International
where he had felt confined to repetitious Westerns, Murphy's work for
other studios was decidedly inferior and included only one non-Western,
a cliched spy thriller, Trunk to Cairo (1967). Allied Artists even stooped
in 1963 to casting Murphy in a remake (Gunfight at Comanche Creek)
of a terribly dull detective-Western (Last of the Badmen) that the same
studio had made with George Montgomery in 1958. Equally disconcerting was Murphy being saddled with dubbed dialogue and spaghettiWestern histrionics in Columbia's low-budgeted The Texican (1966), a
European production that used Spanish landscapes and interiors shot
in a Barcelona studio to represent Murphy's native state.
In 1969 Audie Murphy made his final screen appearance in a cameo
role (as Jesse James) for a film that he produced called A Time for
Dying. Unfortunately, Murphy would never see this prophetically titled
Western released to American theaters. Faced with debts from failed
business ventures, Murphy was in the process of negotiating one more
investment when in May 1971 the plane carrying him and four other
passengers crashed enroute from Atlanta, Georgia, to Martinsville, Virginia.
Few Hollywood celebrities attended Audie Murphy's funeral or the
burial ceremony at Arlington cemetery, nor was Murphy's Hollywood
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career given more than a passing reference in the many eulogies and
memorials on his behalf. Political and military dignitaries as well as
friends and acquaintances who paid tribute to Audie Murphy were
mourning the war hero rather than the movie star. At best, according to
biographer Harold Simpson, "the movies kept Audie's name before the
public and his legendary WW II feats alive for at least another generation
of Americans. "10 Author Julian Smith assessed Murphy's Hollywood years
from the critical, anti-war perspective of the Vietnam period: "Go back
over his career and you'll find he was an unwitting salesman for grass
roots militarism in the days when the movies were a perpetual public
service announcement. "11
The importance attributed to Murphy the soldier as opposed to
Murphy the film star is understandable in weighing the relative accomplishments of the man's brief life. But to interpret Murphy's films or his
image in those films as reflections or reinforcements of his military reputation is to overlook that most of his films had little to do with modern
combat or military heroism. Instead, Murphy's film roles-primarily in
Westerns-ranged from juvenile delinquents to sensitive innocents confronting a violent and deeply flawed civilization. And where was America's most decorated soldier in the racial bigot of The Unforgiven or the
hired killer of No Name on the Bullet?
When Murphy did portray a soldier in several of his Westerns (Column South, Guns of Fort Petticoat, Apache Rifles), he was not seen
leading his country to victory against enemy aggression, as in To Hell
and Back, but opposing those who would trigger an unjust war against
the abused Indian. In the, midst of the Korean War when combat films
were again fashionable, Murphy's only role as a soldier was in Stephen
Crane's anti-war classic The Red Badge of Courage.'
To what extent these film themes and Murphy's film image reflected
his personal feelings about himself and the world around him is difficult
to assess, It is unlikely, particularly as a contract player for UniversalInternational, that he was in a position to assert much influence on what
the studio, writer, and director decided was appropriate for him. A more
relevant question, but just as elusive, is why Hollywood chose not to
exploit Murphy's war heroism in terms of stories and characterizations.
Perhaps for audiences, the filmmakers, or Murphy himself, his early
delinquent roles symbolized the kind of social misfit that a background
of poverty and hard times-such as Murphy's-might have produced
were it not for the fortuitous opportunities generated by a world war.
Murphy once remarked that Billy the Kid was his favorite role "and I
10. Simpson, Audie Murphy, 288.
11. Julian Smith, Looking Away: Hollywood and Vietnam (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1975), 75.
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always figured him as a boy who might have gone straight under different
circumstances. "12 Then too, juvenile delinquency was a timely issue that
Hollywood would capitalize upon throughout the 1950s and one that,
according to biographer Harold Simpson, deeply concerned Audie Murphy. Likewise, the jaundiced view of war and society in many of his films
parallels the deglamorization of war in such films as Twelve O'Clock
High (1950) and The Bridges at Toko Ri (1955) and the more critical
social perspective of such prominent Westerns as Broken Arrow (1950),
The Gunfighter (1950), High Noon (1952), and Johnny Guitar (1954). It
is noteworthy that while Murphy remained throughout his life a loyal,
grassroots patriot, he commented frequently about the tragedy of war.
"War is a nasty business," he wrote in 1945, "to be avoided if possible
and to be gotten over with as soon as possible. It's not the sort of job
that deserves medals."13 Nor, he might have added, was it the sort of
job that deserved glorification in Hollywood movies bearing the name
of a real-life military hero.

12. Audie Murphy, "The Role I Liked Best," Saturday Evening Post, 223 (January 13,
. 1951),113.
13: Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1971, p. 25.

Sixty Years of the
New Mexico Historical Review
NANCY M. BROWN

This year marks the sixtieth anniversary of publication for the New Mexico
Historical Review under its seventh editor. The journal has been influenced and molded by the personalities of each of these editors as well
as by the changing times. It seems fitting, on this anniversary as the
review goes through another round of changes, to look back over the
last sixty years.
Lansing B. Bloom, with the assistance of Ralph E. Twitchell, former
editor of the Old Santa Fe magazine, Edgar L. Hewett of the School of
American Research (SAR), and the Historical Society of New Mexico,
founded the Review, and set its initial tone. Bloom, the son of a businessman, was born in Auburn, New York, in 1880. He received his A.B.
from Williams College and graduated from Auburn Theological Seminary
in 1907. Bloom first came to the Southwest for his health, married into
the McFie family of Santa Fe, and served as minister of Presbyterian
congregations at Saltillo, Mexico, Mesilla Park, Magdalena, and Jemez
Nancy M. Brown, who has a master's in social studies from the University of Wisconsin,
Eau Claire, is Office Manager for the New Mexico Historical Review, a position she has
held since 1976. She is well known in New Mexico history circles for her efforts to promote
history and assist others with their research. She has worked on many historical projects
in the state and is presently vice-chair of the Albuquerque Bicentennial-Diamond Jubilee
Committee. She received the Paul A. F. Walter Award from the Historical Society of New
Mexico in 1985 for her contributions to the "promotion of history and related disciplines."
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Pueblo, New Mexico. Meanwhile he had been awarded a master's degree in history from Williams College. His devotion to the ministry was
equalled by his interest in history.
Bloom and his wife, Maude McFie, were introduced to New Mexico's
historical world by her father, Judge John R. McFie of the territorial
Supreme Court, who was a leading member of the Historical Society of
New Mexico, President of the Board of Regents of the Museum of New
Mexico, and a founder of the School of American Research in Santa Fe.
Publication of Bloom's expanded master's thesis on New Mexico under
the Mexican regime in the Old Santa Fe magazine (1912-1916), official
publication of the Historical Society of New Mexico, brought him wide
recognition as a New Mexican scholar. He received a staff appointment
at the SAR in 1917, an assistant director's post at the Museum of New
Mexico in 1920, historical society membership in 1920, and society
fellowship status in 1924. The Old Santa Fe ceased publication in 1916
when World War I shortages put printing costs beyond the means of the
society. Like many others Bloom longed for the re-establishment of a
quarterly to publish the important research being done in these years.
By 1925 the long awaited dream of closer ties between the SAR, the
museum, and the historical society became a reality, and the society's
constitution was amended to allow pUblication of a historical journal.
Because Bloom belonged to all these institutions he personified the
movement toward cooperation and was the best choice for editor of the
newly established journal in 1926.
As heir to the Old Santa Fe, the New Mexico Historical Review first
appeared in January 1926 with Bloom as editor and Paul A. F. Walter,
president of the historical society, as co-editor. Like its predecessor, the
first issues of the Review published the growing body of research on
the Southwest appearing in this era, featured the by-laws and constitution of the historical society, biographical sketches on authors, necrologies of leading New Mexicans, book reviews, history notices,
commentaries on other publications, and exchanges and excerpts from
other journals. Back cover advertisements by local companies such as
the Santa Fe Railroad, Santa Fe Builders Supply Company, or Glorieta's
Valley Ranch Resort appeared until 1929, then were replaced by lists
of various society publications that were for sale. The new quarterly was
housed and printed at the EI Palacio Press of the Museum of New Mexico,
which acquired a new linotype machine in April 1926. A $3.00 membership in the historical society included a subscription to the journal
while single issues cost $1.00 eacb. Society membership rolls nearly
doubled when the Review began publication.
In September 1929 Bloom was appointed to the history faculty at
the University of New Mexico as part of a cooperative program between
the School of American Research in Santa Fe and the university. Starting
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as an associate professor, he moved to Albuquerque to teach and to
edit and print the journal on a quarter-time basis. He remained an associate scholar of the SAR and corresponding secretary-treasurer of the
Historical Society of New Mexico. Thus began the first stage of cooperation between the University of New Mexico and the historical society
that would eventually result in the university taking over full ownership
and financial responsibility of the Review.
Under the joint arrangement worked out by President James F.
Zimmerman of the university and Edgar L. Hewett of the SAR, Bloom
would assemble articles, prepare copy, read proof, index, and print the
issue. His co-editor, Paul Walter, wrote many contributions, news notes
and necrologies, and represented the historical society, which was responsible for all printing costs, subscription lists, mailings, and bookkeeping. These expenses were borne by the museum, which provided
funds for society activities in these early decades. An equitable exchange list was allowed the university library. Decisions were dependent
upon the approval of each institution. Inquiries about historical questions
often came to the Review editor, a practice that continues today in the
absence of a public office for the historical society. The society retained
title and ownership of the Review, and received all income resulting from
membership dues and issue sales. As with the Old Santa Fe magazine,
a board of associate editors was maintained with at least one member
representing the university. The board format and museum-society connection remained unchanged for twenty years. This agreement was reconfirmed in 1945, when Frank D. Reeve continued as editor after Bloom's
death in early 1946.
The covers of the Review had a picture of the Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe, and were brown from 1926 to 1931, carrying the name
and address of the historical society. The color of the cover varied in
these years, being light brown from 1932 to 1935, and then switching
to the light blue that was most familiar to readers until extensive design
changes were made by Eleanor B. Adams in 1965. The publisher logos'
of the Review reflected the changing influence and support that related
sponsors of the journal provided. For example, in 1929 the cover heading
bore the name of the Histor.ical Society of New Mexico and the department of history of the SAR, and in 1930 the society and the University
of New Mexico, but by 1944 no affiliation appeared on the front cover.
After 1931 the issues carried the University of New Mexico Press as
printer. At that time, the Museum of New Mexico was paying the press
printing bill for the historical society.
Bloom printed the backlog of material that had developed after the
demise of the Old Santa Fe and solicited pieces from leading scholars
and their graduate students. The journal branched out beyond the historical society membership to become a recognized regional magazine.
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Frank D. Reeve, editor 1946-1964.

The Review became a source of archival evidence, carried re-interpretations of ideas as new data became available, and printed critiques of
its articles by other scholars. The journal's primary interests included
the Spanish colonial viceroyalty, Spanish exploration and colonization
efforts north of Mexico City, northern Mexican provinces to 1848, territorial and statehood eras of New Mexico, and all peripheral material
deemed relevant to an understanding of these periods. Under Bloom
the Review carved out a specialized niche for itself, carrying the stamp
of its first editor. In twenty years as editor Bloom authored more than
twenty-five articles and innumerable book reviews and necrologies and
edited documents, notes, and commentaries, many based on his extensive research in the archives of Spain and Mexico. He indexed the
journal on a yearly basis and painstakingly saw to the first fifteen-year
cumulative index that was published in 1941.
Besides editing, Bloom also taught a heavy load of history courses
on Spain, Latin America, Mexico, the U.S. Southwest, New Mexico, and
Western Europe-all for a nine month salary of $2,800. He was a demanding teacher and an untiring researcher and writer. An eventual
promotion to research associate made him more comfortable, for he
could devote more time to writing and the Review. He mined the archives
of the world for New Mexico sources and brought back over 50,000
microfilmed pages that are now in the Special Collections of the Coronado Room of the university library. Bloom retired from the university in
June 1945 at the age of 65, but remained half-time editor of the journal
until his death in February 1946.
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Frank Driver Reeve carried on Bloom's fine tradition and shares with
him the credit for making the Review one of the best journals in its field.
Through his determination and the quick action of the University of New
Mexico the journal sUNived into its fourth decade. Suffering from asthma,
Reeve came to New Mexico for his health. Born in Ogden, Utah, in 1899,
he finished high school in Alameda, California in 1921. Graduating with
a B.A. from the University of New Mexico in 1925, Reeve completed his
M.A., then joined the faculty of the Departments of History and Political
Science. He pursued post-graduate studies at Stanford and the University of Colorado, receiving his doctorate from the University of Texas
in 1937. Reeve taught a wide variety of classes, served ably on many
faculty graduate and senate committees, and published widely on New
Mexico history topics. He presented papers and participated in many
meetings and conferences, and was a consultant to the Navajo and
Mescalero Apache tribes. He loved telling humorous stories and anecdotes in class, stood up stubbornly for his principles at faculty meetings,
and shared his views of life and history with many a newcomer to the
Southwest. Reeve's writings on the history of the university, the history
of New Mexico, the Arizona sheep industry, the Navajo Indians, and
federal Indian policy are still required reading for scholars. He became
editor of the Review in March 1946, upon the death of Bloom.
As a student and then full professor in the history department, Reeve
was familiar with the Review and began contributing articles as early as
1928. He was no stranger to' New Mexico history or historical circles
when he became editor. He was an honorary fellow of the SAR and a
member of the Historical Society of New Mexico. Under Reeve's editorship, the journal attracted submissions from professional and lay historians alike, more than half of whom were academics from outside New
Mexico. Reeve welcomed a variety of unsolicited manuscripts, memoirs,
tributes, historical notes, letters to the editor, and book reviews. Although
necrologies were discontinued in 1948 and the society by-laws and
constitution in 1949, the news notes and documentary sections of the
journal were retained. The journal also gained a substantial reading
audience.
Soon after Reeve was appointed editor, Paul A. F. Walter, who continued nominally as co-editor, told him that increased printing costs
required restricting the number of pages in each issue. Reeve managed
to keep the pages to no fewer than eighty, making adjustments as
needed. The journal has continued to print about eighty to ninety pages
per issue. The board of associates continued advising the editor and
the close link with the historical society was maintained, though the
editing and printing were done at the university. Shortly after 1946, the
university press and printing plant were separated. Editors of the university journals who had been on the press publications committee now
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edited their magazines practically autonomously. The blue covers and
Bloom format of the journal remained unchanged, except that a few
photos were used and the pages were more compact. Paul A. F. Walter,
operating out of the Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe, maintained
ties between the Review and the Historical Society of New Mexico. Reeve
continued to print notices and summaries of historical society activities
and society members continued to get the journal with their $3.00 membership fee.
Reeve saw the New Mexico Historical Review through some of its
darkest days. When the inflated cost of post-World War II paper and
printing threatened to reduce the regular journal format, Reeve suggested that the historical society approach the University of New Mexico
about a subsidy. The university agreed to help and the ties between the
Review and its host institution grew closer. The university and museum
funds for the Review were virtually state subsidies for a journal that the
society, a private organization, owned. After a 1959 court ruling that
private entities could no longer receive state appropriations funneled
through state agencies, the Museum of New Mexico had to eliminate
monetary support for the historical society. With the severance of this
funding the museum could no longer contribute toward the printing costs
of the Review.
It took a few years before the full meaning of the 1959 ruling took
effect. The museum, meanwhile, faced new financial pressures. In 1963
the New Mexico State Legislature cut back on many programs, including
that of the Museum of New Mexico. The severe shortages in the museum
budget did not allow it to give money to the society for the Review.
Although the society had owned the Review in name since the 1945
society-university agreement, the museum had paid the journal's way.
In 1963 the university gave Reeve a $5,000 salary while the museum
covered a $4,500 printing plant bill, a $600 honorarium for the editor,
and $350 for postage, mailing, bookkeeping, and back issue orders. In
1963 the Review had about 465 subscribers that brought in $2,325 in
revenue but this was not enough to support publication. Reeve proposed
that the society ask the university to take over full ownership and responsibility for the journal. After much consideration, the university decided to assume the printing and business costs of the journal.
This support, however, was tenuous at best. The university administration was reluctant to drop support of the journal until Reeve retired.
At the same time efforts were made to lure the journal of the Western
History Association to the university, but when this failed, the administration, at President Tom Popejoy's urging, decided to continue sponsoring the Review.
The final transfer of the Review to the university came in 1963. The
editorial work was now done solely by Reeve. A group of associates
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appeared on the masthead until July 1963, when a board of editors was
selected from among the history professors of the university, with no
historical society members included. The board was required to report
directly to the university president. For years thereafter, budget constraints limited the ability of the university to assure continuation of the
journal. The University of New Mexico Press handled the business end
of the magazine until 1972 when records were transferred to the journal.
Frank Reeve retired from the university and the Review in July 1964 but
continued to write and contribute to the journal until his death in December 1967.
Reeve was succeeded as editor by Eleanor B. Adams, who had
been a contributor to the Review since 1941. Born and raised in Cambridge, Massachusetts, she graduated from Radcliffe College in 1931
and continued her studies at the Centro de Estudios Historicos, Madrid,
and the University of Madrid. In 1934 she joined the staff of the Division
of Historical R~search, Carnegie Institution of Washington, D.C., as investigator and historian. As a member of the Post-Columbian history
section, she worked first in offices donated by the Peabody Museum,
Harvard University, and then at the newly established headquarters of
the Carnegie Historical Research Division in Cambridge. In 1938-1939
Carnegie sent Adams to Mexico to. work on publication and research
projects. She was involved in the Maya studies program under Alfred
V. Kidder. Adams also made her acquaintance with colonial New Spain
and the Spanish Southwest during these years as a result of her collaboration with the distinguished historian France V. Scholes, who was
also working on Carnegie assignments. Late in 1939 Adams and Scholes
moved to the Washington headquarters of the Carnegie Institute, and
from there to the University of New Mexico in 1941. With the coming of
World War II, Carnegie's Washington offices were given over to government projects, and the University of New Mexico graciously provided
space for Adams and Scholes to continue their research. Adams remained on the Carnegie staff and spent much time in Mexico researching
and publishing. In 1948 she returned to Cambridge, but resigned from
the Carnegie Institute in 1949 to accept a position at the Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley, in 1950. In 1951 she received an appointment as research associate in history at the University of New
Mexico and joined the editorial board of the Review in April 1954. She
began editing the Review in July 1964.
Adams brought to the journal and the university a wealth of knowledge of subject matter and sources, experience in archival research,
historical editing, criticism, and paleaography, as well as solid contacts
in history and related fields. The articles in the Review from 1964 to 1975
reflect her broad inter-disciplinary interests, understanding of regional
history and Spanish, careful editing,! and high standards of scholarship
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Manuel P. Servin, editor 1975-1976.

and writing. Adams attended many regional and national historical conferences and focused attention on the quality of the Review. Professionals as well as lay historians contributed to its pages. She helped
many authors revise manuscripts for publication and encouraged students in their pursuit of Southwestern studies. She expected a lot of
others but also gave much of herself, teaching and helping others with
writing, paleaography, and research. While editing the journal she continued to research and publish widely on colonial New Spain and New
Mexico, becoming an inspiration and model for others at the university.
In January 1965 the journal got a new look. Roland F. Dickey, director of the University of New Mexico Press, tastefully re-designed the
Review with an avocado-green cover, front cover titles, biographical
sketches on contributors, a full complement of book reviews, more open
space, and assorted historical illustrations. The historical society news
section and notes about other publications and scholars continued.
During Adams' years as editor it became the custom to pay small honoraria to authors and to offer an annual best article award from funds
squeezed out of a limited budget. In 1975 the Review was given the
Spur Award by the Western Writers of America for publishing Donald
Worcester's essay on Apaches in Southwestern history. Special borderlands history and land and water issues were published during these
years. Katherine McMahon, former head of the Southwest Collection at
the Albuquerque Public Library, compiled the third comprehensive index, which was published in 1970. Adams retired as editor and research
professor-at-Iarge in July 1975.
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Manuel P. SeNin was editor of the Review and professor of history
from October 1975 to the spring of 1976 when a severe stroke disrupted
his scholarly career. He had been selected after a national search for
a new editor. SeNin, a former professor of history in Arizona State University, Tempe, brought an emphasis in Mexican-American and Hispanic
Studies to the journal. He had previously taught at the University of
Southern California, where he was editor of the California Historical Society Quarterly from 1960 to 1970.
Born in EI Paso, Texas, SeNin received his A.B. at Loyola University,
Los Angeles, M.S.W. from Boston College, and M.A. and PhD. from the
University of Southern California. He researched and published on Spanish sovereignty, pre-World War II Mexican-Americans, the history of the
University of Southern California, and the awakening of the MexicanAmerican minority. SeNin taught a variety of Chicano and Southwest
history courses in addition to editing the journal. He served as half-time
professor and editor. Servin had developed a cadre of young scholars
at Arizona who have continued their work after his medical retirement.
They are a living tribute to his inspiration and dedication to Southwestern
history.
During his editorship the association with the historical society diminished even further. After October 1975 membership in the Historical
Society of New Mexico no longer included a copy of the journal. By then
a subscription cost $6.00, with a dollar being retained from members'
subscriptions by the society for its activities.
After being housed in several locations in Zimmerman Library, Fine
Arts, Yatoka and Bandelier halls, the journal moved to its present office
in Mesa Vista Hall in late 1975. Richard N. Ellis became the book review
editor at that time, a post he continued until joining the faculty of Ft.
Lewis College, Durango, Colorado, in January 1987. In 1976 a board of
consultants was added to the masthead, representing the broader
Southwestern interest of the journal. Servin had planned to improve the
scholarship and value of the journal's articles and widen its readership
base before his tragic stroke cut short his tenure as editor. Servin was
a scholar, teacher, editor, and friend of all cultures whose loss was greatly
felt in the scholarly world.
After SeNln's 1976 retirement, Donald C. Cutter became the acting
but unpaid editor of the Review, continuing in that capacity until a permanent editor was appointed in October 1979. He also maintained his
full teaching duties. He had served on the Review editorial board from
July 1963 to April 1964, was board chairman from July 1964 to April
1970, when a new board was formed, and served as chair again from
October 1975 to July 1982. This was a particularly difficult time 'for the
Review because SeNin's status as editor was unclear for some time
after his stroke, while university budget cutters took the opportunity of
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his disability as an excuse to drop support for the journal. Cutter was
instrumental in warding off such attacks and keeping the journal in operation.
Cutter had many years of professional training before becoming
Acting Editor of the Review. Born in Chico, California, Cutter received
his B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley. He
taught Western American history at San Diego State College and the
University of Southern California before coming to the University of New
Mexico in 1962. He studied and taught in Spain and Mexico, was a
historical consultant to the California and Jicarilla Apache Indians, and
made wide-ranging professional contacts. He researched and published on California and Oregon coastal history, the Malaspina Expedition and the Spanish on the Northwest Coast, and the Santa Fe Trail.
Comfortable with the public and gifted with a humorous and affable
personality, Cutter initiated a successful promotion and public outreach
program for the journal.
During these years the Review staff displayed materials at many
historical conferences and public events, sponsored the Calvin Horn
High School Essay Contest, widely recruited new subscribers, and promoted sales of back issues. Another innovation included giving the
Review a more significant relationship to the graduate academic program of the history department by using it as a training tool and resource
for the historical editing class that Cutter taught. During his editorship
an appropriation for a reprint program was obtained from the New Mexico State Legislature, in large part due to the efforts of Alice King and
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Max Roybal. Cutter left the university in 1982 to accept the O'Connor
Chair of History at S1. Mary's University, San Antonio, Texas.
Richard W Etulain, selected editor after an intensive national search,
assumed his post at the New Mexico Historical Review in October 1979.
Born in Wapato, Washington, he is a specialist in American Western and
cultural history. He was the first editor who had not lived in or extensively
studied the Southwest, or previously been associat~d with the University
of New Mexico. Etulain received his A.B. in both history and English
from Northwest Nazarene College, and his MA and Ph.D. from the
University of Oregon. He taught at the University of Oregon, Northwest
Nazarene College, and Idaho State University. Etulain has received the
Louis Knott Koontz Literary Award and the Western History Association
Award. He has published on Owen Wister, Western film and literature,
the Basques, Jack London, and Wallace Stegner, as well as Western
American cultural and political history, historiography, and bibliography.
Etulain influenced a host of leading scholars to submit essays and
review books for the journal. As demanding of others as he is of himself,
he strove to upgrade the quality and editing of material while widening
the subjects and reading audience of the Review. The outreach programs emphasized by his predecessor were expanded even further.
Due to high printing costs and demands from the university that the
journal pay more of its own support, subscriptions climbed steadily from
$6.00 to $14.00 in 1985 for individuals and $16 for institutions, while
back issues increased from $1.25 to $5.00 each. In 1963 the Historical
Society of New Mexico was reconstituted and by 1985 memberships
starting at $15.00 were helping support a vigorous program of society
publications, conferences, and activities. The society and journal often
cooperated on related events. During Etulain's editorship circulation and
Review revenue increased appreciably to 1300 subscribers, about onethird of whom were society members. The Review assumed a tight and
compact look, with more emphasis on content than space. An attractive
buff and turquoise cover was adopted in 1983, and more photos were
used. The book review section was expanded, more book and news
notes were added, and the journal began carrying informative review
essays of important Southwestern books. Special issues on women's
history, the Spanish and Mexican eras, Albuquerque, land grants, and
Indians appeared during these years, some with selected bibliographies. With funds from the Gilberto Espinosa family, Etulain set up the
Review's annual Espinosa Award in 1984. Espinosa, who had been a
consultant for the Review, was a prominent lawyer, researcher, translater,
and author. His award honors the author of the best written and researched article appearing in the journal each year. With the completion
of the October 1985 issue, Etulain turned the reins of the Review over
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Some members of the Editorial Board, Christmas 1976; from left to right, Myra
Ellen Jenkins, State Historian; Loraine Lavender, Historical Society President;
Manuel P. Servin; Gilberto Espinosa, for whom the Espinosa Award is given
annually by the Review; Gerald D. Nash, professor of history, University of New
Mexico; Donald C. Cutter; and Richard N. Ellis, book review editor.

to the current editor, Paul Andrew Hutton. The outgoing editor then went
on sabbatical before returning to his duties as professor of history.
Over the last sixty years these six editors have created the New
Mexico Historical Review's reputation for scholarship and excellence.
Each in turn has contributed the time and talent required to produce a
state journal that continues to be one of the finest in the nation. The
University of New Mexico sponsors the Review as a service to the citizens
of the state, so that New Mexico's rich heritage might be preserved.

Book Reviews

New Mexico: The Distant Land. An Illustrated History. By Dan Murphy. (Northridge, California: Windsor Publications/Historical Society ot New Mexico, 1985.
183 pp. Illustrations, maps, index. $24.95.)

Dan Murphy's New Mexico: A Distant Land is a delightful, highly readable
account of New Mexico history. Written in a bright, lively style, Murphy's narrative
immediately' draws the reader into New Mexico's story, a saga that begins with
a survey of the state's geographical conditions-"New Mexico is made out of
rocks"-and carries the reader through the state's long and colorful history as
a distant land, a remote and isolated area whether under Spanish, Mexican, or
United States rule. Touted specifically as "an illustrated history," the book does
not disappoint its readers, for illustrating the text are 200 carefully selected black
and white photographs and a sixteen-page section of color plates, a visual
rendering of New Mexico's history unequaled by any other book.
As Murphy takes his readers along their journey through New Mexico's
past, he shares with them his obvious love for storytelling and for the land he
is describing. Clearly fascinated by the historians' craft and the indebtedness
of historians to their sources, he pays tribute to both the written and oral record keepers, to people such as Andres de Campo, the Portuguese servant of
Fray Juan de Padilla, one of the friars in Coronado's party who remained in the
mission field; to the officials of the Inquisition, whose meticulous records tell us
much of what unfolded in New Mexico during the latter part of its missionary
phase; to the people ofTrampas, who recounted for Murphy their village's history
as together they plastered the church's walls in 1982. Murphy even laments the
lack of sources, referring at one point to the regrettable absence of diaries from
members of the annual Spanish trade caravans that traveled into New Mexico.
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A consummate historian, Murphy also reminds his readers of the unknowns
of history, of the unanswered questions that challenge historians but yield no
certain answers, Among the unknowns that Murphy mentions are the questions
of why the great Anasazi culture at Chaco declined, how close Fray Marcos
came to Hawikuh and what if anything he saw, just what the Turk who led
Coronado into present-day Kansas had in mind, and what the orders of Zebulon
Pike's United States Army exploring party were, Two mysteries that elicit special
attention are embodied in the argument among historians about what the Texas
invasion of New Mexico was trying to do---"or whether it was even an invasion"and the question of what passed between Governor Manuel Armijo and James
Magoffin, the latter sent by Stephen Watts Kearny to meet with Armijo before
the Kearny forces entered New Mexico in 1846, Murphy concludes, "Until unexpected documents surface somewhere, we can only speculate as to why
Armijo gave up,"
Time and again the author returns to the shaping force of New Mexico's
pre-railroad era, namely its legacy as a distant land, He perhaps captures that
feeling of distance most poignantly in his description of what he calls "the
experiences and gradual disillusionment of the colonists" who followed Onate
into New Mexico in 1598, Writes Murphy, "Ordinarily a frontier settlement is at
the edge of the unknown; just behind it is the known, providing support. But
this fledgling colony had leap-frogged 1,500 miles from the colonial heartland,
It was a 'bubble' frontier, with little or no support." The author finds that same
condition of distance describing New Mexico in 1821, when "New Mexico was
no longer the most distant outpost of a European-based Spanish Empire; instead
it was the most distant outpost of a new country, Mexico," In fact, it was not until
the coming of the railroad in 1879, as Murphy notes, that "this distant place"
was tied to the East. "Santa Fe was married to the rest of the United States, as
the ceremony says, for better or worse,"
And as a matter of fact, the end of New Mexico as a distant land practically
ends Murphy's narrative, for he devotes only a single chapter to New Mexico
as one of the fifty states and a total of three paragraphs to New Mexico's history
since the end of World War II, Indeed, one is left with the impression that Murphy
finds distasteful the lessening of New Mexico's isolation, the advent of sameness
and oneness with the rest of the country, the mass media's seeming elimination
of "the very idea of distance," In an almost plaintive tone Murphy notes that
"Today New Mexicans hear their news in the same accent as does everyone
else in the country," That is why the book's last chapter, "Partners in Progress,"
well written by historian John 0, Baxter, a chapter that profiles the histories of
those businesses and organizations that helped underwrite the book's publication, seems in a sense incongruous, The incongruity is the very mention of
the word "progress" in connection with Dan Murphy's New Mexico, a land whose
beauty and culture will continue to be special, but only if they can defy homogeneity, Its scant attention to the modern period notwithstanding, New Mexico:
A Distant Land is a must for all New Mexico aficionados, The photographs alone
are more than worth the price of admission, Murphy's narrative is the proverbial
icing on the cake,
Susan A Roberts
Albuquerque
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Bishop Lamy's Santa Fe Cathedral. By Bruce T. Ellis. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1985. xiv + 208 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. $19.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.)

This provocative volume narrates the construction of the present twelfthcentury French Romanesque Santa Fe Cathedral in 1869 by Jean Baptiste Lamy,
and also documents the history of the Parroquia (parish church) built between
1712 and 1714, and a 1697 convent which also occupied the site of the cathedral.
The first building on the site was the convent, built by Governor Pedro
Rodriguez Cubero for the Franciscan friars. The convent was situated east of
the pre-1680 city plaza on land allotted to Cubero as a royal grant. The Franciscans took possession of the building as a personal gift from Cubero on
January 24, 1698. Church services for the settlers and soldiers were held at this
time in the old chapel in the southeastern corner of the Casas Reales (Palace
of the Governors), no longer in existence but presumed to have been in the
area of the intersection of present Washington and Palace Avenues. Later services were held in a church built by Vargas near the northeastern corner of the
walled Casas Rea/es compound. The Chapel of San Miguel, destroyed during
the Pueblo Revolt, was also rebuilt at this time, for use by Mexican Indians who
had come north with the colonists following the Revolt.
After a flourish of construction projects following the resettlement of New
Mexico subsequent to the Pueblo Revolt, construction of the Parroquia was
begun. The first description of the Parroquia comes from a report by Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez of an inspection he made of the convent and church
in 1776. From this description, the author has drafted a floor plan of the complex.
Comparing this first plan to others, the many modifications and additions between 1796 and 1869 can be traced.
In 1851 French-born Jean Baptiste Lamy, newly appointed Vicar Apostolic
for New Mexico and Arizona, arrived in Santa Fe, bringing with him a new and
energetic episcopal program. His plans called for new priests to fill the old
pulpits, new church schools and hospitals where there had been none, and,
above all, a majestic new cathedral to serve as the focal point for this ecclesiastical transformation from the old to the new. Santa Fe was at the time remaking
itself in an effort to purge its adobe architecture and assume'a more midwesterh
appearance. Although Lamy, unlike many of his contemporaries, is said to have
appreciated the adobe's provincial virtues, he did feel that the existing parish
church was too decrepit to serve as the flagship for his new program.
It is interesting to note that when Lamy decided to build the cathedral on
the Parroquia's site, the problem of leaving Santa Fe without a church of adequate size for its large Catholic po~ulation was avoided by having the new
structure gradually replace the older, section by section. It was resolved to keep
the Parroquia's old, long, narrow nave in use while the new cathedral was built
around and over it, completely enclosing it. Upon completion, after the new
nave had been roofed, the old nave was demolished in 1884 and carried out
through the front doors. Ellis points out that this concept of building a new,
church completely around an old one is possibly unique in the annals of cathedral construction. To get an idea of the dimensions of the Parroquia nave
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one has only to visit the cathedral. Standing at the entrance and facing the
sanctuary, the two rows of pillars (put in place while the Parroquia was still in
situ) down the center of the cathedral on either side of the main aisle delineate
the outer walls of the Parroquia's nave.
The author was responsible for the only two archaeological excavations
conducted on the cathedral premises, in 1957, and 1966-1967. The conclusions
drawn from these excavations corroborate the documentary evidence presented
in the book of the various extensions, floor levels, plaster layers on the walls,
and other renovations and modifications to the cathedral and Parroquia. In
addition to the plans of the Parroquia, two floor plans and eight photographs of
the cathedral during various construction phases bring the story up to 1966 and
the time of the last archaeological excavation.
Bruce T. Ellis died October 17, 1985, at age 82, only a few weeks after
publication of this book, ending thirty-five years in New Mexico during which
he worked in several capacities for the Museum of New Mexico, and conducted
historical research on various topics. Bishop Lamy's Santa Fe Cathedral is a
timely narrative as this year the cathedral is celebrating its 100th anniversary
since its dedication in 1886, and the edifice has been nominated for designation
as a Minor Basilica. The book will complement several other works on the history
of the Santa Fe Cathedral-Paul Horgan's Lamy of Santa Fe: His Life and Times,
1975, Fray Angelico Chavez' The Cathedral of the Royal City of the Holy Faith
of Saint Francis, 1947, and several periodical articles-while offering new information based on the two archaeological excavations conducted by the author.
The volume is also an account of Santa Fe's early Anglo period and overall is
a good point from which to frame and focus the local history of Santa Fe.
Charles Bennett
Museum of New Mexico

Laura Gilpin: An Enduring Grace. By Martha A. Sandweiss. (Fort Worth: Amon
Carter Museum, 1986.339 pp.lliustrations, appendix, notes, bibliography, index.
$75.00.)

Laura Gilpin, who died in 1979 at the age of 88, was a foremost photographer of the American Southwest during her sixty-year professional career. Yet,
surprisingly, no biography of her was written during her lifetime. Happily, the
Amon Carter Museum of Fort Worth, Texas, which inherited her entire collection
of negatives and prints, has now published an excellent biography by the museum's curator of photographs, Martha A. Sandweiss. The book is illustrated
with 126 full-page reproductions of every photograph in the exhibition shown
at the museum early this year and now on tour to other museums. This exhibition
will be on display at the Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe from July 24 to
September 20, 1987.
Born in 1891 in Austin Bluffs, Colorado, Gilpin grew up in nearby Colorado
Springs. Her father was, at various times, a cowboy, a rancher, a prospector,
and a miner. Her first camera was a Brownie, given her in 1903. By 1908 she
and two friends were making color transparencies with Autochrome plates, then
newly introduced from France. By 1916 her first prize-winning photograph was
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published in the magazine American Photography, and in that year she enrolled
in the Clarence H. White School of Photography in New York. This prestigious
school emphasized art and design and taught that painterly style of soft-focus
photography then known as "pictorial."
Gilpin returned to Colorado Springs in 1918 and began her professional
career taking portraits, landscapes, and architecture. She also taught photography at the Broadmoor Art Academy. Soon she mastered the photogravure
printing process and published her photographs of the spectacular Colorado
landscape, the prehistoric ruins, and the Indian pueblos in portfolios, booklets,
and postcards.
This early interest in publishing led Gilpin to make her strongest contributions in the form of books. Her first documentation of Indian life, The Pueblos:
A Camera Chronicle, was published by Hastings House, New York, in 1941. This
was followed in 1948 by The Temples of Yucatan, a remarkable series of photographs of the ruins at Chichen Itza. Her crowning achievements were two
quite different books. The Rio Grande, River of Destiny (1949) involved 27,000
miles of travel, for she made two trips following the course of the great tributary
from its source to the Gulf of Mexico. The emphasis of this book was on the
land through which the river flowed and which depended on the river for its very
existence. The second book, The Enduring Navaho (1968) is a quite extraordinary series of intimate photographs of the Indian people. In the text accompanying the pictures Gilpin makes it quite clear that she did not photograph the
Indians as "curiosities," nor as members of "a vanishing race," nor as anthropological specimens, but as individuals, many of whom she knew and counted
as friends. She was introduced to the Navaho community in 1931 by her friend
and companion Elizabeth Forster, a registered nurse who, for a while, was on
field service in the Navaho reservation.
The text is both readable and scholarly, the source notes are meticulously
compiled, and the "Chronological Bibliography" by Milan R. Huchson is a model
of meticulous documentation, for it lists not only publications by and about Laura
Gilpin, but also each of the many group and one-person exhibitions in which
she participated.
Laura Gilpin: An Enduring Grace is both a memorial to an outstanding
personality and an introduction. to the contributions made by her through photography and writing to our understanding of the American Southwest.
Beaumont Newhall
University of New Mexico

The Essential Landscape: The New Mexico Photographic Survey with essays
by J. B. Jackson. Edited by Steven A. Yates. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1985. vii + 147 pp. Illustrations. $45.00.)

When you purposely start out to assemble a photographic collection, which
in the words of the cover jacket description, is "unusually free of imposed
structure or of didactic purpose," you take a great risk. In the case of "The
Essential Landscape," it is a risk that pays off in rich dividends. This volume,
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created under the auspices of the Museum of New Mexico, set twelve photographers loose to find their own visual "bodies of work" to reflect the present time
of rapid "transformation and decisive change" in New Mexico. The result is a
book any person remotely connected or interested in the state should have
close at hand, preferably in full sight on the coffee table.
The twelve photographers-Barrow, Gaudert, Harris, Logsdon, Myers, Moggle, Peck, Plossu, Ranney, Rubenstein, Wickstrum, and Wilder-are as individual
in the choice of subject as in their photographic technique. The nine essays
contributed by J. B. Jackson leave the individuality of the photographer's work
inviolate while adding a special personal contribution. Special credit for this
unique product should go to the editor, Steven Yates, who resisted the temptation
to improve on his theme while at the same time gave it a magnificent format
and printing.
Every reader will have his or her favorite photograph, just as every reader
will have his favorite Jackson essay. Personally, while touched and moved by
them all, my favorite photograph of changing-yet-changeless times is that by
Alex Harris, a simple kitchen entitled "Rio Lucio" (p. 24). A close second is the
"Sunset and Dust" rodeo by Plossu (p. 77). My second choice essay by Jackson
is "Chihuahua As We Might Have Been" (pp. 67-74). But every reader will find
his or her own special treasure in this very special volume.
It took courage to let twelve photographers and one writer each "do their
own thing" on a project which obviously was conceived and produced with such
loving care. But it is courage that was more than rewarded by the results. The
Essential Landscape is a "thing of beauty" and "a joy forever."
Thomas C. Barrow
Clark University

New Mexicans In Cameo and Camera. New Deal Documentation of TwentiethCentury Lives. Edited by Marta Weigle. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1985. xxvi + 228 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $29.95 cloth, $14.95 paper.)

Those involved in the study of culture look back fondly upon the Great
Depression. The writers of the Federal Writers' Project and the photographers
of the Farm Security Administration created bodies of raw materials which are
both eclectic and extensive.
New Mexicans in Cameo and Camera is a taste of those materials in New
Mexico. The editor, Marta Weigle, wraps various disparate narratives together
in chapters based on geography (more or less) with rather global titles-"Miners,
Merchants, Homesteaders, and Indians," "Commerce and Cowboys," and the
like. The problem, of course, is that the material is so encyclopedic that it defies
organization.
Therein lies the beauty of the material and the difficulty with the book. The
task that Weigle set for herself is inherently impossible: to present primary source
material whole cloth. The narratives, individually, are fascinating. Collectively,
they are clumsy, often redundant, and unrelated in spite of the efforts of the
editor to shoehorn them into some cogent pattern.
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The selection of photographs and illustrations and their application in the
work is more digestible, perhaps because the reader has a different expectation
of pictures than of text. Here the editor demonstrates a degree of sophistication,
resisting the temptation to simply use pictures to illustrate, choosing rather to
give them equal weight with the texts. The pictures are thus allowed to blend
synergistically with words and present a holistic vision of the topic, albeit broad,
embraced by the chapter titles.
The introduction to the book is a more-than-you-really-want-to-know look at
New Deal programs in New Mexico. In trifling detail it explains all of the intricacies
and problems that the field collectors, writers, and administrators faced. This
includes the vagaries of the instruction given to collectors; the fact that many
writers simply could not write (a feature painfully apparent in some of the narratives presented); and a "core dump" listing of the questions used in the folklore
manual.
The balance of picture and text so elegantly executed in the body of the
work is conspicuously absent in the introduction. This is unfortunate, and structurally weakens the book. A discussion of the shooting scripts handed out by
Roy Stryker to the photographers and the efforts those people went through to
obtain the pictures would have been a nice counterpoint to the problems of the
writers.
Brief biographies of the writers, artists, and photographers appear in an
appendix. A good bibliography, glossary, notes, and a useful index close the
work.
Even with its flaws the book is a good one, and although an unqualified
recommendation is not possible, it is a worthy addition to the corpus of materials
dealing with the various federal works projects. It is also a good source book
for the history and folklore of New Mexico, though not really the kind of book
that one would, of choice, sit down and read cover to cover.
John E. Carter
Nebraska State Historical Society

Bob Sharp's Cattle Country: Rawhide Ranching on Both Sides of The Border.
By Robert L. Sharp. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1985. x + 286 pp.
Illustrations, map, index. $19.50.)

The Old West dies hard. Every generation of cattlemen witnesses its extinction. Every cowboy, as he reaches sixty, sees the death of the traditional
range cattle industry as having occurred in his youth. To Father Eusebio Kino
the heyday of the cattle business was A.D. 1700, but to Charles Goodnight the
time was about 1870. Myoid neighbor Jack Maloney worked for what he thought
was the last of the big outfits in the first decade of this century. Bob Sharp was
lucky enough to do his cowboying in the 1920s and 1930s while there was still
a tinge of wildness to the West. He recorded the passing of that wildness, and
the freedom that went with it, in this book of reminiscences of a shoestring steer
outfit on leased land in northeast Sonora, and about the management of the
ORO brand on-the huge Baca Float in northwest Arizona.
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Sharp left college at the University of Arizona at the end of his freshman
year in 1923 and, after a few months underground in a gold mine, he pooled
his savings and his labor with those of a college friend and the two put in four
years pasturing Mexican steers on that beautifulliveoak and grama grass countryon the headwaters of the Santa Cruz and Sonora rivers on the Sonora side
of the Arizona border. Their lease was nearly surrounded by W. C. Greene's
empire of grass and the young Sharp became acquainted with that ranch's
manager, Charles Wiswall. After completing college, the author returned to Mexico to work for Wiswall and the Canaanea Cattle Company, and in 1935 he was
selected to manage the company's recently acquired Baca Float between Prescott and Seligman.
Bob Sharp's Cattle Country is presented in two parts The first is an account
of the author's Mexican days, and the second, originally pUblished in 1974 as
The Big Outfit, tells of his Arizona years. The book is not a history, but as a
picture of "how it was" it is the stuff that can make history live. Sharp is a good
storyteller with a genuine appreciation of his country and its few inhabitants. He
laces his anecdotes with much dialogue for which he, unfortunately, has no ear.
All his cowboys speak precisely alike in a strange dialect. This reviewer (who
saw the final demise of the West in the 1940s) has known a few cowboys fairly
well, including one or two that Sharp mentions by name, but none who ever
spoke like his characters. But this is a minor flaw, and my son (who saw the
real West die once again while punching cows near Las Vegas, New Mexico in
the 1960s) and others will enjoy wallowing in nostalgia with Sharp, just as I did.
Alden C. Hayes
Portal, Arizona

Native Americans in the Twentieth Century. By James S. Olson and Raymond
Wilson. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1984. x + 236 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.)
Native Americans in the Twentieth Century is a survey of the state of the
American Indian community in the United States since 1900. Its authors, however, have infused its content with a humanism and eloquence alien to the
customary perfunctory, often arid, survey, thus elevating their study to the artform level. Their stated purpose is to avoid the practice of most writers of Native
American history, who for the most part conclude their studies of tribes or Indian
problems in or close to 1900, thereby excluding the continuum of Indian and
tribal existence in the American community. In this three-quarter-century study,
which is the focus of Native Americans, the authors discern a time of Indian
renascence.
Native Americans relates sustained individual and tribal happenings of great
moment since 1900 under the following topics. First, the authors present a
summary of antecedent imperial management of Indians including the alterative
processes applied to individuals and their cultures by European and AngloAmerican civil and military officials and missionaries; second, they treat the
themes "Assault on Native Tribalism," "Native American Reaction and the Seeds
of Reform," "The Indian New Deal," "Resurrection of the Past: Compensation,
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Termination, and Relocation," "The Rise of Native American Militancy," and "Change
and Continuity in Modern America."
The Epilogue is particularly valuable for its elaboration of Native American
demographic trends in the twentieth century, Indian economic status, changing
residence patterns, and its commentary on Indian culture (its tenacity, resiliency,
and vitality), directions Indians are taking in religion by fusing the traditional with
the new, attesting to the dynamism and pluralistic adaptation of Indian spiritualism. Also, the authors assess the contemporary resurgence of tribal governments, committed to guarding ethnicity and taking over the management of
tribal lands and resources.
Well-chosen maps and photographs illuminate the text and enhance the
charm of this chronicle. Its bibliography indicates the range of literary exploration
conducted by the authors in producing Native Americans, as well as the richness
and scope of germane published sources.
An additional strength of Native Americans is its essence of fairness and
balance-a measured, rational interpretation of the Indian's condition-assessing and placing blame and responsibility for Native American pathology, sO('(le
onus on the Indians, additional on the intrusive, dominant society. Native Americans assures that with all the stridency and pernicious distraction of the urban
technological extension and its absorption of an increasing proportion of the
Indian population, the Native American quest for harmony with community and
land perseveres.
Arrell Morgan Gibson
University of Oklahoma

A Papago Traveler: The Memories of James McCarthy. By James McCarthy.
Edited by John G. Westover. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1985. xxiv +
200 pp. Illustrations, maps, index. $22.50 cloth, $11.95 paper.)
James McCarthy is an American Indian man of the twentieth century. Born
October 16, 1895, he came to maturity in a time of change and possibility.
McCarthy grew up in southern Arizona, attended Phoenix Indian School and
Santa Fe Indian School, joined the army and fought in World War I, reenlisted
and journeyed to China and the Philippines, married, worked in Arizona, California, Alaska, Washington, and Oregon, and retired in 1957. In the late 1960s
McCarthy began to chronicle his remarkable life. Military historian John G. Westover met McCarthy in 1983. Initially interested in McCarthy's military service,
Westover eventually learned of the autobiography that had been handwritten in
a spiral notebook. He states that his goal as editor "has been to employ minimum
change to improve the readability of the text and to retain absolutely the integrity
of McCarthy's story" (p. xxi). The resulting volume, A Papago Traveler, is a
particularly noteworthy one.
In its contours, McCarthy's life is clearly in some ways not a typical one.
Obviously he saw a great deal of the world and he saw country distant from his
Papago homeland at a time when few Americans could claim that they had been
to the Great Wall, Manila, Alaska, New York, or Los Angeles. And yet his life does
reflect many common experiences of Indians in this century: the off-reservation
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boarding school, work in western agriculture and in western cities, and returning
home to the land of his birth. It did not matter where James McCarthy went or
whom he met; he remained a Papago. And being a Papago included traveling,
varied work experiences, and a lot of baseball.
As Larry Evers observes in the foreword, A Papago Traveler may be numbered "among a small but significant group of memoirs and autobiographies
which were written by Native Americans" (p. x). While the "as-told-to" narratives,
as Evers terms them, may also be quite valuable, memoirs such as this one are
even more rare. With the aid of Westover, McCarthy has given us an autobiography that is spare, honest, thoughtful, and true. Available in cloth and paperback, this book belongs not only in academic and public libraries, but also in
the classroom. It deserves to reach a wide audience.
Peter Iverson
Arizona State University, West

The Underground Reservation: Osage Oil. By Terry P. Wilson. (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1985. xiv + 263 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography,
index. $22.95.)

"Every time I see an Arab," said Osage Chief Sylvester Tinker to a Forbes
writer in 1981, "I don't care who he is or what he looks like, I want to run up
and kiss him, because he has done more for the Osage people in 4 years than
the federal government has done in 150" (James Cook, "New Hope on the
Reservations," Forbes, November 9,1981, P 108). Tinker's words, of course,
were a response to the dramatic energy price increase prompted by OPEC, an
increase that advanced Osage oil and gas income from $6,000,000 in 1973 to
nearly $70,000,000 in 1981. And as bombastic as it was uncritical, Tinker's
comment conformed well with the stereotypical characterization of the Osages
as the most lavish and indulgent, the most affluent and materialistic, and, perhaps, one of the most lawless tribes among American Indian communities.
It is this distortion that Terry Wilson challenges with solid documentation
and a dispassionate analysis of the subsurface reservation established by tribal
decision at the time of allotment in 1907, to retain mineral wealth as a tribal, not
individual, asset. Building on John Joseph Mathew's monumental The Osages
(1961) and an impressive amount of additional original research, Wilson flinches
not at the sensational mineral income that went to the Osages, particularly in
the "g reat frenzy" years of the 1920s, nor does he ignore the lawlessness and
violence that accompanied these turbulent years above the "underground reservation."
What he does, in what surely will stand as a model for others attempting
studies of other contemporary energy-affluent Indian tribes, is to integrate the
impact of largely unforeseen wealth within the larger context of non-Indian exploitation of the Osages dating back to the pre-allotment .era in Kansas and
elsewhere, and especially the socio-political rift between the mixed-bloods and
the full-bloods, a rift that was dramatically exacerbated by the enormous returns
coming from the Burbank and other Osage oil fields.
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The Underground Reservation is a must for serious students of modern
tribal exploitation and contemporary Indian cultural revival.

William E. Unrau
Northern Arizona University

Journal of an Indian Trader: Anthony Glass and the Texas Trading Frontier, 17901810. Edited by Dan L. Flores. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
1985. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $19.50.)

At least ten years before mountain men entered the Rocky Mountain fur
trade, Americans from the southern frontier had begun trading activities with the
Indians of present West Texas and Oklahoma. They followed the Red River as
a guide, while their later counterparts followed the Missouri. Additionally, the
southern trade with the Indians perhaps helped them break ties with the Spanish.
Another difference between these southern traders and the northern traders was
that they wanted wild horses and buffalo robes rather than beaver. Natchez on
the Mississippi became a trading center similar to St. Louis for the northern
trade.
Among the nearly dozen southern expeditions, Anthony Glass and his trip
in 1808-1809 is important both because he kept a journal and because' his
expedition became the first to see the "Medicine Rock," an important healing
shrine to several tribes.
Editor Dan Flores has arranged the book in three distinct parts: the editor's
introduction, Glass's actual journal, and the editor's epilogue which explains
what happened to the "Medicine Rock" in later years. Flores gives a good
background of trading activity including Philip Nolan's five forays into Texas
which ended in his death at the hands of Spanish offic'lals in 1801.
Dr. John Sibley became an "occasional" Indian agent to the Comanches,
Wichitas, and smaller tribes. The Thomas Freeman expedition of 1805-1806 to
the Red River and the Lewis-Alexander trading expedition of 1807 immediately
prepared the way for the Grand Council of the tribes at Natchitoches at the
invitation of Sibley in August 1807. There the Comanche chief told Sibley that
his tribe would welcome traders. For all the horses and buffalo robes the Americans wanted, the chief asked guns, powder, and lead. Sibley told Anthony
Glass of Natchez about the chief's invitation. In 1808, Glass was a middle-class
merchant with a hardware and dry-goods store in Natchez. Sibley helped outfit
Glass and probably encouraged him to keep a journal.
The trip consisted of eleven persons, sixteen horses packed w'lth goods,
and thirty-two additional horses. In many instances Glass only wrote a sentence
or two each day. He noted directions of travel, where they camped, if they shot
a deer. His occasional longer passages give rare insights into the habits of the
tribes he visited. Concerning Indian hospitality, for instance, as soon as Glass
and his men set up camp near an Indian village on August 11, 1808, "a band
of women came immediately [and] pulled up and cleared away the grass and
weeds from about the camp and also cleared a path down to the spring" (p.
46).
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Glass camped from August to October, 1808, in the Taovaya-Wichita villages. Here he and his men traded and bought horses. The Osages (enemies
of the Indians with whom they camped) stole twenty-nine of the best horses
they had just purchased. One day Glass witnessed the Wichitas killing forty-one
buffalo with spears or bows and arrows. Glass also spent time with the Panis
and Hietan Indian nations.
The editor did extensive research into primary material and even retraced
Glass's expedition on various camping trips. This makes his introduction, epilogue, and explanatory footnotes, as well as Glass's journal, of real value to
Western historians interested in this topic.
J'Nell L. Pate
Tarrant County Junior College

The River of the West: The Adventures of Joe Meek. By Frances Fuller Victor.
Edited by Winifred Blevins. (Missoula, Montana: Mountain Press Publishing Company, 1985. Vol. I, 282 pp., Vol. II, 383 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. $9.95 paper, each.)

Frances Fuller Victor (1826-1902) settled in San Francisco in the spring of
1863. While her husband was serving in the navy, she won a literary reputation
in the Bay city by her amusing "Florence Fane" columns in the Golden Era. In
October 1864 she relocated in Portland, Oregon, to join her husband, now
resigned from the naval service. An experienced journalist and writer, she set
to work gathering material relating to the history of Oregon, notably collecting
personal reminiscences and historical materials from surviving pioneers. In the
course of her trips and contact with longtime settlers, she was introduced to
"Uncle Joe," as he was known to oldtimers-Joseph L. Meek. From that introduction, Victor fashioned. her book, The River of the West, one of her enduring
historical achievements as witnessed by this republication.
Through long interviews, Victor extracted the recollections of Meek, famed
as a "Mountain Man" and widely known then as an Oregon politician. Her technique is widely used today. One sees regularly in book stores autobiographical
accounts of famous and infamous individuals with co-authorship indicated by
the phrase, "as told to."Thus, Meek's biography became the basis of The River
of the West, interwoven with numerous strands of Oregon history.
The volume was published in Hartford, Connecticut by R. W. Bliss in 1870,
and was reprinted that same year and again in 1871. In 1877, after Meek's
death, Victor revised the first edition, stripping the narrative of much of the
intertwined Oregon history and focusing closely on Meek's biography. In addition
to supplying some corrections and moderating some language, the new work
was entitled Eleven Years in the Rocky Mountains. In 1950 Long's College Book
Company, Columbus, Ohio, issued a facsimile clothbound edition of the 1870
edition with a brief introduction by J. Cecil Alter. That same edition is now reproduced in facsimile in this two-volume paperback reprint, which also has the
distinction of being the edited edition.
Meek, Virginia-born and Missouri-raised, entered the fur trade in 1829, at
age nineteen, in the employ of Smith, Jackson, and Sublette. The year following
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he joined the Rocky Mountain Fur Company when it was formed. Thus was
launched an adventure-filled career in the Far West's fur trade that lasted eleven
thrill-packed years. During that decade, Meek trapped from the upper Missouri
basin to southern Utah, crisscrossing the fur heartland of the transmontane
region. He also was a member of Joseph Reddeford Walker's 1833-34 expe:
dition of California, the first overland party to cross the Sierra (near Yosemite).
When the Rocky Mountain Fur Company dissolved in 1835, Meek, like so
many others, continued to hunt as an independent trapper. His fur-trade associates read like mountain man litany, among them Kit Carson, Thomas Fitzpatrick, James Bridger, Robert Newell, Henry Fraeb, Jean Baptiste Grevais,
and especially his friend, Milton Sublette. Meek's experiences with these fur
men form a goodly portion of his fur-trade recollections.
By 1839 the fur trade was waning. Recognizing the bleak prospects facing
trappers, Meek centered his last year's activities around Fort Hall on the Snake
River. There in 1840 the decision was made to settle in Oregon. That move
opened a second chapter in Meek's life, one more staid but perhaps equally
important. He became one of the pioneers who helped forge the commonwealth
of Oregon, serving in a variety of capacities: sheriff, marshal, legislator, militia
colonel, and founder of the state's Republican party.
These two lives of Meek are vividly recorded in Victor's book and are reflected in this two-volume arrangement. It is history's good fortune that the first
woman historian of the Pacific Northwest assiduously recorded Meek's recollections (today's oral history) for it would have been lost otherwise. She remained
true to Meek's language and his innate gift as a storyteller of tales true and
exaggerated. The River of the West affords a unique source: direct contact with
the autobiography of a genuine mountain man who was an active partisan in
the heyday of the transmontane fur trade era and one of. Oregon's founding
pioneers.
In th'ls paperback reprint edition, Winifred Blevins has written a succinct
introduction and has provided notes to the original text. The latter has been
achieved by placing notes at the end of each volume, arranged by chapter and
keyed to the text's pagination. The editor's primary concern is correction of
blatant errors and clarifications of tangled or unclear narration. Suggestions for
further reading on Meek and Oregon history are found at the end of each volume
respectively, along with a select bibliography of printed sources and excellent
indexes.
Unfortunately, this reprint, which appears to be the first title in Classics of
the Fur Trade Series under Blevin's general editorship, must be faulted on three
points. First, the notes do not always indicate sources used by the editor. Second,
the editing falls short of being labeled critical. No effort, it appears, was given
to examining original source material to verify or clarify textual errors. Thirdly,
only historians and readers knowledgeable.in fur trade and Oregon history will
know the dramatis personae whose names litter the narrative. .
Perhaps the latter is due to the need for economy; printing and publication
costs are expensive. However, the editor could have placed a biographical
dictionary identifying the more important persons who played a role in Meek's
. life and activities adjacent to his notes. And, surely, a few maps would have
helped in respect to place location if not place names.
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These criticisms aside, The River of the West is a fur trade classic. It is on
the whole authentic; after all, whose memory or recall is infallible? But more, it
makes for entertaining and informative reading of an era captured in its pages
by one of the American West's first gifted women historians.
Doyce B Nunis, Jr.
University of Southern California

Baronets and Buffalo: The British Sportsman In the American West, 1833-1881.
By John I. Merritt. (Missoula, Montana: Mountain Press Publishing Company,
1985. x + 217 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.. $15.95 cloth, $9.95
paper.)

The image of the British sportsman of the nineteenth century traipsing about
the American West in search of adventure, big game, and "the complete life,"
is an engaging one. In an age when Americans were too bUsy building a nation
and making money to take a vacation, these British rakes arrived with their
arsenal of rifles, servants, and dogs, with nothing better to do than enjoy themselves in the untamed West. They make fascinating subjects, and author John
Merritt has done a good job of bringing together their stories of adventure in a
book which will have particular appeal to the armchair reader. After all, Westerners have always taken a certain delight in recounting the foibles and eccentricities of English gentry set loose in the American West, and the author
capitalizes on our latent joy at having the British make fools of themselves.
Of course, not all of the sportsmen were fools. Some of them, such as
Captain William Drummond Stewart, George Frederick Ruxton, and the Earl of
Dunraven "experienced" the frontier with sensitivity and understanding, leaving
accounts which have enriched our knowledge of the West. These British sportsmen were educated and articulate, and although their writings reflected their
bias, they were readable and often eloquent. It is said that sight is a faculty,
while seeing is an art. These Englishmen-at least some of them-saw the West
with an appreciation of what was there, and what would soon be gone. A few,
such as Charles Messiter, experienced the change from wilderness to settlement
and wrote with remorse about the vanishing frontier.
It is impossible, of course, not to view some of these English sportsmen
within the prism of the present. We want to scold them for their fixation with
killing, wishing we could substitute a camera for their ubiquitous rifles. This is
unfair, of course, but even the contemporaries of Sir St. George Gore were
appalled at his wagon loaded with a dozen shotguns and seventy-five rifles with
which he shot uncountable numbers of small game, and "by his own estimate
slaughtered more than 2000 buffalo, 1600 elk and deer, and 100 bear." Many
Englishmen were remorseful over the passing of the frontier West. but their
carnage often accelerated the process.
Whatever one may think of the conduct of the English sportsman in the
West, Merritt has given us an interesting account of these colorful aristocrats
who viewed hunting not as a pastime but rather a way of life that often led to a
worldwide quest for adventure and "the full life." What is missing, however, from
author Merritt's account is any penetrating analysis of the contributions of these
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Englishmen to the West. Furthermore,Merritt relies too heavily on the written
accounts by these Englishmen, ignoring other primary sources as well as secondary accounts. The research for this book is, in a word, minimal. Those historians wishing a more insightful view of the motivations and contributions of the
British in the American West are still better served by such books as Robert
Athearn's Westward The Briton.
Robert W. Righter
University of Wyoming

The Fatal Environment: The Myth of the Frontier in the Age of Industrialization,
1800-1890. By Richard Slotkin. (New York: Atheneum Press, 1985. xiii + 636
pp. Bibliography, notes, index. $37.50.)
The Fatal Environment, Richard Slotkin's most recent book, is in a sense a
continuation and elaboration of his much honored Regeneration Through Violence. It is, however, much more; not only because Slotkin has broadened and
increased the analytical categories of his methodology but also because he has
undertaken to study a period of shorter scope and greater density. No casual
borrower from other disciplines, Slotkin is an active consumer of ideas generated
by Geertz, Jung, Freud, E. P. Thompson, and Northrop Frye. His familiarity with
a wide range of influential works in many fields is impressive, as is his knowledge
of literary and historical works that allows him to shift from utilizing one scheme
of analysis to another if that is necessary to explain an historical event, a piece
of literature, a social group's beliefs, or even the significance of where a news
item is placed in a newspaper.
.
Slatkin's purpose is to trace the historical development of the frontier myth
and to offer a critical interpretation of its meaning. He finds that much of this
myth centers on racial violence, especially that aimed at the Indian. The attempted extermination and dispossession of the Indian evoked a moral malaise
in American society that Slotkin traces to intense class conflict that emerged in
the East (the Metropolis) as the nation. confronted industrialization in the nineteenth century. In an argument by analogy, for example, he contends that a
contradiction in social relations appeared in the America of the 1840s: "It first
appears in the contrast between active (male) white citizens of the Frontier Myth
and the passive (female) nonwhite laborer of the Metropolis. If this is the imagery
in which class and productive roles are conceived, then it is apparent that a
white man's acceptance of the status of a proletarian (wage worker without
property) is the equivalent to accepting an unsexing and a racial 'degradation'"
(p. 139).
The narrative thread of the book is the Custer debacle and how its literary,
political, and cultural impact created a Custer myth that became the critical
aspect of the frontier myth. This revised version of the frontier myth played a
vital role in changing the way Americans thought about racial and industrial
violence. Enemies of traditional American individualistic values, as embodied in
the frontier myth, have, because of the various depictions of the Custer disaster,
been seen as savage Indians (threats to social order), whether they were striking
workers, militant blacks, reform-minded women, or even the rebel forces of the
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Vietnamese. The frontier myth insists that enemies must be exterminated or
reduced to impotence because there is no compromise with savagery.
So terse a description does not do justice to the subtlety of much of Slotkin's
argument nor to his deft use of symbolism (Geertz), literary criticism (Frye), and
archetypes (Jung) in historical explanation, but it is useful in a review because
it helps explain that Slotkin is offering an interpretation of the whole American
past, especially American exceptional ism. Whether his interpretation will find
many followers among historians who are not devotees of an American Studies
approach to historical analysis is doubtful, but every reader of the book will find
much to think about, dissent from, respect, and perhaps even enjoy. Like Regeneration Through Violence, The Fatal Environment'is a tour de force that will
stimulate a lively dialogue among people willing to read its more than 500 pages
of closely reasoned prose.
Martin Ridge
Huntington Library

Owen Wister: Chronicler of the West, Gentleman of the East. By Darwin Payne.
(Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1985. xiv + 377 pp. Illustrations,
notes, index. $29.95.)

Darwin Payne's Owen Wister is significant for those concerned with the
imagery of the Western in American culture. From centuries of frontier history
and many candidates-Indians, frontiersmen, frontierswomen, missionaries,
farmers, urban settlers, soldiers, explorers, frontier merchants, Spaniards, French,
English, and others-the cowboy emerged as the archetypal American icon. It
is partly because of Owen Wister that the solitary laconic cowboy (the product
of a late and rather brief phase of frontier history) came to symbolize Americans
to themselves and to others.
Several factors in late-nineteenth-century America coalesced to give birth
to the symbolic cowboy. Urbanization and industrialization prompted Americans
to believe that their frontier past was over. Perceptions that the trans-Mississippi
West was the "last" frontier fired interest in things Western. Popular magazine
illustrators like Frederic Remington, show business impresarios like Buffalo Bill
Cody, academic historians like Frederick Jackson Turner, and the pivotal figure
ofTheodore Roosevelt (impresario and historian rolled into one) focused public
attention on the demise of the frontier.
In this context Wister published his western stories which were immediately
popular. In 1902 Wister's novel, The Virginian, appeared, creating "a nearly
insatiable appetite in the American public for cowboy heroes whose hearts were
purer than gold, whose intentions for their women were beyond reproach, and
whose quiet courage made them men to be feared by all" (p. 199).
Wister was an unlikely candidate to create one of the endearing icons of
mass popular culture. Grandson of the famous Shakespearean actress, Fanny
Kemble, Wister was born into the social elite of Philadelphia. Reared by a stern
father and a mother "notably deficient in human kindness, even to her own son,"
Wister's exclusive education culminated at Harvard. A gifted musician, Wister,
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partly at his father's urging, abandoned a musical career to become an attorney,
a profession for which he was unfitted.
.
Severe, mysterious nervous ailments plagued Wister, who periodically went
West to restore his health. In Wyoming and other western states the patrician,
snobbish Wister thought he saw a better, finer America than that of the East and
Midwest that in his eyes had been defiled by industrialization, urbanization, and
immigration. Anti-Semitic, anti-black, and suspicious of immigrants, Wister perceived a "displacement of the American way of life by aliens and alien ways"
(p. 309). Payne carefully develops the complex character of Wi'ster and notes
the irony that the troubled, talented, elitist Wister created the image of the cowboy
for the very American mass popular culture that the fastidious Wister so deplored.
Payne traces the genesis of the character of the Virginian by examining
Wister's short stories and diaries and by noting various authentic Westerners
who provided Wister with models. Once published, Wister's creation took on a
life of its own. The Virginian enjoyed a tremendous success as a stage play and
then as a movie. As Wister became more alienated from American life, his fictional
offspring assumed an even more commanding position. Cecil B. DeMille, in his
first solo assignment as a director, filmed The Virginian in 1914. A third movie
version of The Virginian appeared in 1929 featuring Gary Cooper in his first
talking role as the Virginian and Walter Huston as the villain Trampas.
Darwin Payne has written a substantial, readable, and engrossing biography
of Owen Wister.
Joseph C. Porter
Joslyn Art Museum

Mormonism: The Story of a New Religious Tradition. By Jan Shipps. (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1985. xviii + 211 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. $14.50.)

With this book, the foremost non-Mormon historian of the Latter-Day saints
has come into her own. Jan Shipps has penned a fascinating account that no
future student of Mormon life will be able to ignore. Although the text is replete
with historical examples, this is really an extended essay in comparative religion.
Shipps draws heavily on the work of philosopher Mircea Elide. Moreover, her
perspective is molded by the scholarship of contemporary religious studies
programs.
The Mormon faith arose amidst the theological uncertainty of early nineteenth-century America, a time when numerous groups attempted to "restore"
'Christianity to its pure and undefiled form. While Mormonism drew from this
pervasive national mood, Shipps argues that its foundations were far more
complex. The Mormons attempted to restore not only the era of early Christianity,
they also sought to replicate the literal world of ancient Israel. By appropriating
the literal history of the Old Testament as "theirs," the Mormons began to forge
a new identity. Like their predecessors, they found that this helped to set them
apart from the Gentiles of the world.
The parallels are intriguing. Joseph Smith's first vision in 1820, as with the
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story of Moses, reminded the faithful that God still communicated with humankind. When the newly formed group migrated to Kirtland, Ohio, it constructed
an Old Testament temple rather than a New Testament church. The restoration
of the Aaronic and Melchizadek priesthoods, plus the "peculiar institution" of
polygamy drew from the Old Testament. When the Saints journeyed from Nauvoo,
Illinois to the Great Basin, they crossed the Mississippi (Red Sea) on a bridge
of ice. Miracles in the form of quail and a "manna-like" substance called honey
dew sustained them on their journey. Thus, when the main body of Mormons
arrived in the Salt Lake Valley, they had not only entered the Promised Land,
they had also moved back into primordial "sacred time. "Through their replication
of Old Testament history, the Utah Mormons saw themselves as God's holy
people, living in Zion, and having their being within sacred time.
But the literal recreation of Israel was not to last. Encroachment by the
federal government and Gentile settlers eroded their hegemony. President Wilford Woodruff's 1890 manifesto prohibiting polygamy proved a fatal blow to their
corporate exclusiveness. As the Utah Mormons gradually became absorbed
into the American mainstream, they sought other ways to manifest their special
status. Individual activities set them apart from the world: tithing, specific standards of dress, and (again the Hebrew reprise) unique dietary laws. The celebration of special events such as Pioneer Day and General Conference sessions
allows the faithful to recreate their corporate identity as a distinctive people.
Shipps maintains that despite overt similarities of behavior, the Mormons are
not simply another group of Protestants. Instead, they have created a genuinely
new religious tradition
Throughout her work, Shipps relies heavily on argument by analogy. While
this can often be illuminating, it still leaves some questions unanswered. Nonetheless, her book provides the most provocative analysis of the Mormon experience now available.
Ferenc M. Szasz
University of New Mexico

Brigham Young: American Moses. By Leonard J. Arrington. (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1985. xvii + 522 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, notes, bibliography,
index. $24.95.)

The product of the rich Mormon record and Leonard Arrington's lifelong
committment to Mormon history, this biography of Brigham Young is both an
important achievement and something of a disappointment.
Arrington's access to the record shows up beautifully. The story moves well
through all periods of Young's life, showing the amazing breadth of his interests
and the force of his personality. New insights abound, filling in important details
of the Mormon leader's life A good example is Arrington's discussion of the
1079 people "supported from Brigham's private payroll," an "even 100" of whom
were people from his own household (p. 116).
There is also an intimacy of view sometimes not achieved in biography. The
reader sees into the routines, habits, and values of Young's life. This was as true
of his administrative and official functions as it was in his domineering but
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cooperative and dependent relationship with other Mormons. Intimate views
emerge of the workings of polygamy in both Young's family and in his position
as regulator of the entire system, as does a close sense of the homes and
material items through which he gave expression to his character. An appreciation also comes through of how change influenced Young's life, of how in
one era policy took the form of bombast and belligerence, of outspoken counselors, of rejection of secular institutions and conventions, and of how later he
moderated his views, turning to more statesmanlike advisers and to both endorsement and utilization of such values as education and the law.
Less satisfying is the failure of all this to add up to a more penetrating
understanding of Brigham Young. Characterization may be termed traditional
rather than probing or forceful. In some cases focus avoids sensitive issues.
The most innocuous of these are instances when names are not cited because
of some sensitivity or other. More difficult is Arrington's discussion of Brigham
Young and the Mountain Meadows Massacre in 1857. There is no evidence that
Young ordered the tragic attack, but the relationship between his harsh rhetoric
in the years just past and the Mountain Meadows killings deserves attention.
Also of concern is Arrington's conclusion that for years Young knew little about
the direct participation of Mormons in the massacre. The rest of the book is
devoted to proving Young had his finger on everything. If nothing else, convincing evidence is needed that the full truth about the massacre did indeed
escape his attention.
In summary American Moses has much to merit the claim of excellence,
but falls short in offering new dimensions of understanding that might have been
hoped for.
Charles S. Peterson
Utah State University

Community Development in the American West: Past and Present Nineteenth
and Twentieth Century Frontiers. Edited by Jessie L. Embry and Howard A.
Christy. (Salt Lake City: Signature Books/Charles Redd Center for Western Studies, Provo, Utah, 1985. viii + 237 pp. Tables, notes. $8.95.)

Once when driving from Chicago to the West Coast in a car equipped solely
with an AM radio, the only classical music I heard on a three-day trip came from
a radio station in a little town in Utah. It was Sunday afternoon and a pleasant
sounding announcer played requests for an hour-standards of romantic repertory-between the news, advertisements, and religious programming. Beethoven and Brahms were a morale booster in an otherwise depressing journey,
and spurred me to drive a few hundred miles more before nightfall. This fleeting
experience with the airwaves impressed someone who knew very little about
Mormonism, and especially the culture of isolated Mormon communities. I was
reminded of this when I read these interdisciplinary essays whose collective
theme attempts to throw light on community development in the American West.
All the essays, except two, deal with Mormon populations in Utah, and while
inevitably there is an unevenness in quality to them, collectively they do provide
a useful introduction to the topic.
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G. Wesley Johnson's study of elites in Phoenix, Arizona, is one of the exceptions to the Utah and Mormon setting. Even in Phoenix, though, Mormons
were important in the early history of the city, and several first families were,
and still are, Mormons. Johnson shows, however, the development of Phoenix
resulted from the booster activity of a diverse group of elites, many of whom
came from the Midwest. It was no accident that the Chicago Cubs held their
spring training camp near Phoenix, for the Wrigley family had had a winter estate
outside the city since the twenties. Phoenix did not "take off" until World War II,
when war-related industries relocated there, and only the invention of the air
conditioner allowed the year-round settlement of a large population. This is an
important essay, for it employs oral history techniques to probe the contribution
of most of the important people in Phoenix's development, and its use of a
"typology of elites," borrowed from political science, might prove useful for
historians investigating the histories of other cities in the West.
Stan Albrecht, a sociologist specializing in energy problems, looks at the
implications of rapid industrial growth on Western communities invOlved in the
recent energy boom. Rapid change brought conflict between oldtimers and the
recently arrived, between ranchers and townspeople, and created competition
for funding for schools, health care facilities, and recreation areas. This essay
provides valuable insights for anyone interested in the historical development
of cities and towns, and especially those undergoing a boom phenomenon.
The final essay worth noting, by Michael Raber, concerns family life in the
nineteenth-century farming community of Spring City, Utah. Raber is interested
in looking at the influence of the Mormon church on town development. In so
doing he finds that the family quickly assumed a leadership role in economic
issues in the small community, and thus had a more important impact than did
the church. This essay makes outstanding use of the limited materials available
to evoke family life on the primitive frontier, and as such, is a useful addition to
the building of a theoretical understanding of how the family operated under
those conditions.
The remaining six essays are all more idiosyncratic in content and though
useful in, providing knowledge of Mormonism, do not have the universality of the
three signalled out for special mention above. Given the growing importance of
Mormonism in our culture, it is to be hoped that the Charles Redd Center will
continue this series of occasional monographs.
Mark Friedberger
University of Illinois, Chicago

Book Notes

Two recent reprints in Native American literature are Zuni Folk Tales
by Frank Cushing (University of Arizona Press, $12.95 paper) and PreColumbian Literatures of Mexico by Miguel Leon-Portilla (University of
Oklahoma Press, $7.95 paper). Cushing's study was first published in
1901 and was reprinted in 1931 with an introduction by Mary Austin.
More than thirty folk tales are collected here. The book by Leon-Portilla,
director of the Institute of Historical Research in the National University
of Mexico, was first published in 1969 and has been described as the
best introduction to the myths, poetry, rituals, drama, arid prose of the
Aztecs, Mayas, Mixtecs, and others.
Recent titles from Doubleday & Company in the Double D Western
Series include Reaching Colorado by Frank Roderus ($11.95), This Old
Bill by Loren D. Estleman ($11.95), The Stranglers, also by Estleman
($11.95), and The Last Buffalo Hunt by Gary McCarthy ($12.95). All
belong in the category of popular western fiction.
Two o.ther recent publications will appeal to those interested in
Southwestern fiction. Will Henry's West, edited by Dale L. Walker (Texas
Western Press, $18.00), is introduced by Walker's informative essay on
Will Henry, who also writes as Clay Fisher. Henry is a major figure in
Western literature, and eight of his books have been made into films.
Among his important novels on the Southwest is Chiricahua. Walker has
selected eleven essays and six stories by Henry that provide a fine
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sampling of his writing. As Benjamin Capps writes, there is "something
to please everyone and to insult danged near everyone." Apache by
Will Comfort (University of Nebraska Press, $7.95 paper) also has been
praised by literary critics. First published in 1931, Apache has been
described as a fusion of fact and fiction. Lawrence Clark Powell writes
that there is no history of the Apache Indians "which tells us more dryly
or makes more impact upon our minds and hearts than the novel Apache,
which is based on the life of Mangas Coloradas,"
Several books relating to the West and Southwest have recently
been reprinted in paper editions. Anasazi: Ancient People of the Rock
by Donald Pike with photographs by David Muench is a popular and
heavily illustrated summary (Harmony Books, $12.95 paper). A Dynasty
of Western Outlaws by Paul I. Wellman (University of Nebraska Press,
$8.95 paper) has a new foreword by Richard Maxwell Brown and focuses
on major outlaws in the Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas
region. Roy Bean: Law West of the Pecos by C. L. Sonnichsen (University
of New Mexico Press, $9.95 paper) tells the story of that inimitable Texan
as only Sonnichsen can tell it.

News Notes

After a long association with the University of New Mexico and the
New Mexico Historical Review, Richard N. Ellis is taking a position as
director of the Center for Southwest Studies at Fort Lewis College, Durango, Colorado. Ellis came to the University of New Mexico in 1968 as
assistant professor of Indian history. He soon became associated with
the New Mexico Historical Review, serving on the editorial board under
five editors, commencing with Eleanor Adams in 1975. He was appointed
chairman of the editorial board in 1982. Book Review Editor since 1974,
he has also directed the journal's reprint program.
Ellis has been a valuable member of the Department of History,
directing twenty-two dissertations, seventeen of which have been published, as well as numerous master's theses. He has served as a source
of inspiration and guidance to hundreds of students during his years in
the department and was named Outstanding Teacher of the Year in 1978.
For eighteen years, Ellis has served as faculty advisor to Phi Alpha Theta,
international history honor society.
During his tenure at the university, Ellis has served on various university and department committees. Between 1968 and 1972, he was
assistant director and director of the American Indian Historical Research Project, an oral history project funded by Doris Duke. In 1979,
Ellis was a Fulbright Lecturer at Aarhus University, Denmark, lecturing
at various universities in Norway, Denmark, and Sweden. He has also
been active in the Historical Society of New Mexico, serving on the
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Richard N. Ellis

board of directors, the program committee, and as head of the awards
committee. In 1984, the society presented him with the Dorothy Woodward Award for Outstanding Teaching.
Among his publications are General Pope and U.S. Indian Policy,
New Mexico, Past and Present, The Western American Indian: Case
Studies in Tribal History, and various book introductions and chapters
in anthologies. His many articles and book reviews have appeared in
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the Western Historical Quarterly, Journal of Arizona History, Journal of
the Illinois State Historical Society, Nevada Historical Society Quarterly,
American West. and New Mexico Historical Review.
At the Center for Southwest Studies, Ellis will be in charge of museum collections and will oversee an archival program for collecting
Southwestern material. In addition, he will direct an interdisciplinary
major in Southwest studies. Ellis will join the center in January 1987. The
staff of the New Mexico Historical Review wishes to take this opportunity
to thank Dick Ellis for all the time, energy, and effort he has devoted to
the journal and wish him well in his new position. He will be sorely missed
in our office.
Approximately 240 members and guests attended the Historical
Society of New Mexico annual conference June 5-8, 1986, at the Armand Hammer United World College of the American West in Montezuma, New Mexico. The Montezuma Hotel provided a spectacular
backdrop for the conference events, including an opening reception
that acknowledged the centennial of the Queene Anne style hotel. In
addition to two days of sessions, those in attendance enjoyed the annual
book auction and an evening of movies made in Las Vegas in the 1920s.
Lawrence Clark Powell gave the keynote address at the annual banquet
on Saturday night at which the following awards were presented: the
Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award for an outstanding pUblication by an
individual to Bruce 1. Ellis for his book, Bishop Lamy's Santa Fe Cathedral; the Dorothy Woodward Award in the field of education to two recipients: Guadalupe Baca Vaughn acknowledging her innovative methods
of teaching New Mexico's cultural heritage and Darlis Miller for distinguished teaching at the graduate and undergraduate levels at New
Mexico State University; the Edger Lee Hewett Award for service to the
public to Dwight and Carol Myers for the promotion of Southwestern
history and literature through the activities of the New Mexico Book
League; and the Board of Directors Award to Myra Ellen Jenkins. In
addition, the Bradford L. Prince Award was presented to the Armand
Hammer United World College of the American West for its initial efforts
in the field of preservation as exemplified by the sensitive renovation for
contemporary use of the stone hotel and the old dairy. The conference
concluded on Sunday morning with walking tours of the historic districts
of Las Vegas. Next year's meeting will be held in Roswell, New Mexico.
The University of Nebraska at Omaha announces a call for papers
and panel proposals for the Thirtieth Annual Missouri Valley History Conference to be held in Omaha March 12-14, 1987. Proposals in' all fields
of history as well as interdisciplinary and methodological studies should
be submitted by November 1, 1986 to Michael L. Tate, Department of
History, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska. 68182.
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Proposals should include an abstract of the paper and a brief vita of
participants.
A call for papers is also requested for the Nineteenth Annual Dakota
History Conference to be held in Madison, South Dakota, on April 1011, 1987. Papers should relate to some aspect of South Dakota, Dakota
Territory, or the history of the upper Great Plains region. Deadline for
submission is January 31, 1987. Address all correspondence to H.W.
Blakely, History Department, Dakota State College, Madison, South Dakota 57042-1799.
Dan Scurlock, cultural historian and naturalist, announces several
educational field trips he will be leading this fall and winter. They include
a five-day trip to Casas GranQes Ruins November 26-30 and another
to Canon del Cobre (Copper Canyon), both in Chihuahua, December
26-31. In addition, he has scheduled two one-day birding trips to the
Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge (and the "world famous"
Owl Restaurant and Bar) for December 6, 1986 and January 17, 1987.
For more information, call Dan Scurlock at (505) 242-1635.
The School of American Research in Santa Fe announces that at
least four resident fellowships will be awarded for the 1987-1988 academic year to scholars in anthropology and related disciplines. The
fellowships are supported by the Weatherhead Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities and are open to Ph.D.s and doctoral candidates whose fieldwork is complete. They provide a monthly
stipend, housing, a private study and the time, space, and quiet needed
for creative research from September to the following August. The application deadline is December 1, 1986. For further information write the
School of American Research, Resident Scholar Program, P.O. Box 2188,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504.
The School of American Research has awarded two Katrin H. Lamon
Fellowships in Native American Art and Education to Harold Littlebird,
a poet, songwriter, and potter of Laguna and Santo Domingo descent,
and to Daniel Rogers, an anthropologist of Cherokee descent. Littlebird
will use his fellowship to present a series of poetry readings and songs
in the Rio Grande pueblos. Rogers, a doctoral candidate in anthropology
at the University of Chicago, will be completing his dissertation on "The
Arikara Responses to Euro-American Trade." The Katrin H. Lamon Endowment was established in 1984 as one of several programs designed
to help Indian scholars and artists further their professional careers.
The Dallas County Heritage Society has announced a new exhibit
at the Old City Park in Dallas which features the uniform of Antonio Lopez
de Santa Anna. The 133-year-old uniform was designed by the Mexican
general and features a wool jacket and trousers, silk sashes, a royal
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blue satin cape, and is bordered in gold thread. Also included in the
exhibit isan ivory-handled Wilkinson sword. The self-guided tour of the
exhibit is free at the Citizen's Bank in Old City Park, Dallas, a museum
of cultural history.
The International Space Hall of Fame in Alamogordo is conducting
an ongoing oral history project to document further the history of space
research in New Mexico. While the primary focus will be space history
in the Tularosa Basin, the entire state will be included. Referrals for
interview subjects are greatly appreciated. Contact Gregory P. Kennedy
or George House at the Space Center, P.O. Box 533, Alamogordo, New
Mexico 88311-0533, or call (505) 437-2840.
A group interested in the study of historical ordnance and living
history is currently forming in Albuquerque and intends to incorporate
as a non-profit corporation as the New Mexico Company of Artillerists.
The group is primarily interested in living history interpretation of artillery
organizations of the Civil and Indian War periods, and is in the process
of raising and equipping a "Federal" battery to participate in Civil War
skirmish and living history events, as well as target competition. The
group will emphasize safety and authenticity in its activities. The membership of the group is not restricted to the Albuquerque area. Three
types of memberships are currently available: investing--members provide funds towards the acquisition of ordnance and equipment above
monthly dues; active-members pay monthly dues; associate-spouses
or dependents of active members who wish to participate in the group's
activities and pay nominal annual dues. Interested individuals should
contact Ken Dusenberry, 3345 Gabaldon Place NW, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87104, or Scott Schermer, 3409 Thaxton SE (#2), Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87106, or call (505) 247-9165.
.
The third annual reenactment of the Battle of Glorieta, the "Gettysburg of the West," was a resounding success at Pigeon's Ranch on June
15, 1986. Hosted by Company E of the Fourth Texas Mounted Volunteers
and Company C of the Seventh Regiment United States Infantry, the
event included reenactment groups from New Mexico, Colorado, Texas,
Arizona, and Missouri. The annual reenactment highlights preservation
efforts aimed at elevating the site of Pigeon's Ranch to a status equal
to that of the state's Spanish Colonial and Indian sites as a symbol of
the heritage of the people of New Mexico. Tax deductible donations are
encouraged and may be mailed to the Glorieta Battlefield Preservation
Fund, 4413 Skyline Court NE, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87111. For
information contact David Wilson at (505) 266-3101.
Phi Alpha Theta, international honor society, recently announced a
Special Commendation Award to two universities in New Mexico. In
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Division VI, schools with enrollments over 18,000, Sigma Chapter at the
University of New Mexico, received the Best Chapter Award. In Division
5, schools with enrollments of 12,000-18,000, the award went to the
Rho-Zeta chapter at New Mexico State University. Both chapters are to
be commended for their work with graduates and undergraduates and
the promotion of history on their respective campuses.
Doug Dinwiddie of Western New Mexico University in Silver City is
currently writing his doctoral dissertation on the Pioneers Foundation
Project, an oral history project done in New Mexico in the 1950s. When
completed, the dissertation will mark the first comprehensive effort at
describing and evaluating one of the earliest oral history projects in the
country.
A 1983 graduate of the University of New Mexico, H. Allen Anderson,
has been awarded the Carl Bode Award by the Popular Culture Association for his article "ErnestThompson Seton and the Woodcraft Indians"
which appeared in the Spring 1985 issue of the Journal of American
Culture. In addition, his dissertation has been published by Texas A&M
University Press entitled The Chief: Ernest Thompson Seton and the
Changing West. Anderson is currently a historian at the Panhandle-Plains
Historical Museum in Canyon, Texas.
Doctors of Medicine in New Mexico: A History of Health and Medical
Practice 1886-1986 by Jake W. Spidle has recently been published by
the University of New Mexico Press. A comprehensive history of medicine
and health care in New Mexico, the book is based on extensive research
and interviews in conjunction with the Medical History Project at the
University of New Mexico Medical Center Library. Sales of a commemorative edition, offered by the Friends of the University of New Mexico
Libraries and priced at $50, will benefit the work of the Medical History
Project. Spidle is assistant professor of history in the University of New
Mexico..
.

In 1982, New Mexico State University established the Ira Clark Outstanding Graduate Student in History Award. This year the department
has selected Bruce Ashcroft as recipient of the award. Ashcroft is studying the American West and has recently completed a study of Socorro,
New Mexico. Part of the award is a subscription to the New Mexico
Historical Review.
Michael Welsh, research assistant professor in the Department of
History, University of New Mexico, is currently preparing a history of the
school for the university centennial celebration in 1989. Anyone having
memorabilia, photographs, documents, or other information may contact
Welsh at (505) 277-2451.
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News from the graduate department in history at the University of
New Mexico includes the following items. The Dorothy Woodward Research Fellowship for 1986-1987 has been awarded to two doctoral
candidates, Judy Johnson and Bonnie Sykes. Johnson is examining
penitentiaries in Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, and Utah from 1900 to
1980. Sykes' work looks at a century of Catholic education in Albuquerque. Sonny Davis, doctoral candidate in Modern Latin America, has
taken a job as coordinator of the Foreign Study Program at the University
of New Hampshire, Durham. Jackie Gr'eb, past president of the History
Graduate Student Association, left in September to be a Scholar-inResidence to the Cherokee Heritage Center and Cherokee Nation in
Tahlequah, Oklahoma.
The Seaver Center for Western History Research is a repository of
photographs, maps, manuscripts, pamphlets, books, and other historical material relating to the history of Southern California and the American Southwest. The Center is open to the public between the hours of
ten and four, Tuesday through Friday. For further information call (213)
744-3359 or write Errol Stevens, Seaver Center for Western History Research, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, 900 Exposition
Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90007.
The Texas State Historical Association has announced that Ron C.
Tyler has been appointed director of the Association and the Center for
Studies in Texas History. Tyler replaces James W. Pohl, interim director,
who returned to his duties as professor of history in Southwest Texas
State University, San Marcos. Tyler was formerly with the Amon Carter
Museum of Western Art, where he served as assistant director for collections and programs., He is the author of Santiago Vidaurri and the
Southern Confederacy, The Mexican War: A Lithographic Record, and
the award-winning The Big Bend: A History of the Last Texas Frontier.
Harwood Hinton has retired from the editorship of Arizona and the
West magazine to return to teaching full time in the history department
at the University of Arizona, Tucson. Hinton came to Arizona and the
West twenty-five years ago as the assistant editor to John A. Carroll. He
became editor in 1963 and went on to make his magazine one of the
premier journals in the Western history field. He is famous for his high
standards of scholarship and for working closely with his authors to
obtain the best possible finished product. Hinton has long served as a
model of editorial excellence to other journal editors. Bruce Dinges, who
served as Hinton's assistant editor for the last eight years, has recently
been appointed editor of the Journal of Arizona History, published by _
the Arizona Historical Society.
John Francis Bannon, S.J., well known as a historian of the Spanish
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Borderlands, died in June 1986. His colleague, William Barnaby Faherty,
S.J., has provided the following sketch of Bannon's career:
Father John F. Bannon (1905-1986) joined the history department
at St. Louis University in 1939 with a doctorate in Latin American history
from the University of California. He had studied under Herbert Eugene
Bolton, who pioneered the "Spanish Borderlands" concept, the first new
approach to American history since Turner's Frontier Hypothesis of the
1890s. An amazingly gifted man, Father Bannon was as tall and handsome as his movie-actor brother Jim, star of the "Red Ryder" Hollywood
series.
In 1943 Father Bannon became chairman of the history department,
a post he was to hold for twenty-five years. All during that time he taught
the basic Western Civilization course at the least desirable hour-eight
in the morning. He was at his office at nine and stayed there all day,
accomplishing his tasks effectively, in fact autocratically, brooking no
interference from above and accepting few suggestions from below. He
built a strong department and made sure that his graduate students
found positions in college teaching.
He was president of the Western History Association 1965-1966,
program chairman of the Mississippi Valley Historical Association four
times, and vice-president of the American Catholic Historical Association
in 1973. He was the author of such highly regarded books as The Mission
Frontier of Sonora, 1620-1687 (1955) and The Spanish Borderlands
Frontier, 1513-1821 (1970). His last book was a tribute to his mentor,
entitled Herbert Eugene Bolton-The Historian and the Man, 1870-1953
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1973).
On retirement from the chairmanship at St. Louis University, Father
Bannon accepted invitations as visiting professor, successively, at the
University of Colorado, the University of California-Santa Barbara, the
University of New Mexico, and Utah State University. He lived quietly in
retirement in recent years.
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